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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
defining qualities of teachers of the gifted. Five 
teachers of gifted students in the Knox County System 
were identified as being successful and effective 
base� on supervisor and administrator evaluation. A 
series of structured interviews and observations were 
conducted. A rubric was also completed by the TAG 
supervisor. The researcher completed a thick 
description of each TAG teacher's classroom. Based on 
the analysis of interviews, observations, and ·rubric 
data, the researcher attempted to identify and 
describe the characteristics, which contributed to the 
effectiveness of those teachers. The researcher 
concluded from the data that successful teachers of 
the gifted seemed to be more flexible or adaptable 
than their less successful counterparts, had a rich 
variety of experience, had·broad and varying 
interests, were open and approachable, demonstrated a 
variety of teaching styles, and considered themselves 
knowledgeable or interested in research pertaining to 
gifted education. Neither age nor gender appeared to 
be a factor. 
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Chapter I - Introduction 
·There is growing need in our educational system to 
develop a way to select and retain teachers of gifted 
children. The Center for Talented Youth states: "Each local 
school system should develop a procedure for selecting 
teachers with specific responsibility for identifying 
and/or_providing services for gifted and talented 
students. " The Maryland State Department of Education 
recommends the following guidelines when selecting teachers 
of the gifted: 
• Evidence of some specific training in gifted 
education. 
• Successful teaching experience 
• A genuine interest and desire to work with the gifted. 
• Demonstrated evidence of advanced content competence, 
particularly in mathematics and science. 
The State Department of Maryland and Johns Hopkins 
University also recommend that other factors be considered 
when selecting a teacher of the gifted: 
• Awareness of the cognitive and affective needs of 
gifted and talented students. 
• Knowledge of instructional methods appropriate for 
highly able learners. 
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• Ability to impart intellectual curiosity and 
enthusiasm for learning to students. 
• High level of energy, enthusiasm, confidence and 
resourcefulness. 
• Willingness to seek experts to supplement the program 
where additional expertise is needed. 
• Ability to organize and manage instruction to) provide 
for a balance of structure and flexibility. 
• Openness to innovation and acceptance of divergent, 
creative thinking. 
• Ability to facilitate students' independence and 
development of personal responsibility for their own 
learning. 
• Willingness to pursue training for needed professional 
understanding and competence. 
The Supervisor of Knox County's Talented and Gifted (TAG) 
Department has chosen staff based of certification (K-8), 
coursework, workshop experience, and work with identifiable 
National gifted programs (Odyssey of the Mind, Future 
Problem Solving and Math/Science Olympiad). 
This dissertation is an explorational study of the 
characteristics and traits of five successful and effective 
teachers of the gifted. The study was based upon interviews 
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and direct observations of five Talented and Gifted (TAG) 
teachers in Knox County, Tennessee. Five teachers were 
chosen from an original list of eight teachers identified 
as successful and effective by the Knox County TAG 
Supervisor. The researcher and Supervisor selected five 
teachers due to the differences in gender, age, experience 
and differences in the schools where each of the 
participants taught. A rubric completed by the supervisor 
of the TAG program was also used in the analysis of the 
characteristics of the successful and effective TAG 
teachers of Knox County. The first chapter of the 
dissertation presents the problem statement, the purpose of 
the study, research questions addressed, the need for the 
study, the delimitations, some basic assumptions, 
definitions of key terms that will be used throughout this 
dissertation, an overview of the methodology and a summary 
of this chapter. 
The Problem 
The focus of this study was the identification and 
selection of effective teachers of the g�fted and the 
. characteristics or traits that such teachers possess. In 
order to be effective, teachers of the gifted may need to 
be very different from the regular classroom teachers. 
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There is growing concern about the selection, improvement 
and retention of teachers for the gifted. Renzulli (1968) 
stated that nsince teachers have a significant influence on 
the learning environment, and are critical to the success 
of gifted programs, the characteristics, skills, knowledge, 
and training of the teachers who implement gifted programs 
should be the concern of all gifted providers. " The way to 
identify key attributes of successful teachers of the 
gifted is to begin with an analysis of the 
characteristics/behaviors of (gifted) teachers who have 
experienced success over time. Do teachers of the gifted in 
Knox County, Tennessee possess attributes and 
characteristics that make them successful with talented and 
gifted youth? Are the characteristics similar in these 
teachers or do they differ? Do characteristics such as: 
level of experience, gender, school, type of community, or 
teaching style makes a difference? 
The Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
defining qualities of five Knox County teachers o"f the 
gifted. These ·teachers of the gifted had been identified as 
being successful and effective. The data for this study 
consisted of: transcripts from recordings of a series of 
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structured interviews, the field notes from observations, 
and a rubric completed by the TAG supervisor. Similar data 
was collected on each of the participants. A thick 
description of each TAG teacher's classroom was also 
completed by the researcher and included. Based on the 
interviews, observations, and the rubric, the researcher 
attemp�ed to describe the characteristics, which 
contributed to the effectiveness of those teachers. 
Research Questions 
In order to address the_purpose of the study, the 
researcher used interviewing methods, observati.ons, and a 
rubric to answer the following research questions. 
1. What are the defining characteristics of effective TAG 
teachers in Knox County, Tennessee? 
2. Could any differences be attributed to the teachers' 
levels of experience, the socioeconomic status of 
their schools, their gender or their age? 
3. Were the characteristics of teachers of the gifted in 
Knox County similar to or different from the 
characteristics that researchers in the field say are 
essential to a successful teacher of the gifted? 
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Need for the Study 
If a set of defining char.acteristics were developed it 
might enable administrators to more effectively identify 
successful teachers of the gifted. With the growing debate 
over teacher accountability and teacher effectiveness, this 
study was done in order to present vital information that 
will show whether or not the TAG teachers are actually 
making an impact on the education of gifted youth. This 
study may also assist in the hiring of TAG teachers. The 
study will identify the characteristics of successful 
teachers of the gifted and talented and with this 
information a more informed decision on whom to hire can 
occur. With implementation of more suitable teachers a more 
positive teaching environment can exist and may in fact 
lower the turnover of TAG teachers by eliminating 
candidates who don't fit the mold. Information found in 
this study may validate the need for and continuation of 
the gifted program. The study may also be beneficial for 
preservice and inservice training of regular classroom 
teachers who want to develop their teaching skills in the 
gifted area. 
At the time of this study the TAG program in Knox 
County employed thirty-three teachers, ten of whom were 
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non-certified. The group of thirty-three instructors was 
made up of mainly former teachers of regular classrooms. 
The program also had only three male talented and gifted 
(TAG) .teachers. This study may influence future hiring 
practices by revealing characteristics and attributes that 
are more successful with gifted students. The study may 
also help validate the professionalism of the non-certified 
teachers in the Knox County TAG Department. 
Many administrators, teachers, and parents in Knox 
County have posed questions about the "credentials" of TAG 
teachers. Many currently employed by the TAG program have 
been asked how or why they were hired. They have also been 
asked what sets them apart from teachers in the regular 
classroom. Hopefully a study of this nature can begin to 
answer some of these questions. 
Delimitations of the Study 
For the purpose of this study, the researcher made the 
following delimitations: 
1. The study was delimited to the characteristics of five 
TAG teachers selected from Knox County, Tennessee. 
2. The study was delimited to three direct 
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observations of the five selected TAG teacher in a 
classroom setting; Five were selected due to time 
constraints. 
3. The study was also delimited to interview, which 
lasted between thirty·minutes to one hour due to time 
constraints. 
4. The study was also delimited by the questions asked, 
which were based on prior research with teachers of 
the gifted. 
5. The study was also delimited to the fact that the 
interviews were cassette recorded and participants may 
not have been fully candid. 
Basic Assumptions 
For the purpose of this study the following 
assumptions were made: 
1. Responses by the teachers were indicative of their 
actupl feelings or thoughts on the questions asked of 
them (basic honesty). 
2. The population was a representative sample of 
successful gifted teachers in Knox County, Tennessee 
and gifted teachers in general. 
3. The interview process was a legitimate way of 
discovering information. 
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4. The particular times that teachers were observed are 
representative of their normal classes. 
Definitions of Key Terms 
Terms used with specific meaning-in this study were as 
follows: 
l. TAG (Knox County) - Talented and Gifted is a Knox 
County Schools program serving academically advanced 
students in grades 3-8. 
2. Talented And Gifted (as defined by Knox County Schools) -
(1) Intellectually gifted as determined by Tennessee 
state guidelines; or (2) Academically advanced as 
determined by achievement test scores on the 96 th 
percentile in two of the following: total reading, total 
math and total battery; or (3) Creative producers as 
determined by student information gathered by the child, 
parents and school personnel. 
3. Successful/ effective teacher of the gifted- TAG 
teachers ·in Knox County, who were deemed successful by 
their supervisor, their principals, their peers and the 
TAG leadership team. 
4. Stanford/Binet- Intelligence scale that includes 
comprehensive coverage of five factors--Reasoning, 
Knowledge, Working Memory, Visual, and Quantitative--and 
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the ability to compare verbal and nonverbal performance. 
5. Terra Nova- Achievement test and a statistical tool used 
nationally for most grade levels. 
6. IQ- Intelligence Quotient as measured by any number of 
tests. 
7. Leadership Team- a group of five Knox County TAG 
teachers,-who are elected by their peers to make 
decisions related to policy and curriculum with the 
gifted department. 
Overview of Methodology 
The supervisor for Knox County's Talented and Gifted 
(TAG) Department identified five successful gifted teachers 
at the elementary level. The TAG supervisor selected these 
five teachers because of their performances in their 
schools. The TAG supervisor stated, "These five teachers 
have always received stellar remarks from administrators, 
parents and children." The supervisor also remarked that 
the five teachers selected "have always performed at the 
highest level and that is shown in observation by myself, 
school principals and vice principals. " The five teachers 
were also considered to be successful by the administrators 
in their respective schools based of yearly evaluations. 
The TAG department also had a leadership team, which was 
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comprised of TAG teachers whom their peers feel were the 
most qualifi�d; each of the five participants of this study 
were either members of the leadership team themselves or 
were deemed to be highly effective by the team. These five 
teachers were also selected based on the following 
criterion: varying levels of experience, schools that 
differ-socioeconomically, gender and age. 
These five teachers were asked the same set of 
questions seeking: background information, teaching 
practices, qualities they possess that they believe to be 
important for a teacher of gifted youth, lessons taught, 
interests, and hobbies. Observations of classroom behavior 
and practices were also conducted and documented in field 
notes. A complex rubric revealing the thoughts and opinions 
of the TAG supervisor was also completed on each of the 
five participants. 
The five participants were observed in their every 
day, gifted classroom three times. The interviews were 
conducted one on one by the researcher in person at each of 
the participant's schools. During the observations the 
researcher was looking for characteristics or traits that 
the teachers possessed. After the interviews and 
observations had been completed the information was 
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reported and compared to similar studies and or findings in 
the field. 
Summary 
This chapter summarized the dissertation Identifying 
the Characteristics of Successful and Effective Teachers of 
the Gifted. This chapter included the problem statement, 
the purpose of the study, research questions addressed, the 
need for the study, the delimitations, some of the basic 
assumptions, definitions of key terms that were used 
throughout the dissertation and an overview of the 
methodology. 
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Chapter II - Review Of Literature 
This chapter dealt with relative research and 
literature related to the purpose of the study. The_purpose 
of this study was to determine the defining qualities of 
five. Knox County teachers of the gifted. Each of the five 
was identified as successful and effective. Analysis was 
accomplished through a series of structured interviews, a 
series of direct observations and a complex rubric related 
to effective teaching completed by the TAG supervisor on 
each of the participants. A thick description of each TAG 
teacher's classroom was developed based on observation. 
Based on the analysis of the interviews, the direct 
observations, and the rubric, the researcher identified a 
common set of qualities, characteristics or traits that are 
common in five successful and effective Knox County 
teachers of the gifted. 
Identifying characteristics of successful teachers is 
not a new idea. According to Sanderlin (1973), from a study 
that goes· as·far back as the Eighteenth century, it was 
"expected that teachers have special traits that set them 
apart from other professionals. " More recent research in 
the area of teacher characteristics has pointed out that 
different skills are needed for different contexts and that 
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an effective teacher for one type of student may not 
necessarily be the most effective for another (Brophy & 
Good, 1986). Though this study was conducted on regular 
classroom teachers, it may have implications for teachers 
of the gifted as well. 
Research in the area of successful or effective 
teachers of the gifted is far less extensive than is the 
research on the regular education classroom teacher. 
However with the small amount of research on effective 
teachers of the gifted there does seem to be some 
agreement. A review of literature in the area of effective 
teachers of the gifted reveals many lists of 
characteristics or attributes that are common to teachers 
of gifted youth. 
Education of the gifted and talented, like many issues 
in education, has more than one point of view or opinion 
from professionals in the field. One of the issues, which 
is lacking in research has to do with characteristics of 
teachers of the gifted. Many professionals in the field of 
gifted and talented education have identified attributes or 
characteristics that teachers should possess, but few 
studies actually tell us what attributes and 
characteristics teachers of talented and gifted do possess. 
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Similarly, a number of studies have been conducted seeking 
the attributes or characteristics gifted students prefer in 
their teachers. According to Renzulli, "teachers of the 
gifted are expected to teach creative problem solving 
skills to their students ·and to guide them in applying the 
skills once they have been acquired." 
History of Gifted Education 
During the late 1800' s and early 1900' s· the definition 
of giftedness was fairly narrow when compared to today's 
definition. The definition dealt only with intelligence, in 
most part measured by IQ (Intelligence Quotient). In 1916 
Lewis Terman, a Stanford psychologist, modified the Binet 
test which is now known as the Stanford/Binet I.Q. Test. 
Terman's 1921 definition of gifted was "the top 1% level in 
general intellectual ability measured by the Stanford-Binet 
Intelligence Scale or a comparable instrument (Renzulli 
1978) ." Terman also conducted a long-term study in 1920 of 
1,500 gifted children (Davis, 1997). Before World War II 
being gifted only considered the top 1-2%, but after 1940 
in was expanded to include the top 10-15% (DeHaan & 
Havighurst, 1961). 
A debate that has existed in gifted education since 
its beginnings has been the reliance on IQ tests to measure 
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the giftedness of a person. During the beginnings of 
Terman's studies, some were calling for a more expanded 
definition of giftedness (Witty, 1971). Witty's definition 
of giftedness from the early 1930's included "any child 
whose performance in a worthwhile type of endeavor is 
consistently or repeatedly remarkable (Witty, 1971) ." Witty 
defined gift�dness in this way because h� felt that 
intelligence tests "did not elicit any kind of imaginative, 
original or unique response (Witty, 1971) ." Despite Witty's 
initiative to have a more inclusive definition of 
giftedness, the reliance upon intelligence tests still 
dominates gifted education today. 
Dr. Leta Hollingworth a professor at Teachers College 
of Columbia University published Gifted Children: Their 
Nature and Nurture (Colangelo, 1997). This was one of the 
earliest textbooks used in gifted education. Dr. 
Hollingworth also ran the Speyer School Experiment in New 
York City, a school for gifted children. This school was a 
project involving both Columbia University and the New York 
City Board of Education (Colangelo, 1997). Hollingsworth 
has been credited with an early definition of giftedness 
that has influenced gifted education throughout the past 
eight decades: "Gifted children are those identified by 
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mental tests as very superior to the average (Colangelo, 
1997}." 
Fliegler and Bish (1959} conducted a review of the 
literature on gifted education from 1953 to 1959 and came 
up with another definition of giftedness. The definition 
they came up with included "children who possess superior 
intellectual potential as well as a functional ability to 
perform in the top 15-20%, talents in such specific areas 
as science and mathematics, or unusual creative ability 
Fleigler & Bish, 1959} ." This definition is significant to 
gifted education because it was the first definition to 
mention the word "potential." Interestingly the fact that 
Fleigler and Bish singled out science and mathematics may 
be indicative of the fact the Russia had recently launched 
Sputnik. 
The one event that is mentioned over and over as 
having an impact on gifted education is the launching of 
Sputnik in 1957. After the Russian satellite was launched 
many reports criticizing American education, especially the 
lack of recognition of the needs of gifted children were 
published (Delisle, 1999}. This led to the National Defense 
Education Act in 1958 (Piirto, 1999}. This Act was an 
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effort to improve education in the sciences and for gifted 
students (Piirto, 1999). 
During the 1960's the focus on the definition of 
giftedness shifted again. The definitions from the sixties 
began to focus on "thinking" abilities in creative, 
abstract, problem solving modes (Sumption & Luecking, 
1960). Sumpt�on and Luecking had yet another definition of 
giftedness, "potential to perform tasks requiring a 
comparatively high degree of intellectual abstraction or 
creative imagination or both (1960) ." Another thought of 
giftedness out of the sixties was: 
"The gifted are those students whose potential 
intellectual powers are at such a high ideational 
level in both productive and evaluative thinking 
that it can be reasonably assumed they could be 
the future problem solvers, innovators, and 
evaluators of the culture if adequate educational 
experiences are provided." 
... (Luci to 1963, in Alexander & Muia 1982) 
In 1969 amendments to the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act (ESEA) directed the Commissioner of Education 
to make a national survey on the status of education for 
the gifted. This would eventually become known as the 
Marland Report. Commissioner of Education, Sydney P. 
Marland (1972) gave the following definition to Congress: 
Gifted and talented children are those identified 
by professionally qualified persons who by virtue 
of outstanding abilities are capable of high 
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performance .. These are children who require 
differentiated educational programs and/or 
services beyond those normally provided by the 
regular school program in order to realize their 
contribution· to self and society. 
Children capable of high performance include 
those with demonstrated achievement and/or 
potential ability in any of the following areas, 
singly or in combination: 
1. General intellectual ability 
2. Specific academic aptitude 
3 .  Creative or productive thinking 
4. Leadership ability 
5. _Visual and performing arts 
6. Psychomotor development 
Marland's definition made another huge impact in 
gifted education because in his report he mentioned for the 
first time, "professionally qualified persons." Also this 
report mentioned for the first time, "psychomotor 
development." The Marland Report was issued to Congress 
noting the deteriorating state of gifted and talented 
education (Delisle, 1999). In 1974 the first allocation of 
federal money was granted in the sum of $2.56 million. This 
sum was reached due to the estimation of there being 2.6 
million gifted and talented children in the United States 
and so it was essentially one dollar per gifted child 
(Piirto, 1999). The Marland also directly led to the 
creation of the National Office of the Gifted and Talented 
(Marland, 1972) . 
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In 1980 a Title IX, Part A, of Public Law 95-561 said 
that gifted and talented were 
" ... children and where applicable, youth, who are 
identified at the preschool, elementary, or 
secondary level as possessing demonstrated or 
potential abilities that give evidence of high 
performance capability·in areas such as 
intellectual, creative, specific academic, or 
leadership, or in the performing and visual arts, 
and who by reason thereof require services or 
activities ·not· ordinarily··provided by the 
school." 
..  Sellin & Birch, 1980 
This definition of giftedness had a little of past and 
present definitions mixed together. The most significant 
aspect of this law was that it specifically mentioned 
identification at the preschool, elementary,- and secondary 
levels. This law also saw exceptional children at both ends 
of the spectrum, kids who were gifted and mentally 
handicapped. 
History and Background of 
Knox County's Gifted Program 
This section was designed to give some background 
information on the history on Knox County's Talented and 
Gifted program. All of the information for this section was 
gathered via an interview with the Supervisor of Knox 
County's Talented and Gifted and Magnet programs. The 
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current supervisor has been with the program since its 
inception. 
The TAG programs' start was sparked by a conference in 
which Joseph Renzulli was speaking in Nashville, Tennessee . 
. Knoxville �ad been looking to implement a gifted program 
during the late 1970's and the current TAG supervisor was 
asked to-look at various models to consider. 
Joseph Renzulli was and is still one of the most 
influential people in gifted and talented education. He was 
speaking on his Triad Model {Figure 1) on gifted 
identification. In this model Renzulli gives a new way of 
identifying and labeling those who are gifted. His model 
does not rely solely on intelligence scores, but rather it 
includes_ aspects such as creative producers, task 
commitment, and above average ability. 
This model was instrumental in laying the groundwork 
for the Knox County TAG program. In 1982, Knox.County and 
Knox City Schools merged into one school district. This 
gave Knox County a larger more diverse population of 
students. One of the major problems that was avoided early 
on was and is still avoided is under-representation by 
minority students. By using the Renzulli Triad Model to 








Renzulli Triad Model 
Figure 1 
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... Renzulli, 1985 
to rely upon tests scores as the only means of 
participating in the gifted program. Without the use of the 
Triad Model, many of the inner-city school would have very 
little if any participants in the gifted program. 
According to the TAG supervisor, this means of 
identification was ridiculed by other counties in the State 
due to_its vagueness on identification. However, during the 
late nineties the NAACP looked into and consequently sued 
every county in Tennessee for under-representation of 
minorities, except for Knox County. 
Before the merger of the two districts, the city 
schools had five teachers who were certified in gifted 
education. These five teachers traveled to seventeen 
different schools in a two-week period. The teachers were 
only serving children who were considered gifted through an 
IQ test. Knox County, before the merger, had a certified 
gifted teacher in every school. The certified teacher 
worked only with kids considered gifted by IQ tests as the 
city did. However if the population of the gifted in the 
school was low, then the certified gifted teacher was just 
a regular classroom teacher. 
The first year after the merger, Knox County had 
sixteen teachers of the gifted for all of Knox County. Now 
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the County has thirty-three full time teachers of the 
gifted. These teachers, depending on the populations of the 
schools, may have had only one school or even up to four 
schools. 
According to the TAG supervisor, Knox County's gifted 
program serves around seven thousand students per year made 
up of_ eighty�nine schools. These -·students are part of the 
gifted program if they participate in any of the following: 
enrichment {K-2), TAG (3-8), accelerated courses, honors 
courses or advanced placement. 
Identification of students considered gifted by Knox 
County is based of Joseph Renzulli's Triad Model. Students 
may be identified and/or receive services based on 
identification as: 
1. Intellectually gifted by Tennessee State Department of 
Education Guidelines. 
2. Academically advanced by academic achievement, or 
3. A creative producer by product demonstration and 
parent/teacher recommendation. 
There are several ways a students can qualify for 
participation. TAG identification begins with standardized 
scores for students in grades three through eight. The 
first round of screening is to identify those students 
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whose achievement test scores fall at the 96th percentile 
and above. The second round of screening uses the 85 th 
percentile and above to identify those students who are 
potentially at risk and in need of services for advanced 
students. �ound three of screening uses 
teacher/parent/student recommendations. These 
recommendqtions, combined with test scores and class 
achievement, provide the data necessary to determine an 
appropriate program and/or class placement for the 
individual student. 
Knox County's gifted program serves students in the 
following three ways. 
Enrichment 
• Enrichment topics through the TAG program (K-2) 
• TAG classes with a focused curriculum (3-8) 
• Electives at the high school level 
• Special topics, clubs and competitions for all levels 
Acceleration 
• Placement into a subject in a higher-grade level 
• Placement into the appropriate higher-grade level 
• Placement into a specialized course by meeting 
entrance requirements. 
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• On-line courses (high school} 
• Honors and advanced placement courses 
Grouping 
• Reading and mathematics ability grouping within and 
between classrooms 
• Special interest topics (Stock market game} 
• Academic competitions (Math, Science Olympiad} 
• Specialized courses (T.V. production, ecology} 
Individualized instruction is also possible through program 
modification, independent study or mentorships. 
Knox County also provides services to gifted students 
through magnet school, which are made up of three 
elementary, one middle and one high school level. The 
magnet schools include performing arts and sciences, an 
honor's academy, a math and science academy and a 
technology academy. The funding for all of Knox .County's 
gifted programs come from local dollars and Title VI funds. 
Characteristics of Gifted Students 
Lewis Terman conducted one of the earliest studies on 
the characteristics of gifted students. Terman's 
longitudinal study initially involved fifteen hundred 
students in California. As mentioned earlier in this 
dissertation, Terman was instrumental in the development of 
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the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test. The �allowing is a 
list of some of the findings from Terman's study (Terman & 
Oden, 1951} on the characteristics of gifted children: 
1. The average member of our groups is a slightly better 
physical specimen than the average child. 
2. For the fields of subject matter covered in our tests, 
the superiority of gifted over unselected children was 
greater in reading, language usage, arithmetical 
reasoning, science, literature and the arts. In 
arithmetical computation, spelling and factual 
information about history and civics. 
3. The interests of gifted are may-sided and spontaneous, 
they learn to read easily and read more and better 
books than the average child. At the same time, they 
make numerous collections, cultivate many kinds of 
hobbies, and acquire far more knowledge of plays and 
games than the average child. 
4. As compared with unselected children, they are less 
inclined to boast or to overstate their knowledge; 
they are more trustworthy when under temptation to 
cheat; their character preferences and social 
attitudes are more wholesome, and they score higher in 
a test of emotional stability. 
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5. The deviation of the gifted subjects from the 
generality is in the upward direction for nearly all 
traits. There is no law of compensation whereby the 
intellectual superiority of the gifted tends to be 
offset by inferiorities along nonintellectual lines. 
Since Terman's initial study, there have been many follow 
up studies involving samples of children-from the-original 
fifteen hundred. One such study conducted by Ramaseseshan 
(1957) found that children with high IQ's consistently have 
more "freedom from problems than average groups." I mention 
this because there is a myth that gifted students are much 
more likely to commit suicide than other children. 
According to Shneidman (1971) "the forces influencing 
suicide for any person are also operating when a gifted 
students takes his or her own life. " 
Terman and Oden's study from 1947 did conclude that 
students with high IQ's were "poor mixers and solitary 
children" if they were in a group of children with lower 
IQ's. Gifted Children need to be in a peer group that is 
comparable to their own level (Terman and Oden, 1947) . 
According to Arnold (1977), the following list of 
characteristics is associated with gifted children 
(according to adults): 
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1 .  A strong drive for responsibi lity and task 
completion . 
2 . · Vigor and persis tence in pursui t of  goal s .  
3 .  Venturesomeness  and originality in problem 
4 .  
5 .. 
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
solving . 
Sel f-confidence and a sense of personal identity . 
Wi l lingness  to absorb interpersonal stress . 
Willi?gness to tolerate frustration and delay . 
Ability to influence other persons ' behavior . 
Capacity to structure social- interaction sys tems 
to the task at hand . 
Thi s was of  interest because the characteris tics  listed 
were obtained from a survey of adults . These were the 
perceived characteri stics of gi fted chi ldren as the adults 
saw them . 
Laylock ( 19 57 ) devi sed one of  the most well known 
checklists of gi fted chi ldren used . The checkli s ts were 
made for the use of parents and teachers to use in an 
attempt to assist in the identi f ication of gi fted students . 
1 .  Possess superior powers of reasoning , of  dealing 
wi th abstractions , of  genera li z ing from speci fic 
facts , of understanding meanings , and of seeing 
into relationships . 
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2 .  Have great intel lectual curios ity . 
3 .  Learn easi ly and readi ly . 
4 .  Have a wide range of interests . 
5 .  Have a broad attention span that enables them to 
concentrate on and preserve in solving problems and 
pursuing interes ts . 
6 .  Are superior in · the · quali ty and quantity of  
vocabulary as  compared with chi ldren of  their age . 
7 .  Have abi lity to do ef fective work independently . 
8 .  Have learned to read ( of ten wel l  before school­
age ) . 
9 .  Exhibit keen powers of observation 
1 0 . Show ini tiative and originality in intellectual 
work . 
11 . Show alertness and quick response to new ideas . 
12 . Are able to memori ze quickly . 
13 . Have great interest in nature o f  man and the 
universe (problems of  origins and destiny ,  etc . ) .  
14 . Possess unusual imagination . 
15 . Follow complex directions easi ly . 
16 . Are rapid readers . 
17 . Have several hobbies . 
18 . Have reading interes ts , which cover a wide range 
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of subj ects . 
19 . Make frequent and effective use of the l ibrary . 
2 0 . Are superior in mathematics , particularly in 
pr:oblem solving . 
Nelson and Cleland ( 19 7 5 )  noted " there is  no entirely 
adequate composite of  traits for the gi fted . " They did 
however list these characteristics of gi fted chi ldren : 
• Longer attention span 
• Larger vocabulary 
• Greater fluency of ideas 
• Greater intellectual curiosity 
• More rapid and effective learning 
• Greater abi l i ty to generalize  and form concepts 
• Greater insight into problems 
• More curiosity and interests in intel lectual 
tasks 
• Earlier reading attainment 
• Wider range of interests 
• Less concern wi th convention and authori ty 
• More independence in judgment and thinking 
• Keener sense of humor 
• Less concern with order and organi zation 
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• A more temperamental nature 
Student Desired Characteri stics - for Teachers o f  the Gi fted 
There isn ' t a great deal o f  research in the area of 
desired characteri stics  in teachers of the gi fted by their 
students ,  but there i s  some . A study conducted by Bishop 
( 19 7 6 ) looked at the characteri stics o f  teachers regarded 
as success ful by their gi fted , high achieving students .  In 
thi s study Bi shop found that a · "combination of intel lectual 
and personal characteri stics " was appreciated by students 
(Bi shop , 197 6 ) . Bi shop conc luded that the following were 
characteri stics of succes s ful teachers : 
• Maturity and experience 
• Intel lectual superiori ty 
• High achievement ori entation 
• Commi tment to intellectual growth 
• Favorable atti tude toward students 
• Orderly and systematic approach 
• Imagination 
• Engagement in intel lectual pursuits 
Bishop ( 1 9 7 6 ) 
Studies conducted seeking student preferences  in the 
charac teri stics of their talented and gi fted teachers have 
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found that for the most  part they prefer "personal 
characteristics to intel lectual qualities " (Krumholz  & 
Farquhar , 19 57 ) . Another study on student preference 
conducted . by Lewi s ( 19 82 ) found simi lar results . Thi s 
study worked wi th small groups of gi fted students in grades 
three through seven in the Uni ted States and the students 
agreed- on
l;twenty- two essential characteri s tics ( Lewi s , 
19 82 ) . "'I'he maj ori ty of the items the s tudents l i s ted were 
items related to the personal qualities of  the teacher , "  
such as creativity , understanding , patience , and honesty . 
(Lewi s ,  1982 ) . A study conducted by Abel and Karnes ( 1994 ) 
found that gi fted students from rural , lower socioeconomic 
backgrounds strongly preferred " the personal- social 
characteri stics of their teachers . "  A s tudy conducted on 
gi fted chi ldren in I srael found the oppo site of  the studies 
conducted in the United States . Israeli chi ldren in grades 
four through six "demonstrated a s trong preference for the 
intellectual qualities over teacher creativity and teacher 
presentation of material (Milgram , 1979 ) . "  
A study conduc ted in ·Australia by Vialle ( 19 9 8 ) had a 
di fferent approach to the preference o f  gi fted teacher 
qual ities . In contrast  to the studies previous ly listed 
this study asked primary students to describe qualities 
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that make a good teacher and not to specifically describe 
.. their teacher . In this study similar results were found ·to 
the studies conducted in the United States ; students 
preferred "personal qualities { understanding and 
helpfulness) to academic qualities {Vialle , 1994) . 
Characteristics of Teachers of the Gifted 
"Since teachers have a significant influence on the 
learning environment , and are critical to the success of 
gifted programs , the characteristics , skills , knowledge , 
and training of the teachers who implement gifted programs 
should be the concern of all gifted providers { Renzulli , 
1968). " 
Gallagher and Gallagher ( 1994) stated , "Teachers of 
gifted students need to be creative , original and 
versatile . "  According to Tomlinson ( 1995 ) ,  teachers of 
gifted children "need to see themselves as organizers of 
learning opportunities . " Tomlinson (1995)  goes on to state 
that gifted students come into classrooms with knowledge , 
understandings , ideas and skills ; teachers of gifted 
students need to "orchestrate ,  direct , guide and 
facilitate . "  Tomlinson lists the following characteristics 
that teachers of gifted children should possess : 
• A good knowledge of their subj ects 
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• Sympathetic understanding of child development 
• Confidence 
• Skill in developing flexible and interesting material 
• Highly developed skills of questioning and explaining 
• Willingness to guide rather than dictate 
• Proven success as a teacher 
• An ability to make and accept mistakes 
... Tomlinson , 1995 
George (1 997) described the teacher of gifted and 
talented students as "one who is aware of and sensitive to 
their unique cognitive and affective differences. " George 
lists the following attributes for an "ideal" teacher of 
gifted and talented youth : curious , creative , intuitive , 
innovative , visionary , caring , sensitive , sincere , 
· empathetic , tolerant , supportive, listening , flexible , 
spontaneous , open , honest , concerned , competent , confident , 
respons ible , resourceful , respectful , watching , 
knowledgeable , enhancer , learner, informed , empowering , 
dynamic , humorous , enthusiastic , inspirational , and a 
leader (George , 1997) . A study conducted by Feldhusen 
(1 997) found the "ideal" qualities of gifted and talented 
teachers a bit more narrow : enthusiastic , self-confident , 
motivated , committed to serving gifted kids , able to apply 
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theory and practice and capable of gaining support for 
gifted education. 
Another view on the teacher characteristics that fit 
the needs of gifted students in given by Bruch and Torrance 
( 1972 ) . 
1 .  Teachers should care about their pupils. It is not 
important that teachers be highly intelligent or 
good looking ( though they should dress neatly) , but 
it is very important that they be interested in and 
assist and guide young people. 
2. Teachers should be honest. Admission of mistakes , 
rather than bluffing as infallible experts , is 
desirable. 
3. Teachers do not have to be strict. Although 
firmness is rated as "fairly important , "  the 
notions of the " tight ship" strictness , '' tough" 
disciplinary methods , and a quiet classroom are 
rej ected. 
4. Teachers should trust their pupils. Pupils 
apparently realize that adults need to have 
confidence in the young person's ability to act 
respons ibly . 
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There was another interesting study on teachers of the 
gifted conducted in the late seventies by Feldman (1979). 
This study dealt with gifted students being taught chess 
and music. Feldman made the following conclusions: 
1. The children are taught by remarkable teachers, 
each a master of his field and a master teacher. 
2.r Each teacher has a distinctive style; the styles 
are different, but there is a coherence to how each 
teacher carries out his plan of instruction. 
3. All curricula (in chess, music, and I believe 
mathematics as well. Although I have had less 
experience in the latter field) recapitulate in 
some sense the history of the field. For example, 
in chess both masters guide their students through 
the games of al l world champions of chess, often 
going back one hundred and fifty years. 
4. The teachers are at least as passionate and 
committed to the field in which they work as are 
their pupils; they are also enormously dedicated 
teachers, reflective and vigilant about their 
instruction. 
5. None of the teachers was a gifted prodigy himself. 
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A study by Bloom (1980 } states "it may be concluded 
that the characteristics of teachers studied so far are 
static variables which are not directly alter�ble by in­
service or other teacher training programs. " Bloom is 
referring to such characteristics as sense of humor , 
honesty, trust , or any of those characteristics that are 
unchangeable� Bloom's point is that we should focus on 
characteristics that we can train teachers of the gifted to 
improve on or even develop. The following chart is a rating 
scale of significant behaviors in teachers of the gifted. 
1. Encourages self-selection of materials 
A }  Students have freedom to select materials at 
higher conceptual levels of difficulty. 
B }  Teacher encourages pupils to make own 
selections and decisions. 
2. Clarifies classroom goals and purposes using broad 
concepts rather than detail 
A}  Relates discussion to course obj �cti�es. 
B }  Student's performance indicates understanding 
of course obj ectives. 
3. Selects questions that stimulate higher level 
thinking 
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A)  Questions encourage students to draw analogies 
and to indicate relationships. 
B )  Students are able to ask analytic questions. 
C )  Students generalize from concrete to abstract 
at advanced levels. 
4. Encourages independent thinking 1 including 
difference of opinion 
A )  Students are encouraged to examine thoroughly 
and accurately controversial issues. 
1. Students compare and contrast different 
issues, using obj ective evidence . 
5 .  Is unthreatened by own mistakes 
A )  Teacher is undisturbed and unembarrassed by 
own mistakes or criticism of students. 
_selected from Martinson-Wiener rating scale of significant 
behaviors in teachers of the gifted ( 19 8 3 ) .  
The characteristics listed in . the scale are those that 
could be improved or even taught to teacher's of the gifted 
at inservice training. 
Gallagher ( 19 9 4 ) makes the following recommendations 
in the hiring of teacher ' s  of the gifted : 
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1. Teachers specifically assigned to teach gifted and 
talented should hold a master ' s  degree in the 
field. 
2. State certification and endorsement -standards 
should be mandatory , with provisions for permissive 
phase-in until sufficient qualified professionals 
are -available. 
3. Information concerning gifted and talented children 
should be part of every teacher ' s  training. 
4. One or two years of successful teaching experience 
should be required of teachers before assignment to 
gifted and talented special programs. 
5 .  Teachers of gifted and talented children should 
have a strong content area emphasis in their 
background . 
6 .  Teachers should have a variety of special 
competencies for teaching gifted children. 
Finally , in a study conducted by George (1997 ) he 
describes the teacher of gifted and talented students as , 
"one who is aware of and is sensitive to their unique 
cognitive and affective differences. "  George illustrates 
the characteristics of the "ideal "  teacher of the gifted in 
a simple diagram (Figure 2) . 
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Summary 
This chapter has summarized the relative research and 
literature related to the identification of characteristics 
or traits possessed by successful and effective teachers of 
the gifted . The next chapter will discuss the methodology 
used throughout this study. 
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Chapter rrr - Methodology 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
defining qualitie·s of five Knox County teachers of the 
gifted. These teachers of the gifted had been identified as 
being successful and effective . The data for this study 
consisted of : transcripts from recordings of a series of 
struct�red interviews , the field notes from observations , 
and a rubric completed by the TAG supervisor. Similar data 
was collected on each of the participants .  A thick 
description of each TAG teacher ' s  classroom was also 
completed by the researcher and included. Based on the . 
interviews , observations , and the rubric , the researcher 
attempted to describe the characteristics , which 
contributed to the effectiveness of those teachers. 
Chapter 1 has given an overview of the study and 
Chapter 2 has given relative research and literature 
related to the purpose of the study. The purpose of this 
chapter was to discuss the methodology used for the study. 
The purpose of this study was to determine the defining 
qualities of five Knox County teachers· of the gifted. Each 
of the five was identified as successful and effective. 
Analysis was accomplished through a series of structured 
interviews , a series of direct observations and a complex 
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rubric related to effective teaching completed by the TAG 
supervisor on each of the participants .  A thick description 
of each TAG teacher ' s  clas sroom was developed based on 
observation . Based on the analys is of the ·interviews , the 
direct observations , and the rubric , the researcher 
identi fied a common set of qualities , characteristics or 
traits that -are common in five · successful and effective 
Knox County teachers of the gi fted . 
Research Context 
The study was conducted in five el ementary schools in 
Knox County , Tennessee during the month of April .  For 
purposes of anonymity the schools wi ll  be referred to with 
fictitious names : Washington Elementary , Lincoln 
Elementary , Jefferson Elementary , Adams Elementary and 
Madi son Elementary . 
Knox County Schools  are located in Eastern Tennessee , 
which a medium sized city . The school sys tem served almost 
52 , 0 0 0  students .  There were eighty-nine schools  
kindergarten through high school serving those students . 
Knox County employed : 3 , 5 87 teachers ,  6 9 5  instruc tional 
aides , 9 0  guidance counselors , 88  l ibrarians , and 3 3 0  
admini strators at the time o f  thi s study . The county had a 
diverse population of school s  ranging from rural to urban . 
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The five schools involved in the study were in part 
selected because each school has different characteristics, 
which may be important to the study. The five schools were 
first and foremost selected because the TAG teacher at that 
particular ��-school was determined to be successful and 
effective . by their supervisor, their peers, and their 
administrators. 
Washington Elementary 
The observations at Washington Elementary took place 
on three consecutive days in April. The days were April 
first, second and third . Each observation lasted 
approximately two hours. During the observations classes 
were observed as well as other duties that a teacher of the 
gifted in Knox County might have to perform on a regular 
day. 
Washington Elementary is set in a very rural part of 
Knox County. In fact to get to the school one had to drive 
down a seri.�s of winding roads with several places on the 
road being wide enough for only one car to pass. The school 
sat off the- road with only a few houses within a three-mile 
radius. The school was built in the 1960's and does show 
signs of aging. 
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The school served kindergarten through fifth grades 
and has six hundred and thirty-five students. Despite the 
fact that the school was very rural in location, it was by 
no means a poor school. Washington Elementary had only 
eleven percent of its ' students on the free/reduced lunch 
program. This was one of the lowest in Knox County. The 
school also nad the lowest mobility rate in the county at 
nine percent. The mobility rate was the number of students 
who were enrolled at the beginning of the year and then 
switched schools by the end of the year. This tended to 
indicate that the population was stationary and that the 
school experienced few problems with parents wanting to 
remove their children. 
The TAG room at Washington Elementary was located j ust 
off from the main office. The room used to be a storage 
room and was large enough to hold about twelve kids 
comfortably . The room had no windows and r�ceived a high 
volume of noise from the copiers in the workroom located 
next door. A large table was located in the center of the 
room with thirteen chairs around it. The room had two very 
worn and very beat up bookshelves holding books , papers, 
supplies , chessboards , models of dinosaurs and all kinds of 
samples of student work . Things in the room seemed to be 
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very disorgani zed and this may have been due to the small  
space. 
Lincoln Elementary 
The observations at Lincoln Elementary took place on 
three consecutive days in the month of Apri l .  The three 
days started on Tuesday the eighth and ended o� Thursday 
the tenth . Each of the observations lasted approximately 
two hours . The observations included class time as well as 
the regular duties that a teacher of the gifted might 
perform on any ·given day. 
Lincoln Elementary is located in the middle of the 
suburbs . The school was located within a few mi les of a 
large shopping mall , several grocery stores an� hundreds of 
other independent stores . The neighborhood surrounding the 
school was made up of middle class to upper class housing. 
There were also several less expensive housing apartments , 
which also fed . into the school. 
Lincoln Elementary was a kindergarten through fifth 
grade school . The school ' s  enrol lment for the 2 00 2 -2 0 0 3  
school year was seven . hundred and one students . Of those · 
students ten percent were receiving free/reduced lunch 
based on their fami lies income . This was a very low number 
of students , which indicates that the school had a low 
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population of kids that would have been considered poor. 
The school also had a mobility rate at eleven percent, 
which was also very low for the school system. This 
indicated that families did not move a lot from this area 
and that they were probably satisfied with the school 
itself. 
The TAG" room at Lincoln Elementary was located in a 
portable (trailer) on the northeast side of the school. The 
portable was divided into two halves. One side contains the 
gifted room and the other houses a regular fourth grade 
classroom. The TAG room was very large and could easily 
accommodate thirty-five students in necessary. During the 
three observations there were never anymore than fifteen 
children in the room at one time . 
The room was carpeted and had twenty chairs with desks 
attached and also two large tables with a dozen chairs 
around each. The sides of the room had a total of seven 
computers along the walls. The computers vary with no more 
than three being alike. The walls of the room were bare 
with the exception of a large · world map located at the 
back. The room also had four large cabinets, which 
contained a large amount of supplies. The supplies included 
paint, glue, assorted paper, scissors, pencils, books, 
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games, magazines, models of planets, models of dinosaurs 
and videos. 
Jefferson Elementary 
The observations at Jefferson Elementary took place on 
the three consecutive days of April fifteenth, sixteenth 
and seventeenth. The observations began on a Tuesday and 
ended Gn a Thursday. Each of the observations lasted 
approximately two hours. The observations included regular 
classroom times and other daily duties that a gifted 
teacher in Knox County might have . to perform. 
Jefferson Elementary is located in the inner city and 
j ust off from a maj or interstate. The school was built in 
the early sixties, but has had a lot of updates. The 
updates included a very modern computer lab and a green 
house on the backside of the school. The school was 
surrounded by low income housing units . Across the street 
was a huge government housing complex and to the left and 
right of the school were very low-income apartment 
complexes. 
The school obviously had a population of low-income 
students. In fact eighty-five percent of the school's 
population received free/reduced lunch. This was the third 
highest out of the eighty-nine schools in Knox County. The 
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school also had a moderate mobility rate of twenty-eight 
percent. This meant that almost one in three of the 
students attending left at one time or another. 
The TAG room at Jefferson Elementary was a converted 
closet. The closet used to be for j anitorial supplies and 
was located in between the girls and boys restrooms. The 
room was big- enough to accommodate no more than five 
students at a time. The room had one table pushed against a 
sidewall with five chairs underneath. There was also a 
small teacher ' s  desk located in the back , one file cabinet 
and a small bookshelf fill out the room. The room ' s  walls 
were completely covered with posters of presidents , space 
exploration , environmental issues , and student work. The 
room was also not carpeted making the small space very loud 
even with a small number of students. 
Adams Elementary 
The observations at Adams Elementary took place during 
the month of April. The observations were during the three 
consecutive days of the twenty-second , . twenty-third , and 
twenty-fourth. Each of the observations lasted 
approximately two hours. During the time at the school the 
regular classroom was observed as well as any other duties 
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that a TAG teacher in Knox County might have to perform on 
a normal day. 
Adams Elementary , like Jefferson Elementary is located 
in the inner city. The original part of the school was 
built in the early 195 0 ' s  with an addition put on in the 
197 0 ' s. The school has no carpet and no real up to date 
··t' features throughout the entire building. 
A small community compromised of older homes 
surrounded Adams Elementary. There was one market/gas 
station in the community and it seemed to serve as the 
local meeting place. Each of the three days traveling to 
the community this market was packed with at least twenty­
five people. The houses were old and many seemed to be 
neglected , but the yards were clean and well kept. 
The school was small with a population of only four 
hundred and forty-seven students during the 2 0 02 -2 0 0 3  
school year. Adams Elementary , . like most inner city schools 
.:.� had a very low socioeconomic population. The school had 
seventy-seven percent of its ' population on the 
free/reduced lunch program. The school also had a high 
mobility rate at thirty-one percent. Again, almost one in 
three children at this school left at sometime during the 
year . 
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The TAG room at Adams . Elementary was a huge room that 
was shared with the guidance counselor . The room was twice 
the size  of  any regular classroom throughout the school . 
There was an entire wall  o f  windows . . on the east  side of the 
room wi th a view o f  the - main ·street · ·below . The room was 
almost entirely made up o f  hardwood . The floors were 
hardwood , the cabinets , ·the windows , the tables , the 
teacher ' s  desk all  made of  hardwood: The wal l s  were almost  
completely bare wi th the exception of  the periodic table 
located directly above the teacher ' s  desk . The cabinets 
hanging along one sidewal l  contained mostly science items 
such as test tubes , petry di shes , swabs , Bunsen burners ,  
microscopes , slides , tweezers , tongs and other small  
science- type items . The cabinet underneath contains math 
manipulatives like plastic shapes ,  dice , tangrams , and 
rulers . 
There were eight huge wooden tables wi th eight metal 
stools  around each one of  them . Al l ·-the wal l s  had huge 
strips of  pealing paint and the ceil ing tiles  were all  
stained wi th water damage from leaking -pipes or  a leaking 
roof . The equipment used in the room seemed out of date and 
old . During the observations o f  the TAG classes there were 
never anymore than sixteen chi ldren . 
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Madison Elementary 
The observations at Madison Elementary took place on 
three consecutive days during the month of April . The 
observatio?s started on Tuesday the twenty-eight and ended 
on Thursday the thirtieth. The observations included the 
instruction of the TAG teacher as well as the daily duties 
that a -teacher of the gifted in Knox Co�nty might incur on 
any given . day . 
Madison Elementary had a population of seven hundred 
and eighty-three students during the 2 002 - 2 0 03 school year . 
The school- served children in grades kindergarten through 
fifth. Madison Elementary was located in the suburbs of an 
upper middle class neighborhood in Knoxville. The school 
was surrounded by a massive amount of middle to upper 
middle class houses . . However the school did have a large 
population of students coming from some low-income 
apartments . from all over the school zone. The school was 
built in t�e 1980 ' s, but it has had some obvious upgrades 
like a computer lab and a new gym . The school was well kept 
and very clean. One observation , · which was obvious when 
entering the school was the silence in the halls . There was 
a huge presence of parents in the building and that seemed 
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to make a di fference of the behavior o f  the students in the 
hal l s . 
The school population was mixed . The school had a 
large population o f  middle and upper class students , but 
also had a population of kids cons idered to be of  low 
socioeconomic backgrounds . The school  had a thirty- six 
percent of 1ts '  population receiving free/reduced lunch . 
So , over one third were receiving government assis tance . 
The school also had a moderate mobi lity rate at twenty-one 
percent . Roughly one in five of Madi son ' s  students moved 
during the school year . 
The TAG room was of average s i ze for the c lassrooms in 
the bui lding accommodating up to thirty students . Twenty 
computers line the walls of the room . The center of  the 
room had four large tables pushed together with twenty 
chairs pushed underneath . The wal ls were covered with 
posters and student work . The teacher had a desk at the 
front of the room near the door . Her desk had absolutely no 
rhyme or reason to it . I t  looked like a dumping ground for 
the student s .  There was a small  cubby area , whi ch was ful l  
o f  supplies , materials , computer equipment , and a 
televi sion wi th laser di sc player . 
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Research Participant s 
The participants of thi s study . range in age , 
experience and years taught . There were also di f ferences in 
gender , education and schools . For the purposes of 
anonymity the teachers will  be referred to wi th the 
fictitious names : Gary Browning , Brenda Wi lder , Barbara 
· ·.·- Hoskins , Dorothy Hensley and Vicki Wi lson . 
Data Collection 
Three sources of  data were used for thi s study : 
·� interviews , direct observation ,  and by a rubric which was 
completed by the TAG supervi sor . 
The interview questions were derived from research 
related to teacher characteri stics . Since no questionnaire 
could be found in the exi sting literature dealing wi th 
teacher characteris tics , the researcher developed the list 
of interview questions . The questions were based on the 
results of several studies conducted on gi fted education . 
=� The questions were seeking background information , 
information on teaching practices , and addi tional questions 
probed to determine qual ities possessed that were believed 
to be important for a teacher o f  gi fted youth . The 
questions asked were as follows : 
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1. Could you please tell me a little about your 
equcational background? High School? College? Graduate 
Schooling? Course of study? 
2. How long have you been in the educational field and in 
what facets, if any, other that teaching? 
3. Did the elementary school you attended growing up have 
a gifted program? Did you participate? 
4 .  Would you have been in a gifted program if your school 
had one? Why? Why not? 
5. As a child what were some of your main interests or 
hobbies? 
6. Would you consider yourself an effective/successful 
teacher? Why? Why not? 
7 .  How long have you been teaching in the gifted program? 
8 .  Did you feel that you were successful immediately when 
you started working with gifted children? 
9. What are some of the subj ect areas in which you feel 
confident in teaching? 
10. What types of lessons do you teach to your TAG 
students? Could you give ·some examples in detail of a 
typical lesson? 
11 . Do you use a lot of technology in your teaching? 
12 . How do you know when a lesson has been successful 
with gifted children? 
13. If you were to hire the perfect teacher for gifted 
children what attributes/qualities would you look for 
in that person? 
14 . What are some of your hobbies or interest currently? 
15. Do you plan on staying in the gif ted area of 
teaching? Why? Why not? 
16 . What would be your dream job outside the educational 
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field? 
17 . Do you read a lot of research on gifted education? 
18. How are your relationships with other faculty members 
and the administrators of your school ?  
19. Are · you in close contact with parents? How? 
2 0 . Are you accessible to your students in the building? 
Do they come to you outside of class time? 
All -observations were conducted following the interviews . 
The observations of the participants took place during 
three consecutive days during the month of April . During 
the observations , the researcher was looking for 
characteristics and qualities that other researchers have 
determined to be present in successful teachers of the 
gifted . Qualities sought included those found by Tomlinson 
and by George . Field notes documented the observations with 
the researcher seeking teaching practices , attitudes , 
personality traits and any other bit of information that 
may assist in the identification of characteristics of 
these five teachers who were identified as successful by 
their supervisor , administrators and peers . 
The Knox County TAG supervisor completed a complex 
rubric ( Figure 3)  on each of the five participants. The 
supervisor agreed to complete the rubric based on her 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































participants, by her observations, and by evaluations of 
the administrators of each of the participants. The rubric 
dealt with teacher characteristics, teaching methods, 
interaction and teaching strategies. The rubric was 
developed by Dr. Kueter, Dr. Selke and Dr. Fiene from the 
University of Northern Iowa and used with their permission. 
The Ed�cation Department at Northern Iowa University 
developed and uses the rubric for the evaluation of 
effectiveness by their graduates in the education field. 
According to Dr. Selke, the analytic rubric was ·preferable 
to a Likert-scale because "rubrics specify exactly what 
behaviors or competencies are demonstrated. " Dr. Selke also 
felt that a Likert-scale was too subj ective. A team 
consisting of six school administrators and three 
Department of Education faculty members designed the 
instrument . The instrument was based on perspectives 
provided by five key sources : (1) the eleven state (Iowa) 
Professional Teaching Standards; (2) area principals 
experiences in working with teachers; (3) college faculty; 
(4) the College Teacher Education Committee and campus 
departments directly involved in the preparation of 
teachers; and (5) advisory groups comprised of cooperating 
teachers, graduates of the College's Education programs, 
7 1  
and area adminis trators . According to Selke , " facul ty 
members felt the rubric comprised a multi -purpose 
assessment tool to  be used by the person who knows the 
teacher ' s  work best . "  
Procedures Used 
Several steps we·re involved in order to get thi s study 
underway . Tlie firs t step was to get the permis s ion of  Knox 
County to interview and observe five of their employees . 
After permi ssion was granted each principal in each of  the 
five school s had to agree to let obs ervations and an 
interview of their TAG teacher take place . Once thi s 
permi ssion had been secured , each of the five parti cipants 
had to agree to be interviewed and observed . Participants 
had to agree and then sign an informed consent form 
explaining the study and the risk to each of  them . Human 
subj ec ts forms were also evaluated and approved by the 
Univers ity of Tennes see . 
The observations were then set up and completed during 
three consecutive days in Apri l .  Each of  the observation 
lasted approximately two -hours . Interviews wi th each o f  the 
participants were completed at a mutually agreed upon 
location . The participants were also scored on a rubric 
completed by the supervi sor of  the TAG department . 
7 2  
Analysis 
The first step in looking at the data was to 
transcribe the interviews. The researcher then examined the 
interviews in order to find key characteri�tics or patterns 
in the responses of the five participants who are 
considered to be successful and effective teachers of the 
gifted. The rubric was examined to identify characteristics 
that the Knox County TAG supervisor has observed in the 
five participants. The field notes were then examined to 
obtain actual observed classroom practices of each of the 
five participants. 
After examining the three sources of data conclusions 
were made by the researcher as to the characteristics 
possessed by the five participants. These characteristics 
were then compared to research that has suggested the 
characteristics that teachers of the gifted should possess 
as well as research that have identified characteristics 
the gifted children look for in their teachers. After 
comparisons were made, suggestions were included as to the 
hiring of teachers of the gifted as well as improvements to 
the gifted program in Knox County. 
7 3  
Summary of Methodology 
This  chapter has explained the methods used in this 
explorational study of the characteristics of success ful 
and effective teachers of the gi fted � The next chapter wi l l  
present the data collected for thi s study . 
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Chapter IV - Synthesis of Data 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
defining qualities of five Knox County teachers of the 
gifted. These teachers of the gifted had been identified as 
being successful and effective. The data for this study 
consisted of: transcripts from recordings of a series of 
structured interviews, the field notes from observations, 
and a rubric completed by the TAG supervisor. Similar data 
was collected on each of the participants. A thick 
description of each TAG teacher's classroom was also 
completed by the researcher and included. Based on the 
interviews, observations, and the rubric, the researcher 
attempted to describe the characteristics, which 
contributed to the effectiveness of those teachers. 
In order to achieve the purpose of the study the 
researcher attempted to answer the following three research 
questions: 
1 .  What are the defining characteristics of effective TAG 
teachers in Knox County, Tennessee? 
2 .  Could any differences be attributed to the teachers' 
levels of experience, the socioeconomic status of 
their schools, their gender or their age? 
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3 .  Were the characteristics of teachers of the gifted in 
Knox County similar to or different from the 
characteristics that researchers in the field say are 
essential to a successful teacher of the gifted? . 
As stated in Chapter 1 ,  the study reported here examined 
the characteristics that make teachers of the gifted in 
Knox County, Tennessee successful · and effective. Chapter 4 
was organized into three sections. The three sections are 
summations of the actual data collected. The three sections 
are : summary of interviews , summary of observations and the 
summary of the rubric completed by the Knox County Talented 
and Gifted supervisor . 
Summary of Interviews 
Each of the five participants was asked the same 
twenty questions. Interviews took place at each of the 
various schools involved. Each interview was approximately 
thirty to forty-five minutes in length . The questions were 
derived based on the results of previous research on 
teacher ' s  of the gifted and their charatteristics. This 
section will restate the research questions and then report 
the results from the appropriate questions . 
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Research Question I 
Research question one asked : What are the defining 
characteristics of effective TAG teachers in Knox County, 
Tennessee? Each interview conducted had a number of 
questions, which were designed to assist in finding those 
. characteristics . After each interview question an 
. · explanation will be given for the basis of the inquiry. 
Question number four from the questionnaire asked 
participants if they would have been selected to 
participate in a gifted program as a child. They were also 
asked to elaborate on their opinions to this question. This 
question was asked because a previous study stated that a 
teacher might be a more effective teacher of the gifted if 
they themselves were involved in a gifted program as a 
child ( Feldman, 1 9 7 9 ) .  The researcher formatted the 
question in a way that allowed for the participant to 
explain their involvement, if any, with a gifted program. 
Due to the variance in age some of the participants were 
students before such programs were implemented. The 
question allowed for the participants to speculate their 
involvement if such a program had existed . It should be 
mentioned that each of the participants has knowledge to 
the make-up of gifted students. 
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Only one participant responded that they had been 
involved in a gifted program as a child . The other four 
participants said that they would probably have not been 
placed in such a program growing up. These four gave 
reasons such as : poor test -takers, · lack of creativity, poor 
work habits and low grades . The four participants also 
noted the lack of recogni zing true giftedness ·-by their 
teachers when they were growing up. 
The responses to this question for the most part 
dispute the recommendations made by Feldman and his study 
in 1979. Feldman ' s  study discovered that none of 
successful gifted teachers "was a gifted prodigy himself. " 
Feldman inferred that it would have been· beneficial if the 
teachers of the gifted had been gifted themselves. The 
findings here show that though it is not essential to be 
gifted in order to teach the gifted, it may be an asset. 
More in depth research into this area should be conducted 
in order to find the benefits · of · gifted adults ·· teaching 
gifted students. 
Much of the prior research ·in the area of effective 
teachers of the gifted reported that teachers of the gifted 
needed to be currently pursuing knowledge , have varied 
interests, be well educated, be actively engaged in 
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intellectual pursuits and have several hobbies (Bishop , 
1976; Krumboltz & Farquhar , 195 7 ; Lewis , 1982 ; Gallagher & 
Gallagher , 1994). Two of the interview questions were 
designed to elicit responses dealing with the interests of 
the pa_rticipants. Each of the participants was enthusiastic 
about their various interests. Question number five and 
fourteen were seeking data on the hobbies and interests of 
the participants. 
Interests for the five participants varied. Three of 
the participants were involved in some sort of sport 
growing up while the other two participants mentioned a 
lack of athletic ability or interests. Other interest 
mentioned were : writing , music , sewing , baton twirling and 
watching plays. The one interest that all five participants 
possessed was a love of reading. When the question was 
asked later in the interview regarding their hobbies or 
interests as adults , the interests were similar to the ones 
they . held as children. Reading , athletics , and 
entertainment still topped the lists of pursuits. 
The. findings of this study show that effective 
teachers of the gifted do need to be active in pursuit of 
some kind knowledge. Whether the pursuit of knowledge dealt 
with gardening or writing , each of the participants was 
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pas sionate about something . This finding i s  in line with an 
early study conducted by Bishop ( 19 7 6 ) . Bishop l i sted 
"engagement . in intellectual pursui ts " as a characteri stic 
desired by students in their teachers of  the gifted . Other 
studies reported simi lar findings · ( Krumboltz & Farquhar , 
1957 ; Lewis , 1 982 ; Gallagher & Gallagher , 1 9 9 4 ) . 
Another question seeking ·characteri stics and - traits 
dealt with prior teaching success and effectiveness .  The 
question asked the participants to consider their 
ef fectiveness  in . teaching . Did the teachers feel as if they 
were successful and ef fective themselves? The question not 
only dealt with the participant ' s  current gi fted teaching 
pos i tion ,  but also allowed for responses that dealt  with 
prior teaching experiences  ( Bi shop , 19 7 6 ; Feldman , 1979 ; 
Tomlinson , 1 99 5 ) . 
Al l five of the participants answered thi s questioned 
in the affirmative . -- One - participant · answered that she 
believes that she is good , · but doesn ' t  always take the kids 
as far they could go . Another participant said that when he 
first started teaching he would not have cons idered himself . 
an e f fective teacher , but now that he has had experi ence he 
believes he was doing an ef fective j ob .  The response here 
is important to the argument that effec tive teachers o f  the 
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gifted need to have had prior teaching experience. Another 
participant weighed her effectiveness on the fact that all 
the children in her school wanted to participate in the 
program. Another participant mentioned that teaching in the 
gifted field �has been as natural as breathing." 
The purpose in asking . question number ten from the 
interview ... was to find out what the teachers were teaching 
and perhaps why they were teaching that particular subject 
( Feldman, 1979 ; Tomlinson, 1995 ; Gallagher & Gallagher, 
1994). The question directly asked the participants what 
types . ,of lessons they were teaching and it asked for some 
specific examples. 
All five participants claimed to have access to many 
lesson plans dealing with science. Lessons in the science 
field included : volcanoes, dinosaurs, space, growth cycles, 
animals, pressure, and the human body. All five 
participants also mentioned lessons in the social studies 
field: Ancient Egypt, history lessons dealing with 
tolerance, Presidents·, geography, cultures, and wars. 
Topics su�h as problem solving, and mathematics were also 
mentioned. 
The results here were of interest because of each of 
the teachers' backgrounds, both in education and in their 
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hobbies. Participants were teaching some lessons . based on 
their interests or knowledge of particular subjects. The 
history major was teaching lessons with in depth content in 
specific time periods throughout history: holocaust, 
ancient Egypt, Presidential elections, etc ... · The art major 
taught a unit dealing with specific artists and had 
students creating hands-on projects. Each · of the teachers 
had to have a broad knowledge of various subjects as well 
as exhibit a degree of flexibility to alter units in order 
to keep the interests of their students. 
Another question based on prior research dealing with 
teachers of the gifted and how and what they teach was 
question number eleven (Bishop, 1976 ; Milgram, 1979 ; 
Gallagher & Gallagher, 1994 ; Tomlinson, 1995 ; George, 
1997). The question was seeking answers with implications 
on teaching characteristics. The researcher wanted to know 
if it was essential to use technology in teaching the 
gifted successfully. 
None of the five participants reported using a lot of 
technology in their instruction. The participants 
attributed their lack of computer use to poor funding or 
lack of space. Barbara Hoskins stated, " I  wish it were 
different in that I wish I could use more. At every school, 
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I always have one good computer . I know that there are ways 
to get the students to ral ly around one computer , but i t ' s  
just  not my forte . "  Only one participant really has enough 
res_ources to even accompl ish such a task . The other 
participants had a mixed bag of technology . All teachers 
had acces s to televisions and VCR ' s ,  but only one teacher 
had enough computer equipment to make technology a viable 
option . Each teacher mentioned the use of the media center 
as a research tool , but only one participant mentioned 
us ing the computers to have students present their work . 
The answers to thi s question provided the researcher 
wi th useful data in a_ couple of areas . First some of the 
respondent s reported not having enough space for computer 
equipment . Thi s again is di splaying a degree of f lexibi lity 
or abi l i ty to deal with poor teaching condi tions . The one 
participant with space and equipment demons trated 
flexibi l i ty in allowing her lessons to include a 
technological aspect to them . The responses to thi s 
question also yielded some data to the fact that money , 
·equipment ,  and technology were not neces sari ly essential in 
having an effective and successful gi fted program . 
The interview also posed a question to the 
participants asking them , how they know when a les son had 
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been successful with gi f ted chi ldre·n ( Bi shop , · 197 6 ; 
Feldman , 197 9 ; Tomlinson , 1 99 5 ) ? Ques·tion twelve was asked 
trying to obtain data that could be used in finding the 
,, · 
characteri stics of successful and ef fective teachers of  the 
gi fted . The researcher was ·seeking responses that may 
indicate certain teaching styles ,  methods , or presentations 
that could contribute · to their success . 
The five participants gave simi lar responses to thi s  
question . Each mentioned that i f  the students had an 
interest in the lesson ,  then they , as teachers , felt it was 
success ful . One partic ipant mentioned that she felt her 
lessons were success ful when kids were researching the 
topic on their own after class was over or they were 
through with the topic . Brenda Wi lder stated , " I  can tel l  
when some of  the uni ts  have been success ful because they 
( students )  ask for them again . I f  they didn ' t get to do i t , 
then they want to do it . "  Dorothy Hens ley said,  " The kids 
are interested and they want more . I can tel l when they 
want more and that they are indeed learning . "  Other 
participants felt that their lessons were success ful  when 
students had gained knowledge by the end of  the c lass ; 
teachers veri fied learning through direct questioning . Some 
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of the participants had students state a pi ece of  knowledge 
acquired that day before they were allowed to leave clas s . 
The data here was beneficial in establi shing th�t each 
of the teachers had a varied idea of success . Some thought 
that su9cess was acquiring ·knowledge and some thought 
success was having students desiring to learn more on their 
own . Dif ferent teaching styles were al so reported in the 
findings here . 
What would the parti cipants look for in a teacher of  
the gi f ted i f  they were going to  hire someone? Thi s 
question was asked in hopes that personal qualities would 
be revealed on each of the participants and it was also 
asked seeking each of  the participants '  expert opinions on 
the matter (Bruch & Torrance , 1972 ; Bishop , 197 6 ; Mi lgram, 
197 9 ; Lewis ,  198 2 ; Vial le , 1 9 94 ; Gallagher & Gallagher , 
1 9 94 ; Tomlinson , 199 5 ) . 
The most common response to thi s question was that 
teachers of the gi fted need to unders tand the needs of 
gif ted children . Brenda Wilder stated , "Knowledgeable about 
the speci_fic rfeeds of  gi fted chi ldren ; I don 't  just  think 
you throw anyone in there with the kids . "  Each of the 
participants mentioned the need for sensitivity or 
unders tanding in one way or another . Other traits mentioned 
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inc luded : intelligence , curiosity ,  flexibility ,  patience , 
wi l l ingness · to learn and abi lity to do paperwork . 
It is  not surprising that each of  the five 
participants mentioned that it shouldn ' t be a necessity to 
hold a certificate ' in gifted education s ince only one of  
them has acquired - it . However , each participant did mention 
that teachers of the gif ted-· should be informed about new 
studies , findings , or recommendations when it  comes to 
gi fted children . This answer was a bit odd as wel l  because 
none of the participant s read any type of  literature 
dealing with gifted education on their own , but they al l 
sti l l  thought that i t  was important to keep teachers of . the 
gi fted abreast of new studies and findings . 
Question number fifteen was again seeking data that would 
deal with characteristics . The inquiry dealt with the 
future of the teachers . Were they going to stay in gi f ted 
education or move on to something else? Was there a 
retention problem? The basis  of - thi s - question was rooted in 
research conducted by Feldman in 1 9 7 9 . Feldman stated that 
effective teachers should be "passionate and committed to 
the field . " Question number sixteen would also elici t data 
in this  area . That question asked about a dream j ob outside 
the education field? 
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Each of  the five partic ipants stated an interest in 
staying in the gi fted area in the future . Two of the 
participants mentioned an interest in possibly moving on to 
an admin.�strative position someday . Despite that - all  of the 
participants had things they dis liked about the j ob ,  they 
were all quite content to stay in their current positions . 
When asked about a "dream j ob outside ·of  education , " 
each of  .. the five participants mentioned j obs that sti l l  
dealt with children and instruc tion : teaching homeless 
chi ldren , wri ting children ' s  books , a regular classroom 
teacher , junior college teacher training future educators ,  
and an educational person at a museum were mentioned . Areas 
of interests were also ref lected in this question . Other 
j obs included : yoga instructor , technology wi th special 
effects , medicine , and nursing . 
The data gathered here heavi ly supports prior research 
that found succes sful teachers of  the gi fted need to have a 
" favorable attitude toward students ( Bi shop , 197 6 ) " and 
" sympathy and understanding o f  chi ld development ( Tomlinson 
( 19 9 5 ) · L The fact that all  of  the participants �anted to 
remain in some facet of education spoke volumes about their 
character . The afore ment ioned study by Bruch· and Torrance 
( 1972 ) found that " teachers should care about their 
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pupi ls . "  The care for students and chi ldren is  evident in 
each of the participants . 
Question number seventeen was a direct question 
seeking data on each of · the participants :  Do you read a lot 
of research on gifted education? Thi s ·question : was based on 
research conducted by Toml inson { 19 9 5 ) and Gal lagher 
{ 1994 ) . 
None of the five participants in this study ·kept up 
with any type of research dealing with giftedness or 
teaching gifted chi ldren . The only time any of the . five 
participants received any material on gi ftedness was i f  it  
was presented on an in- service training day . Again , thi s 
was a surprising finding due to the fact that each of the 
participants stated the importance of being knowledgeable 
in current research . 
The final three questions from the interview were 
seeking data that would pertain to teacher characteristics . 
The three questions asked sought information on · teacher 
relations with faculty ,  parents ,  and students . These 
questions were al l seeking responses that would assi st in 
di scovering characteristics that make them ef fective and 
successful wi th gi fted chi ldren {Bi shop , 19 7 6 ;  Feldman , 
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1 979 ; Lewi s ,  1 9 8 2 ; Abel & Karnes , 1 9 9 4 ; Vialle , 1 99 4 ; 
George , 1 997 ) . 
Al l participants had good working relationships with 
admini stration and faculty presently , but participants 
mentioned past problems wi th others or themselves . Barbara 
Hoskins stated , " Sometimes you get teachers who don ' t get 
to know you personally ,  but don ' t l ike you because of  
di fferent aspects of  the j ob . " Hoskins stated that she was 
referring to the fact that some teachers di s like having 
their students pulled out of  the regular classroom to be 
sent to TAG . A trai t of f lexibi lity could be attributed to 
the participant here due to the si tuation involved . 
When asked about contact with parents ,  all  
participants stated that they had contact wi th parents 
either through phone calls , email or through visitations . 
One partic ipant ment ioned the use of  a websi te that allowed 
parents: _ ,.to keep up to speed on her gi fted classroom : " I  am 
in clos� contact wi th the parents , a lot . They don ' t 
necessari ly cal l me a lot ; we have a webs i te and so I get 
emai l s . ;;, One participant also mentioned the use of an 
assignment book that must be signed by parents each night 
as a good vehi cle for contacting parents .  Being acces sible 
and approachable were important findings . 
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When asked about their accessibi lity to gi f ted 
students outside of  class time , each of  the five, 
participants felt as though they were very accessible to 
students throughout the day . Each of the participants had 
an "open door " policy for students .  Each of the 
participants also had other duties that place them around 
the school and therefore were vi sible : throughout · the day : 
"Yes , I am a lot because I have always- been a safety patrol 
person . " The responses here demons trate a characteristic of  
approachability for students , teachers ,  and parents . 
Research Question I I  
Research question two asked : Could any di f ferences be 
attributed to the teachers ' levels of  experience , the 
socioeconomic status of their schools , their gender or 
their age? The interview conducted had a number of 
questions that were designed to assist in finding out 
whether or not it was necessary to have experiences prior 
to the teaching gi fted chi ldren . Were · the· simi lar 
experiences . with the five te·achers that could be attribute 
to their success ?  After each question an explanation for 
the basis of the inquiry wi l l  be presented . 
The first question from the interview sought background 
information dealing with education ( Bishop , 197 6 ;  Feldman , 
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1979 ; Mi lgram, 197 9 ; Gallagher & Gallagher , 1 9 94 ; 
Tomlinson , 1 9 95 ; George , 1 9 9 7 ) . Each of  the five 
pa.rticipants had earned both bachelors and a master ' s  
degree , but the areas of  concentration vary . Three o f  the 
participants have backgrounds in the art field ( one 
master ' s  and two bachelor ' s  degrees ) .  Only one participant 
has a degree (master ' s ) in gi fted education . The other 
educational areas represented were : elementary education , 
curriculum and instruction ,  United States history , music 
education ,  and special education . The findings here concur 
wi th previous studies in regards to the education of  
teachers of the gifted . 
Two other questions ( 2  & 7 )  from the interview sought 
prior teaching experiences , both in the f ield of  gi f ted 
education and outside the f ield . These questions were posed 
based on research by Bishop ( 1 9 7 6 ) , Gal lagher & Gallagher 
( 1 9 9 4 ) , .and Tomlinson ( 19 9 5 ) . 
All�_. f ive of  the participants were experienced teachers 
wi th the fewest  number of  years taught being thirteen . Two 
of  the five teachers had been teaching for twenty- six 
years . Each o f  the five also had prior experience outside 
the area of  gi f ted education . The participants had prior 
experience in other areas such as : camp counseling , private 
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tutoring , elementary education , middle school ,  and a 
teaching at a multi-aged classroom in a Montessori school . 
When asked how long they had been teaching in the gi fted 
area , each of the five partic ipants had at least five years 
of  experience teaching in ·the TAG program . The maximum 
number of years taught by the five participants was 
fourteen . 
Experience is an obvious asset to the success and 
ef fectiveness of  these five teachers . Prior research 
(Gallagher , 1 9 9 4 ) concluded that "one or two years of  
successful teaching experience should be required of  
teachers before assignment to gi fted and talented special 
programs . "  The findings here agree wi th the importance ·  of 
prior experience , but di sagree with the amount of  time ; 
more time may be needed . Also the experiences should expose 
teachers to things or situations that may not be 
encountered in a gifted c las sroom . 
Question number eight from the interview was asked 
seeking the early teaching experiences of  the participants . 
The question asked the parti.cipants about success early on 
in their teaching . Thi s question was asked based on 
research conducted by Gal lagher and Gal lagher ( 1 9 9 4 ) and 
Tomlinson ( 1 99 5 ) . 
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Each of the five participants mentioned the fact that 
the students whom they were dealing with were eager to 
learn , so it made the teaching a lot easier early on . 
However , ,.three of the participants felt as though the first 
years inv.?lved a lot of learning and overcoming o f  
obstacles . These three mentioned the di fficulty of being a 
traveling teacher , coming up with interesting lessons and 
lack of  space and resources . Participants all expres sed 
prior teaching experience as being beneficial and important 
to their succes s . Gary Browning made the following 
statement regarding TAG teachers without previous teaching 
experience :  " I  don ' t how these people { new .TAG teachers ) ,  
who have never done it  before , come into the pool and get 
thrown to the sharks so to speak . " Al l five participants 
mentioned that principals , supervi sors , parents and kids 
gave positive feedback to them early on in their teaching . 
That . data here further emphasi zes the necessity of TAG 
teachers .being flexible in regards to travel and room 
space . One participant directly relates early success to 
prior teafhing experience .  The findings from both questions 
concur wi th the findings from s imi lar studies . 
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Research Question I I I  
Research question three asked : Were the characteri stics 
of  teachers of the gi fted in Knox County simi lar to or 
di fferent from the characteristics that researchers ··in the 
field say are essential to · a succes sful teacher of ·the 
gi fted? The interview conducted had a number of questions 
that were designed to assist in the finding of · that data . 
After each question an explanation for the basi s  of the 
inquiry wi ll  be given . 
As stated earlier , intervi ew question number one was 
seeking background information in regards to education 
{ Krumhol z  & Farquhar ,  19 57 ; Bi shop , 19 7 6 ; Lewis , 19 82 ; 
Mi lgram, 1 97 9 ; Tomlinson , 1 9 9 5 ; George , 1 9 9 7 ; Vialle , 
1 9 9 8 ) . Al so stated earlier ,  each of the five participants 
had . earned both bachelors and a master ' s  degree , but the 
areas of concentration varied . Three of the participants 
had backgrounds in the art field { one master ' s  and two 
bachelor ' s  degrees ) ·. Only one participant had a -degree 
{master ' s ) in gi fted education . The other educational areas 
represented were : elementary education , curriculum and 
instruction , United S tates hi story , music  education , and 
special education . The findings here were in agreement with 
the f indings or recommendations from prior studi es in the 
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field ( Krumhol z  & Farquhar , 1 9 57 ; Bi shop , 197 6 ; Lewi s ,  
1982 ; Mi lgram, 1979 ; Tomlinson , 1 995 ;  George , 1 9 9 7 ; Vial le , 
1 99 8 ) . 
' Question number two and seven also had impl ications 
for research question number three . The inquiries yielded 
data dealing with prior teaching experience .  All f ive of  
the par�icipants were experienced teachers wi th the fewest 
number .. of years taught being thirteen . Two of the f ive 
teachers had been teaching for twenty-six years . Each o f  
the five also had prior experi ence outs ide the area o f  
gi fted education . The participants had prior experience in 
other areas such as : camp counseling , . private tutoring , 
elementary education ,  middle school , and a teaching at a 
multi -aged classroom in a Montessori school . 
Question number seven from the intervi ew questionnaire 
posed : How long have you been teaching in the gifted 
program? This  question was also asked in order to compare 
finding� with previous studies in the field ( Krumholz & 
Farquhar , · 1 957 ; . Bi shop , 197 6 ; Lewi s ,  1 9 8 2 ; Mi lgram , 19 7 9 ; 
Tomlin�on , 1995 ; George , 1997 ; Vial le , 199 8 ) . 
Each of  the five partic ipants had at least f ive years 
of experience teaching in the TAG program . The maximum 
number of years taught by the five partic ipant s was 
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fourteen . Each of the five participants all had prior 
experience before coming into the TAG position . 
Again , the findings here are in agreement with earl ier 
studies in the field of gi fted education . Prior · teaching 
experience is  essential to the success and - ef fectiveness of 
teachers of the gi f ted . ( Bi shop , 197 6 ; Gallagher , 1 9 9 4 ) . The 
number of years of  experience i s  debatable . 
Another question that ·had results comparable to · 
previous studies was question number nine from the 
interview . This question was searching for responses 
dealing wi th subj ect matter taught and the confidence in 
teaching such subj ect matter ( Krumhol z  & Farquhar , 1 9 57 ; 
Bi shop , 1 97 6 ; Lewi s ,  1 9 8 2 ; Mi lgram, 1 9 7 9 ; Toml inson , 1 9 9 5 ; 
George , 1997 ; Vialle , 1 9 9 8 ) . 
The five participants each taught a broad curriculum 
to their students .  The subj ect that all five participants 
felt confident in teaching was science . Four of the five 
mentioned being confident in teaching . math , whi le the - other 
mentioned a di sdain for the subj ec t . One participant 
mentioned social studies . Barbara Hoskins stated , " I  think 
confidence comes when you enj oy a topic and you want to 
share it . "  Each of the partic ipants stated that they taught 
topics that interested them . 
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The resul ts here are in line wi th previous findings . 
The study by Tomlinson ( 19 9 5 ) not only recommended that 
teachers of  the gi fted should possess " a good knowledge o f  
their s�bj ects , "  but they should al so exhibi t " confidence . "  
The study conducted by Bishop in 19 7 6  found the gif ted 
students look for " intel lectual superiority "  in their 
teacher�: of the gi f ted . 
Question number seventeen returned an interesting fact 
about the participants of this  study . The question wanted 
to know if  any of  the teachers read research on gi fted 
education (Krumholz  & Farquhar , 1 9 57 ; Bishop , 1 97 6 ;  Lewis ,  
1 982 ; Mi lgram, 1979 ; Tomlinson , 1 9 9 5 ; George , 1 9 9 7 ; Vialle , 
1 99 8 ) . None of the five participants in this  study kept up 
wi th any type of research dealing wi th gi f tednes s  or the 
teaching of  gi fted children . The only time any of  the five 
participants received any material on gi f tednes s was i f  it 
was presented on an in-service training day . Each of the 
participants did mention that they felt that i t  was 
important for teachers of the gi f ted to be kept up to date 
on curr�nt research , findings , and recommendations· . In the 
findings o f  both studies by Tomlinson and Gallagher , a 
commitment to current research in the field o f  education is  
needed . 
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Another contradiction to the findings of previous 
studies uncovered during the interviews was the neces sity 
to hold a certification in gi f ted education . The 
recommendations for the study conducted by Gallagher - found 
that teachers of the gi fted should hold " state 
certi fication and endorsement standards should be mandatory 
with provisions for permissive phase-in until  suf ficient 
quali fied professionals are available . "  According to the 
findings from the interviews of thi s study , gi fted 
certi fication in not of  dire consequence when it  comes to 
the success or effectiveness of teachers of  the gi fted . 
Summary of  Observations 
The observations conducted also contributed to the 
understanding related to the research questions . During the 
observations the researcher was looking for 
charac teri stics , behaviors , actions , interactions , styles , 
or any other observable information that could be 
considered pertinent to the research questions . 
Thi s section summari zed the observations of each of  
the five teachers . Each of · the five schools  was given one 
of the following pseudonyms : Washington Elementary , Lincoln 
Elementary , Jefferson Elementary , Adams Elementary and 
Madison Elementary . 
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The fol lowing i s  a summary of  the observations 
conducted at Washington Elementary during three consecutive 
days in April .  Each of the observations las ted 
approximately two hours . The observations include 
instructional time by the TAG teacher as well as other 
duties that a teacher of  the gi fted in Knox County might 
have to : ·Perform . 
Mr . Browning ' s  day at Washington Elementary started 
with hi s usual morning duties of  having some of  hi s TAG 
students assist  him in preparing that day ' s lesson . Upon 
arrival to his room, there were three students already 
wai ting for Mr . Browning to unlock the door . The students 
were obviously very exci ted to see what they were going to 
be doing that week in TAG . Thi s demons trated hi s 
approachabi lity to the s tudents and also demonstrated his 
flexibi lity somewhat .  Mr . Browning was not expecting to 
have kids at his door , but dealt  with the si tuation and 
even had the students become involved in the preparation . 
Mr . Browning had each of  the three students cut up 
some p��ster of  Pari s in small strips . Af ter that he had 
them tape newspaper across the tables . It  was obvious to me 
and to the students that something messy was going to 
happen later . Mr . Browning had each of  hi s classes that 
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week continue something that they had started the previous 
week . The prior week the s tudents had used some sort of art 
wire to construct figures of men in various poses . Thi s 
week everyone was to cover the f igure in plaster and then 
let it  dry . After that they were going to · paint them . 
Mr . Browning had several examples o f  completed 
products and when he displayed ·them for the students they 
became very excited to see what they were going to end up 
with when they fini shed . Mr . Browning ' s  examples were very 
di f ferent from one another . Each was a di fferent color and 
each gave off  a di fferent mood . Al l of  the figures were 
tal l  and slender wi th very long limbs . One figure was 
painted black and was in the shape o f  s louched over man . 
The second was in the posi tion of a man running and painted 
green . The third was in the shape of a man wi th arms 
extended over his head and painted red . Mr . Browning held 
each figure up and asked each clas.s what feel ing _ they 
thought the figure was conveying . · For the black figure 
responses included sadness , despair , los s  and boredom . The 
red figure drew responses of anger , hatred , and exci tement . 
The green figure had responses of  happines s , excitement and 
determination . Mr . Browning then discussed how the figure 
conveyed these feel ings out to observers and di scuss ions 
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were then hel� whi le students continued working . Art was a 
strength for Mr . Browning as he demonstrated how to 
manipulate the figures into various shapes .  
Mr . Browning was co�s tantly di scussing the mood that 
the color_s send and also the position of the body . During 
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each observation Mr . Browning was very exci ted about the 
proj ect: qnd also very determined and mindful that each 
student finish wi th the plastering before they left . Each 
student appeared to be comfortable enough wi th Mr . Browning 
that they would just ask questions aloud and not rai se 
their hands . They also got up and moved about the room as 
they wished . Again , thi s is  a demonstration of a degree of 
flexibi lity that each TAG teacher posses ses . Due to the 
type of les son being taught , mobi lity was a neces sity for 
the students .  Mr . Browning didn ' t seem af fected by the 
constant movement and di scussions in hi s room . 
Mr . Browning was also observed each day speaking wi th 
the secretaries of the of fice . They obviously had a good 
rapport with one another . Mr . Browning also was constantly 
walking around the hal ls wi th no purpos e  other than to -
speak with teachers and students .  Thes e  observations are 
again demonstrating availabi lity and approachabi lity . 
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Lincoln Elementary 
The following section is  a summary of  the observations 
conducted at Lincoln Elementary during three consecutive 
days in Apri l .  Each of the observations lasted 
approxi�ately two hours . The observations include 
instructional time by the TAG teacher as wel l  as other 
duties that a teacher of · the · ; gifted in Knox County might 
have to perform . 
Each of Mrs . Wi lder ' s  days began wi th forty- f ive 
minutes of planning . She came in every morning and would 
ei ther go make copies or go through items in the room . She 
was also observed · · typing up tests and questionnaires . 
The TAG classes for the week observed had students 
performing a scavenger hunt on Presidents of the United 
States . Each chi ld was handed a clipboard and to ld to use 
anything in the room in order to answer the ques tions . 
Children immediately either - went to the few computers in 
the room or directly to the bookshelf , where there were 
dozens of books on Presidents .  Mrs . Wi lder was very much at 
ease throughout the entire ordeal , only gett ing up out of 
her seat a few times . On the first day of observation one 
chi ld went to Mrs . Wilder ' s  desk and found the answer key . 
He sarcastically told her that she said that they could use 
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anything in the room . She agreed and the child cont inued to 
copy down the information . Some chi ldren would come and ask 
Mrs . Wilder questions and she would occas ionally answer a 
few of t�em . All of  the children felt  quite comfortable 
wi th Mr� __, ·  Wi lder . She , 1 ike Mr . Browning , was very 
approachable for the students . 1 
After completion of  the scavenger hunt , chi ldren 
di scussed the information and di scussed where they found 
it . Mrs . Wi lder led the di scus sion , but seemed content to 
let the chi ldren direct themselves . Mrs . Wi lder also asked 
every child in every class observed i f  they were done wi th 
their presentations . The students were directed to memorize 
a brief biographical background on a selected President and 
then dress  up as i f  they were that President for a wax 
museum presentation . Some of the chi ldren presented 
information that they had already memori zed . This  type of  
presentation is  a very di f ferent teaching style than the 
other participants observed . Role-playing was a very 
effective way to get the kids in thi s class involved and 
interested in the material . 
Mrs . Wilder was observed hugging about one third of  
her students at  one time or another . The students 
themselves ini tiated most  of the hugs . Mrs . Wilder always 
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had a posi tive comment to the s tudents while  she was 
embrac ing them . 
Mrs . Wi lder ' s  room is located in a portable detached 
from the rest of the school , so she rarely was observed 
interac ting with faculty . The teacher that shared the 
portable came over several times to complain about students 
and Mrs . Wi laer would j ust listen and offer advice each 
time . 
The observations of Mrs . Wi lder contributed a bi t more 
to the data collected . She is obviously very caring and 
concerned for her students . The hugs , pats on the · back , and 
kind words all demonstrated that . The research from prior 
studies is also in concurrence wi th the finding that 
concern and care are characteri stics of an ef fective 
teacher of the gi fted ( Tomlinson , 1 9 9 5 ) . Again , f lexibi lity 
by the TAG teachers is demons trated . Wi lder is  first  of all 
placed in a portable outside , conducting a scavenger hunt 
in class wi th limi ted rules , and she sti ll  has · complete 
control over everyone in the room . 
Jef ferson Elementary 
The following section is a summary of the observations 
conducted at Jef ferson Elementary during three consecutive 
days in Apri l .  Each of the observations las ted 
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approximately two hours . The observations inc lude 
instructional time by the TAG teacher as well as other 
duties that a teacher of the gi fted in Knox County might 
have to perform .  
Mrs .
,.
. Hoskins was observed each day going t o  the 
greenhouse at the school and performing duties like 
watering.,
., 
:pruning , and other manual labors . She has 
voluntari ly offered to do these things because it is  a 
general interest of hers . Discovered through the 
interviews , the researcher has establi shed that gardening 
is  a hobby for Mrs . Hoskins . On two of the days Mrs . 
Hoskins had up to four students assisting her in these 
chores . Whi le the students were performing the tasks 
assigned , Mrs . Hoskins would ask each of them about class 
work , homework , home life , sporting events ,  and other 
questions about the student ' s  lives outside of the school . 
Mrs . Hoskins has a very small room and each of her 
classes consisted of a small number of students . The 
classes observed were completing a model of the solar 
system that was to scale . Each small group was completing 
one model . The models  were made of Styrofoam balls  and were 
various sizes of thin , wooden sticks . Again Hoskins is  
teaching a c lass based on her interests . Through the 
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intervi ew the researcher di scovered that Hoskins was taking 
a c las s sponsored by a local University and a grant from 
NASA . The program was designed to train teachers on how to 
get kids interested in Space and aeronautics . 
Whi le working on the models , Mrs . Hoskins would ask 
questions about which ball should represent which planet 
and why . The- students new the ·si z es of the planet s ·· and were 
correct most of the time . Mrs . Hoskins would also ask 
questions about the names of the planets and the mythology 
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that inspired the names . The students had obviously had a 
Greek and Roman mythology unit with Mrs . Hoskins and knew a 
lot of the reasons for the naming of the · planets . 
Each class was very quiet due to the small  number of kids 
and each class was very knowl edgeable on the solar system . 
Mrs . Hoskins was very much in control and seemed to have 
each day down to a routine . Every clas s was run the same 
way wi th the tasks going on at the same time as the 
di scus sion . Mrs . Hoskins was the facilitator , ·but the · 
students did a maj ori ty of the talking . Hoskins 
demons trated a wi llingness to work as well or better than 
could be expected despite the very tine room in which she 
was given . 
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Adams Elementary 
The following section is a summary of the observations 
conducted at Adams Elementary during three consecutive days 
in April. Each of the observations lasted approximately two 
hours. The observations include instructional time by the 
TAG teacher as well as other duties that a teacher of the 
gifted- ip Knox County might have to perform. 
Mrs. Hensley had students first thing in the morning 
unlike the other four teachers observed. Her room was set 
up like a former science lab and each of her observed 
classes were in the science field. Each class observed 
completed the same lesson. 
Mrs. Hensley began discussion with the students about 
the three states of matter . She always asked if the 
students knew an answer before ·she stated it. Many of the 
times the students answered her without being called upon . 
Mrs. Hensley then explained the lesson at hand. The lesson 
dealt with carbon dioxide and if it was heavier of lighter 
than air. The students were all directed to form a 
hypothe�is and state it aloud . 
The next step was to show the students some dry ice . 
As soon as they saw it they were . ecstatic and most of them 
thought that it was regular ice . Mrs. Hensley explained to 
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them that it was solidified carbon dioxide and that it 
didn't melt, it sublimed. After sublimination was 
explained, she dropped it in warm water. The students were 
fixed upon her every word as she explained the process of 
how they were going to prove which is heavier, air or 
carbon dioxide. Several students were instructed to blow 
bubbles over- the· container of dry ice . The bubbles were 
filled with air and 'floated on the heavier carbon . dioxide. 
The students were visibly excited and Mrs. Hensley made 
sure that they were put back on task every time they 
strayed a bit. 
Other experiments with candles and matches were also 
performed . Every student was enthralled and when class was 
over at the end of each class, students were asking about 
carbon dioxide, and dry ice. Mrs. Hensley then instructed 
each of them to remember the word sublimination and 
remember what it means in order to impress their parents 
and friends. 
Hensley had the luxury of having a science lab in 
· which to perform the experiments. Her class like the others 
all had some type of attention getter that got the class 
involved and geared up for the lesson at hand. Hensley also 
knew her stuff when it came to science . Like the other 
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participants, Hensley had a "favorable attitude toward 
students (Bishop, 1976) . 
Madison Elementary 
The_ following section is a summary of the observations 
conducted ftt Madison Elementary during three consecutive 
days in April. Each of the observations lasted 
approximarely two hours. The observations included 
instructi9nal time by the TAG teacher as well as other 
duties that a teacher of the gifted in Knox County might 
have to perform . 
Mrs. Wilson is a very animated person and seemed to be 
overly excited about everything. Each time she was observed 
speaking to a student or to a colleague, her responses to 
them would be very over the top. Her responses would 
include a huge smile, a punch in the shoulder or even an 
actual pat on the back. Her enthusiasm was by far her best 
attribute . when it came to teaching. The kids were very much 
enthralled by her. 
Mrs. Wilson's classes were all self directed by the 
students on computers. Each child walked into class and 
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immediately sat down at one of the many computers and began 
working . Mrs. Wilson would bounce around from computer to 
computer checking on progress, answering questions, or even 
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asking questions. She had at least ten different lessons 
being done at the same time. She was able to j uggle all 
lessons at once and keep kids motivated at ·the same time. 
Mrs. Wilson was constantly telling j okes that were 
considered "corny" by the - students . - The j okes were 
intended, somewhat to be overly ridiculous and have 
students laugh at her. The student were free to ·speak to 
one another, help one another or even get up and j ust walk 
around the room. 
Mrs. Wilson ' s  classes would have each student leaving 
at a different time. When a student would finish with the 
task, they would leave. As each student left they picked up 
a paper from Mrs. Wilson ' s  desk. The paper included links 
of interests on the internet and the instructions to figure 
·out a mathematical riddle and email it. to her sometime 
during the week. The openness of the classroom and the self 
directed children put me in awe. 
Summary of Rubrics 
The third section of this chapter is the summation of 
the rubrics completed by the Knox County Schools Talented 
and Gifted supervisor. The information from the rubrics 
also contributed to data used to assist in the 
understanding of the research questions. There were ten 
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sections to the rubric and each summation was discussed 
after the relevant research question . 
Research Question I 
The first research question was seeking the 
characte�istics of teachers of the gifted in Knoxville , 
Tennessee. The following sections of this rubric contained 
information that assisted in uncovering data that pertained 
to research question number one (Bishop , 1976; Feldman , 
1979; Milgram , 1979; Lewis , 1982; Gallagher & Gallagher , 
1994 ; Vialle , 1994; Tomlinson, 1995; George , 1997) . 
The first section of the teacher evaluation rubric 
measured the following: Knowledge of Content : the teacher 
understands the central concepts , tools of inquiry , and 
structures of the disciplines taught; creates learning 
experiences to make them meaningful to students . The first 
scoring was "possesses content knowledge. " All five 
participants either scored in the "frequently" or "always" 
range here . The second scoring was on , "integrates 
knowledge into instructional obj ectives. " Again all five 
particip�nts scored in the "frequently" or "always" range. 
The third scoring was on "utilizes teaching resources . " 
Here one teacher scored in the "sometimes" range , one 
participant scored in the "average" range and the others 
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scored in the "frequently" or "always" range. The final 
scoring in this section of the rubric was "extends content 
knowledge. " One participant scored in the "sometimes" 
range , one in the "average" range and the others in the 
"always" range (Figure 4) . 
The second . section of the scoring rubric measured 
Knowledge of Learners and Learning Process: the teacher 
understands how children learn and differ in their 
approaches to learning; provides learning opportunities 
that support their development. The characteristics 
measured here were broken down into four sections: meets 
individual pupil needs, provides for varied learning 
styles, applies learning theories and provides for multiple 
levels of thinking and conceptualization. ' Each of the five 
participants scored mainly in the "frequently" or "always 
range" in these areas with a few exceptions. One 
participant scored in the "average" range in both the 
"varied learning styles" and the "providing multiple levels 
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Swmnary Knowledge of Content Rubric : 
The teacher unders tands the central concepts ,  
tools of inquiry , and structures of the 
discipl ines taught ; creates learning 
experience to make them meaningful to 
students .  
• Pos sesses Content Knowledge 
• Integrate Knowledge into Ins tructional 
Obj ective 
• Util ize Teaching Resources 
• Extends Content Knowledge 
Figure 4 Knowledge of Content 
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scored a "sometimes" in the "applies learning theories" 
section . With those few exceptions, again all five 
participants scored well. The average of all section of 
rubric number two is shown in Figure5 . 
The third section (Figure 6) measured was : 
Instructional Planning : the teacher plans instruction based 
on knowledge- of subj ect matter, students, the community, 
and the curriculum goals . The first characteristic measured 
here was "plans in advance . "  One participant scored in the 
-"average" range while the other four earned "frequently " or 
"always" scores . The second characteristic measured was 
"prepares high quality lesson plans . "  Again one average 
score and the others scored in the "frequently " or "always" 
range. The third characteristic measured was "incorporates 
and meets deadlines . "  One participant here received a 
"sometimes" score, one participant earned an "average" 
score while the remaining three earned "frequently" or 
always" scores. The next characteristic measured on this 
section was "demonstrates independence and initiative . "  One 
participant scored a "sometimes" while the other four 
participants scored "frequently " or "always . "  The final 
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Summary Knowledge of Learners and Learning Process 
Rubric :  
The teacher understands how children learn and di f fer 
in their approaches to learning ; provides learning 
opportunities that support their development . 
• Meets Individual Pupil Needs 
• Provides for Varied Learning 
• Applies Learning Theories 
• Provides for Multiple Levels of Thinking and Concept-Utilization 
, '"'· 
:.�-
Figure 5 Knowledge of Learners and Learning Process 
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Swmnary Instructional Planning Rubric : 
The teacher plans ins truction based on knowledge of 
subj ect matter , student s ,  the communi ty ,  and curriculum 
goals . 
• Plans in Advance 
• Prepares High Qual ity Lesson Plans 
• Incorporates and meets deadl ines 
• Demons trates Independence and Initiative 
• Acquires and Organizes Materials 
Figure 6 Instructional Planning 
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characteristic in this section was "acquires and organizes 
material. " This section received : one "sometimes" response, 
one "average" response, and the remaining three with either 
a "frequently" or "always" score. 
The fourth section ( Figure 7 )  of the scoring rubric 
was : Use of Instructional Strategies : the teacher 
understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies. 
The characteristics measured in this section were broken 
down into eight characteristics : possesses content delivery 
skills; implements course goals and obj ectives; uses 
introductory, transitional and concluding statements; 
provides student participation and response ; paces 
instruction ; responds to students ; implements varied 
questioning techniques; and adapts teaching style to pupil 
needs . Each of the five participants received no lower than 
an "average " in any of these sections . Most scores were in 
the "frequently" or "always " range . 
The fifth section ( Figure 8 )  in the scoring rubric 
was : The Learning Environment and Classroom Management : · the 
teacher creates a learning environment· that encourages 
positive social interaction, active engagement in learning 
and self-motivation. This section was broken down into five 
characteristics : implements diverse classroom management 
117  
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Summary Use of Instruct ional Strategies Rubric :  
The teacher understands and uses a -variety of 
instructional strategi es . 
• Possesses Content Delivery Ski lls 
• Implements Course Goals and Obj ectives 
• Uses Introductory ,  Trans itional , and Concluding 
Statements 
• Provides for Student Participation and Response 
• Paces Ins truc tion 
• Responds to Students 
• Implements Varied Questioning Techniques 
• Adaots Teachinq Stvl e to Puo i l  Needs 
Fi gure 7 Use of Ins tructional Strategies 
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Sununa.ry The Learning Environment and Classroom Management 
Rubric : 
The .teacher creates a learning environment that encourages 
posit ive social interac tion ,  active engagement in learning , 
and �el f-motivation . 
• Implements Diverse Clas sroom Management Strategies 
• Handles Discipl ine Problems 
• Es tabl ishes Expectations and Holds Students 
-� . Accountable 
• Implements Fairness and Equity 
• Impl ements a Sound Classroom Cl imate 
Figure 8 The Learning Environment and Classroom Management 
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strategies, handles discipline problems, establishes 
expectations and holds students accountable, implements 
fairness and equity, and implements a sound classroom 
climate . One participant scored in the "sometimes" range in 
four of these five and an "average " in the other . The other 
four participants scored mostly in the "frequently " or 
"always" range with only an occasional "average" score. 
The sixth section of the scoring rubric was : Use of 
Communication Strategies : the teacher uses knowledge of 
communication techniques to foster active inquiry, 
collaboration, and supportive interaction . Overall this was 
the lowest scoring section of the rubric with no 
participant receiving an "always" in each of the 
characteristics measured . The characteristics measured in 
this section were : oral communication skills, written 
communication skills, non-verbal communication skills, 
standard English proficiency, · interpersonal communication 
with students, and language of subj ect matter . Two of the 
three participants earned "average" · scores in all but one 
of the measured characteristics. The other participants 
scored mainly in the "frequently" or "always" range, but 
for the first time no single parti cipant receive straight 
"always" responses. 
12 0 
The tenth and final section (Figure 9) of the scoring 
rubric was : Professional Characteristics/ Personal 
Qualities : the teacher exhibi ts high quality 
characteristics in professional and personal demeanor. 
There were �ten characteristics measured here : approaches 
teaching proactively, learns from experience, responds to 
constructiv.e criticism and feedback, demonstrates 
dependabili ty, demonstrates ethical conduct, proj ects a 
positive demeanor, demonstrates a sense of humor, 
demonstrates poise and self-confidence, demonstrates 
flexibility, and demonstrates approachabi lity. One 
participant received two "sometimes" responses, three 
"average" responses and five "frequently" responses . The 
other four participants received scores all scores in the 
"frequently" or "always" range. 
Research Question II 
Research question number two posed : Could any 
differences be attributed to the teachers ' levels of 
experience, the socioeconomic status of their schools, 
their gend�r or their age. The following sections of the · 
rubric revealed data that were relevant to research 
question number two (Bishop, 1976 ;  Feldman, 1979 ;  Mi lgram, 
12 1 
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Summary Professional Characteri stics/Personal Qualities 
Rubric : 
The teacher exhibi ts high quality characteristics in 
professional and personal demeanor .  
• Approaches Teaching Proactively 
• Learns from Experience 
• Responds to Cons tructive Criticism and Feedback 
• Demonstrates Dependabil i ty 
• Demons trates Ethical Conduct 
• Proj ects a Positive Demeanor 
• Demonstrates a Sense of Humor 
• Demons trates Poise and Sel f-Confidence 
• Demonstrates Flexibility 
• Demonstrates Approachabil ity 
Figure 9 Pro fessional Characteri stics / Personal Qual ities  
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1979 ; Lewis, 1982 ; Gallagher, 1994 ; Vialle, 1994 ; 
Tomlinson, 1995 ; George, 1997 } .  
The sixth section (Figure 10 } of the scoring rubric 
was : Use of Communication Strategies : the teacher uses 
knowledge of communication techniques to foster active 
inquiry, collaboration, and supportive interaction. 
Overall, the lowest scoring section of the rubric. No 
participant received an "always" in each of the 
characteristics measured . The characteristics measured in 
this section were : oral communication skills, written 
communication skills, non-verbal communication skills, 
standard English proficiency, interpersonal communication 
with students, and language of subj e.ct matter. Two of the 
three participants earned "average " scores in all but one 
of the measured characteristics. The remaining participants 
scored mainly in the "frequently" or "always" range, but 
for the first time no participant received straight 
"always" responses. 
The seventh section (Figure 11 } of the scoring rubric 
was : Use of Motivational Strategies : the teacher creates a 
learning environment that encourages positive social 
interaction, active engagement in learning and self­
motivation. The characteristics measured here were : 
12 3 
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Summary Use of Communication Strategies Rubric : 
The teacher uses knowledge of communication 
techniques to fos ter active inquiry,  col laboration ,  
and supportive interaction . 
• Oral Communication Skills  
• Wri tten Communication Skills  
• Non-Verbal Communication Skills  
• Standard Engl i sh Proficiency 
• Interpersonal Communication wi th Students 
• Language of Subj ect Matter 
Figure 1 0  Use of Communication Strategies 
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Summary Use of Motivational Strategies Rubric : 
The teacher creates a learning environment that 
encourages pos itive social interactions , active 
engagement in learning , and sel f-motivation . 
• Involves Students in Classroom Activities 
• Provides a Stimulating Environment 
• Provides Motivational Activities 
• Maintains Pupil Interes t 
Figure 1 1  Use of Motivational Strategies 
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involves students in: classroom activities, provides a 
stimulating environment, provides motivational activities, 
and maintains pupil interest. This section received some 
mixed scores. Three of the participants did well overall on 
the four c�aracteristics. In ·fact one participant received 
straight "always" responses and another received straight 
"frequently" responses. The third of these three 
participants received high marks as well overall. The final 
two participants - here earned no higher than "average" 
responses from their supervisor and also received a couple 
of "sometimes" responses. 
The eighth section {Figure 12) of the scoring rubric . 
was: Use of Technology: the teacher integrates technology 
into classroom teaching. The characteristics measured here 
were: employs computer technology into teaching, approach 
to computer technology, employs multimedia, demonstrates 
word processing skills, and uses instructional software. 
One of the five participants here rec.eived straight 
"always" responses. Another participant received four of 
five "sometimes" responses and · one "average" res·ponse. The 
final three participants received mainly "sometimes" 
responses with only two scores in the "average" range . 
126 























The tea�her integrates technology into cl_assroom teaching . 
• Employs Computer Technology in Teaching 
• Approach to Computer Technology 
... "" 
• Employs Multimedia 
• Demonstrates Word Proces sing Skills  
• Uses Instructional Software 
Figure 12 Use of Technology 
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The ninth section { Figure 13) of the scoring rubric 
was : Human Relation Skills : the teacher implements sound 
human relations and communication skills in order to foster 
productive, positive, learning communities. The seven 
characteristics measured here were : promotes self­
confidence, establishes relationships and rapport, uses 
· verbal and non-verbal communication, provides student 
assistance, promotes classroom harmony and respect, and 
demonstrates ability to build pupil self concepts . Scores 
here were all positive . The five participants received 
mainly "frequently" and "always" responses with only a few 
in the "average" range . 
The tenth and final section (Figure 9) of the scoring 
rubric was : Professional Characteristics/Personal 
Qualities : the teacher exhibits high quality 
characteristics in professional and personal demeanor . 
There were ten characteristics measured here : approaches 
teaching proactively, learns from experience, responds to 
constructive criticism and feedback, demonstrates 
dependability, demonstrates ethical conduct, projects a 
positive demeanor, demonstrates a sense of humor, 
demonstrates poise and self-confidence, demonstrates 
flexibility, and demonstrates approachability. One 
12 8 
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Summary Human Relation Skills Rubric : 
The teacher implements sound human relations 
and communication ski lls  in order to foster 
pro���tive , posi tive , learning communities . 
• Promotes Sel f-Confidence in Others 
• · Establishes Relationships and Rapport 
• Uses Verbal and Non-Verbal 
. : .. Communication 
• Provides Student Assistance 
• Promotes Classroom Harmony and Respect 
• Demonstrates Ability to Build Pupil  
Sel f-Concepts 
Figure 13 Human Relation Skills 
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participant received two " sometimes"  responses , three 
"average " responses and five " 'frequently" responses . The 
other four participants received scores all scores in the 
" frequently" or " always " range . 
Research question number three posed : Were the 
charac teristics of teachers of  the gi fted in Knox County 
simi lar to or different from the · · characteri stics that 
researchers in the field say are essential to a successful 
teacher of the gi fted? The following sections of the rubric 
revealed data that was relevant to research question number 
three (Bishop , 19 7 6 ; Feldman , 19 79 ; Mi lgram,  19 7 9 ; Lewi s ,  
1982 ; Gallagher & Gallagher , 1 994 ; Vialle , 1994 ; Tomlinson ,  
1 995 ; George , 19 97 ) . 
The first section (Figure 4 )  of  the teacher evaluation 
rubric measured the following : Knowledge of Content : the 
teacher understands the central concepts ,  tools  of inquiry , 
and structures of_ the disciplines taught ; -· creates learning 
experiences to make them · meaningful . .  to · · students .  The first 
scoring was "pos sesses content knowledge . "  All f ive 
participants ei ther scored in the " frequent ly" or · " always " 
range here . The second scoring was on , " integrates 
knowledge into ins tructional obj ectives . "  
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Again all five participants scored in the " frequently"  or 
" always " range . The third scoring was on "uti li zes teaching 
resources . "  Here one teacher scored in the " sometimes " 
range , one participant scored in the "average " range and 
the others ,0scored in the " frequently" or "always " range . 
The final scoring in thi s section o f  the rubric was 
"extends content knowledge . "  One participant scored in the 
" sometimes '�
-e 
range , one in the "average" range and the 
others in the "always " range . 
The second section (Figure 5 )  of  the scoring rubric 
measured Knowledge of  Learners and Learning Process : the 
teac_her understands how children learn and di f fer in their 
approaches to learning ; provides learning opportuni ties 
that support their development . The characteristics 
measured here were broken down into four sections : meets 
individual pupi l needs , provides for varied learning 
styles , applies learning theories and provides for multiple 
levels of  -_-�hinking and conceptuali zation . Each of  the five 
participants scored mainly in the " frequently" or "always 
range " in 1:,_hese areas wi th a few exceptions . One 
partic ipant scored in the " average " range in both the 
"varied learning styles " and the "providing multiple levels 
scored a " sometimes " in the "appl ies learning theories 
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of thinking and conceptuali zation . " Wi th those few 
exceptions , again all  f ive participants scored wel l . 
The third section ( Figure 6 )  measured : Instructional 
Planning : the teacher plans instruction based on knowledge 
of subj ect matter , students ,  · the · communi ty , · and the 
curriculum goals .  The first characteri stic measured here 
was "plans 1n advance . "  One participant - scored in the 
"average " range while  the other four earned " frequently"  or 
"always " scores . The second characteri stic measured was 
"prepares high quality lesson plans . "  Again one average 
score and the others scored in the " frequently" ··, or " always " 
range . The third characteri stic measured was " incorporates 
and meets deadl ines . "  One participant here received a 
" sometimes " score , one participant earned an "average " 
score while  the remaining three earned " frequently" or 
always " scores . The next characteristic measured on thi s  
section was "demonstrates independence and ini tiative . "  One 
-participant scored a " sometimes " whi le the other four 
participants scored " frequently" or " always . "  The final 
characteristic in thi s section was " acquires and organi zes 
material . " This  section received : one " sometimes " response ,  
a " frequently" or "always " score . 
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The fourth section (Figure 7 )  of  the scoring rubric 
was : Use of  Instructional Strategies : the teacher 
understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies . 
The characteri stics measured in thi s section were broken 
down into e:1,-ght characteristics : pos sesses content delivery 
ski l ls ; implements course goals and obj ectives ; uses 
introductor¥ ,  transi tional and conc luding statements ;  
provides . s�udent participation and response ;  paces 
instruction ; responds to students ;  implements varied 
questioning techniques ; and adapts teaching style to pupi l 
needs . Each of  the five participants received no lower than 
an "average " in any o f  these sections . Most scores were in 
the " frequently" or "always " range . 
The fifth section ( Figure 8 )  in the scoring rubric 
was : The Learning Environment and Classroom Management : the 
teacher creates a learning environment that encourages 
positive so.�ial interaction ,  active engagement in learning 
and self -motivation . This  section was broken down into five 
characteristics : implements diverse classroom management 
s trategies , ___ . handles di scipline problems , establishes 
expectation? and holds student s accountable ,  implements 
fairness and equity ,  and implements a sound classroom 
cl imate . One participant scored in the " sometimes " range in 
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our of these five and an "average " in the other . The other 
four participants scored mostly in the " frequently " or 
"always " range with only an occasional "average " score . 
The sixth section ( Figure · 1 0 ) of  the s coring rubric 
was : Use of Communication Strategies : the teacher uses 
knowledge of communication techniques to foster active 
inquiry , collaboration , and supportive interaction . Overal l  
thi s was the lowest scoring section o f  the rubric with no 
participant receiving an "always " in each of the 
characteri stics measured . The characteris tics measured in 
this section were : oral communication ski l l s , written 
communication skil ls , non-verbal communication ski l l s , 
standard English proficiency , interpersonal communication 
with s tudents ,  and language of subj ect matter . Two of  the 
three participants earned "average " scores in al l but one 
of the measured characteris tics . The other participants 
scored mainly in the " frequently" or "always " range , _ but 
for the first time no single participant receive straight 
" always " responses . 
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Summary 
The first research question was seeking the def ining 
characteri stics of success ful and effective teachers of the 
•"fi!! 
gi fted in Knox County . The . three sources of data presented 
in this chapter have revealed several definable 
characteri stics pos ses sed by each of the five partic ipants . 
Some of the findings here were corroborated wi th the 
findings in prior studies and some of the findings here 
were addi tional di scovered characteri stics of successful 
and effective teachers of the gi f ted . 
Each of  the TAG teachers had to pos sess some degree 
of flexibi lity or adaptabil i ty that a regular classroom 
teacher would not have to possess . The most obvious area of 
f lexibi lity was in the lack of space for the TAG classroom . 
The interviews and observations revealed that some of  the 
participants were conducting clas s in the hal lway , small 
converted storage closets , or in shared rooms . Another 
facet of flexibi lity uncovered in the interviews was in the 
way of  class time . TAG classes were reported to be of  " low 
priority . "  Whenever c lassroom teachers felt the need to 
keep students in the room for a variety of reasons , then it 
was done . TAG class schedules were often "bumped" or 
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classes were "doubled up " in order to accommodate some 
other clas s or school function . The final facet of 
adaptabi lity pos sessed by each of the TAG teachers was in 
the way of subj ect matter taught . Each teacher taught 
classes to their strengths , but also reali zed the 
importance of varying the subj ect matter for student s .  This 
data was pre�ent in each of the three data collection 
methods . Each participant had a pas s ion for a specific  
subj ect or  area and seemed to  focus their curriculum around 
that interes t .  Gary Browning is  a former art maj or , taught 
art at one time and obvious ly has a love of art . Not 
surpri singly , Mr . Browning was teaching an art les son when 
observed and stated in hi s interview several lessons that 
were art related . The one subj ect that al l of the teachers 
of the gi fted had in common was , science . Each participant 
felt confident in teaching content in science and as well  
as other academic areas . 
Other characteri stics di scovered were prior teaching 
experience and education . Each of the f ive participants had 
been teaching for over a decade and all  five held advanced 
degrees . All five had prior experiences wi th education ,  but 
not all  in the " regular. " classroom . The interviews , 
observations , and the rubric al l reported a variety of 
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prior teaching experiences and a diverse educational 
background in the five participants of thi s study . Some had 
taught in private schools , some were counselors , and others 
had experiences in the regular clas sroom . 
Each o,( the five participants of this  study possessed 
broad and varying interests . All of the sources of  data 
point out the varied interests of the participants .  The 
interview ,  observations , and rubric all reported that f ield 
of study in college was influential in current interests 
and subj ect matter taught . Each participant was also an 
avid reader in subj ect matter outside the fi eld of 
education . They each also realized the importance of having 
broad interests and actively pursuing knowledge . 
Approachabi lity was another characteri stic exhibited 
by all five participants . Each of the five teachers was 
accessible to their students at almost anytime . The data 
reported teachers interacting with students prior to 
school ,  during c lass time , and after school . Previous 
, .'·f,; 
studies have shown that gi fted students sought teachers of 
the gi f ted who pos sessed the attribute of approachabi lity . 
Research question number two was seeking information 
related to the varying levels of experience ,  the 
socioeconomic status of school s ,  gender , and age . Did any 
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of these differences have: bearing on effectiveness of the 
teachers? Through the three sources of data , the researcher 
was able to rule out these factors as contributing to or 
hindering the effectiveness of the teachers. 
Due to the fact that the age range of the participants 
was from the thirties to the fifties , age did not seem to 
be a factor 1n their success . · One of the five participants 
was male and his success . or the success of the other four 
female participants was not contingent on their gender . 
Each of the schools were socioeconomically diverse and yet 
all five of the participants were still considered to be 
effective and successful. The wealth of a particular school 
could therefore be ruled out as a determining factor in the 
success or effectiveness of theses five teachers . 
The third research question was seeking comparisons to 
this study and prior studies in the field . This question is 
perhaps the most important of the three posed for the 
study . When comparing the findings in this study to those 
of other studies a few interesting things were discovered . 
The importance of experience was discovered in this 
study as well as many other studies ( Bishop, 197 6 ; 
Gallagher & Gallagher , 1 9 94 ; Tomlinson, 1 9 9 5 ) .  The 
importance of intellect and intellectual pursuits is also 
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noted here as well  as in prior studies ( Krumholz  & 
Farquahar , 1957 ; Bi shop , 19 7 6 ;  Lewi s ,  1982 ; Gallagher & 
Gallagher , 1994 ; Tomlinson , 1995 ; & George , 19 97 ) . 
Approachabi lity ,  -favorabi lity toward students ,  sensitivi ty ,  
caring , sympathy o r  an understanding o f  gifted student 
needs and simi lar qual ities are found here as well  as other 
studies ( Bishop , 19 7 6 ; Mi lgram, 1979 ; Gallagher & 
Gal lagher , 1994 ; Vial le , 1 994 ; & Tomlinson , 199 5 ) . 
A study conducted by Feldman in 1979  found that 
teachers of the gi f ted " had di stinctive and di fferent 
teaching s tyles . "  The findings here also found that each of 
the succes s ful and ef fective teachers of the gi fted had 
very distinct ive teaching styles . No one style was better 
or more effective than the other . That same study by 
· Feldman found that none of the teachers of the gif ted were 
gi fted themselves . The findings of thi s study concur with 
those results . 
What is  not found here , but i s  reported in prior 
studi es is of interes t .  Previous research has reported that 
success ful and ef fective teachers of  the gi fted need to be 
up to date on research in their f ield ( Gallagher & 
Gal lagher , 1994 ; George , 1997 ) . None of the five 
participants here ever reported having read res earch in the 
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field of gi fted education . Al so contrary to other findings 
{Gal lagher & Gal lagher , 199 4 ; Feldhusen ,  1 9 97 ) , only one of 
the five participants in this s tudy had certification in 
the area of gi fted education . More recent studies have 
reported an importance of technological ski l ls and use in 
lessons for the gi f ted . The three sources of data 
collection in this study reported only one of the five 
participants as using a lot of technology , although each of 
the f ive did involve some technology in their teaching . 
Limited space and equipment were obvious factors related to 
thi s aspect of teaching . 
This chapter has summariz ed the three sources of data 
collected for this study : the interviews , the observations , 
and the rubrics . Thi s chapter also reported the 
summari zation of those three sources of data . The next 
chapter wi ll  analyze the data , summari z e  the findings and 
make further recommendations for study . 
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Chapter V - Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
defining qual it ies of five Knox County teachers of the 
gi fted . These teachers of the gi fted had been ident i f ied as 
being successful and effect ive . The dat a for thi s study 
consisted of : transcript s from recordings of a series of 
structured interviews , the field notes from observat ions , 
and a rubric completed by the TAG supervisor . Similar data 
was coll ected on each of the part icipants . A thick 
descript ion of each TAG teacher ' s  class room was al so 
completed by the researcher and included . Based on the 
interviews , observations , and the rubri c ,  the researcher 
attempted to describe the characterist ics , which 
contributed to the ef fect iveness of those teachers . 
Summary of the Study 
Chapter 1 presented the probl em statement , purpose of 
the study , research questions , need for the study , 
delimitat ions of the study , bas ic as sumptions , de finitions 
of key terms , and a summary of the methodology used for 
this study . In chapter 2 ,  the researcher reviewed the 
relevant literature related to : the hi story of gifted 
educat ion ,  the hi story and background of  Knox County ' s  
gi fted program , characterist ics of gi fted chi ldren in 
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general , the desired characteristics for teachers of the 
gi fted by gi fted student s ,  and the characteristics of 
teachers of the gi fted . Chapter 3 described in detail the 
how the interviews were conducted , the process of the 
observat ions , and the select ion and use of the rubric . The 
Gi fted and Talented Supervi sor in the Knox County School 
system ident ified the teachers in this study as success ful 
and effect ive . Her selections were based on her · 
professional opinion and by the annual evaluat ions by each 
of the principal s and vice principal s of the participant s . 
The part icipants were studied using interviews , 
observat ions , and a rubric completed by the TAG supervi sor . 
Chapter 4 analyzed the data of the study . Ethnographic  
methods were used in  responses  to  the interview quest ions . 
Overall impres s ions of the researcher were described by 
looking at the classroom observat ions . The rubri c compl eted 
by the supervi sor described point s of interest in the 
overall behavior of t eachers of the gi fted and talented . 
Thi s chapter present s the conclusions of the study based on 
the data . · The chapter al so includes recommendations for 
further study as wel l  as recommendat ions for curriculum and 
devel opment . 
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Conclusions from the Study 
Based on the analys is  of the data generated by the 
·study and presented in Chapter 4 ,  a number of conclus ions 
were drawn by the researcher . The fol lowing conc lusions 
�elated to the research quest ions and deal ing with the 
characteri stics of success ful and effect ive teachers of the 
gifted were made by he researcher . 
1 .  The successful teachers of the gi fted seemed to be 
more flexible or adaptabl e than their less successful 
counterparts .  Their flexibil ity and adaptabi lity was 
demonstrated in several aspects related to their 
teaching . First and foremost ,  they seem to have the 
abil ity to work in a limited amount of space . Through 
the observations and the interviews the researcher 
di scovered that teaching in a very smal l room, a 
converted storage closet , or even the hal lway was not 
an uncommon experience for TAG teachers in Knox 
County . 
These teachers also showed a degree of 
adaptabil ity in relation to the ever- changing and 
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l imited teaching periods for their  gi fted cases . The 
gifted class were supposed to meet forty- five minutes 
to an hour once a week . However school schedul es often 
interfered with the meeting times and student s were 
somet imes pulled for various reasons . 
Jhe success ful teachers al so demonstrated their  
competency by teaching a variety of  subj ect matter . 
Each of the part icipants was required to cover units  
in  varied academic di scipl ines . Teaching units in 
varied di scipl ines required these teachers to 
constant ly try to tie uni ts  together and have units  
that were cross curricular . 
2 .  Teachers considered to be success ful and ef fect ive 
also seem to have several years of experi ence in a 
vari ety of areas . The data col lected for thi s study 
revealed that al l five participant s had advanced 
degrees .  The degrees were from varied di scipl ines ; 
which assisted these teachers in covering the broad 
range of areas required by the TAG supervi sor . Each of 
the five part icipants had prior teaching experience 
before arriving at the TAG j ob .  The data col lection 
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reported that some of the teachers had be�n in the 
regular clas sroom,  some had taught private school , _ and 
some had been counselor of one kind or another . The 
f ewest number of public school teaching years taught 
by any of the five teachers was thirteen . As 
mentioned , some of the participants had been teaching 
�n other areas of  education before arriving in the 
public school . Thi s raises an interesting ques tion 
'-
about experience .  Should teachers of  the gi f ted be 
required to have a certain amount of te·aching 
experience behind them before entering a gi fted 
c lassroom? 
3 .  These succes sful and effective teachers of the gi fted 
also possess broad and varying interests . They were 
actively involved in intellectual pursuits of one type 
or another . Through the interview the researcher 
discovered that each of these teachers had a passion 
for something outs ide the realm of school . Interests 
or pursui ts included : sports , gardening , mus ic , 
sewing , art , entertainment ·, and technology . At times 
these interests were included in the lessons taught in 
the gi fted classroom . One participant had taken her 
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interest in gardening to the school by developing a 
greenhouse for the entire school s  use . All 
participants reported that they had a love of reading . 
Each participant thought it  important to be an ac tive 
reader in varied subj ect matter . 
4 .  The successful and ef fective teachers of  the gi fted 
were very approachable . Each of  the participants 
di splayed a genuine concern and care for the needs of 
gi fted chi ldren . During the observations , successful 
teachers of the gi fted were seen talking to their 
students before and after class time about all types 
of topic s .  Sometimes these teachers spoke to students 
about their homes , fami ly , or even their interests . 
Students even came to the TAG clas sroom be fore school 
started during one observation . The teachers were also 
observed showing their care for their students through 
hugs , pats , and other visible di splays of af fection . 
The interviews also reveal ed that each of the 
partic ipants felt it important to be aware of the ­
needs of gifted children . 
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5 .  Succes s ful and effective teachers of  the gi fted each 
demonstrate a variety of teaching styles . All three 
sources of data were in agreement that corroborated 
this ability to use various teaching styles . Al l of  
the participants employed lecture from time to time . 
Teachers were also observed using a student-centered 
teaching activities , where students were told what to 
do and the teacher was merely there to assi st  when 
needed . In addition participant s employed hands-on 
lessons to further involve their students in problem 
solving . One teacher used a lesson where students made 
an actual piece of art . Many teachers also use 
technology as a means of instruction despite some of 
the participant s reporting otherwise due to lack of 
space . Through the internet and the use of computer 
software students had access to an unlimi ted amount of  
information . 
6 .  A specific gender did not seem to be a factor . One of 
the success ful teachers was male and the remaining · 
four were female . This  was a proportionate sampling 
due to the low number of males in elementary schools  
and in  the Knox County TAG department . Knox County had 
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only two male teachers of the gi fted at the time of · 
thi s study . 
Some of the factors revealed in the study were 
inconsi stent wi th the previous research di scussed in 
Chapter 2 .  Though the participants were undoubtedly capable 
teachers of the gi fted ,  al l of them could be described as 
having a number of negative traits . 
1 .  None of the teachers considered themselves 
knowledgeable or interested in research pertaining to 
gi fted �ducation . Through the interviews it  was · 
discovered that none of the five participants read 
recent research or studies on gi fted chi ldren or the 
gi fted field of education . However , each of the five 
did think that it was important for teachers of the 
gi fted to be informed of recent research . The 
participants expressed that this  knowledge should be 
gained through staff development . 
2 .  Only one of the five successful teachers had obtained 
a teaching endorsement in gi fted education . All five 
of the participants held a master ' s  degree or higher . 
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However , none of them actually maj ored in gi fted 
education . The single participant wi th a gi fted 
education endorsement had acquired it through class 
work completed during her summer breaks . Her 
certification coursework was completed only because 
the county had o ffered to pay for some of the 
coursework . 
3 .  Although experience was determined to be of 
importance ,  a specific age was not . -The participants 
ranged in -age from their early thirties to their mid 
fi fties . _Due to the variance in age the researcher 
determined that it  was in fact the experience that was 
the important attribute . 
Recommendations for Further Study 
Due to the limited number of participants of  thi s 
study ,  my first recommendation would be to conduct a 
simi lar study on a much broader scale . However , a similar 
study may also need to be conducted using small  numbers of 
participants , in which more in depth observations are 
completed by multiple observers . Addi tional and di f ferent 
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rubrics scored by more than one admini strator or supervi sor 
and a self- scoring rubric should also be conduc ted . 
Studies should also be conducted in which the opinions 
of gi fted students were sought . Group di scussion wi th 
teachers and students would be useful in the construction 
o f  a wel l  developed questionnaire to give to students .  
Studies should also be conducted in which the trai ts  
o f  success ful and effective teachers of the gi fted are 
compared wi th the traits  of successful and effective 
teachers in the regular classroom. It i s  further suggested 
that an in depth case study o f  an individual successful 
teacher of the gi fted would yield beneficial information . 
Based on the current study , a number of  
recommendations could be made related to the Knox County 
Talented and Gi f ted Program, specifical ly in the 
development of TAG program . 
Teachers ,  who are hired into the program, need to be 
able to deal wi th a variety o f  working situations in order 
to be success ful . Teachers need to be made aware o f  the 
classroom condi tions that they may face such as having to 
alter their schedules due to school functions . TAG teachers 
should be prepared for situations where the scheduled TAG 
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class has to be changed at a moments notice . An abi l i ty to 
teach a vari ety of subj ects throughout the school year 
should al so be considered when hiring or preparing TAG 
teachers for an upcoming school year . Teachers wi th diverse 
backgrounds or a current interest  or pursuit of knowledge 
in academi c subj ect matter should be considered . Above all 
these teachers need to be interested in learning themselves 
and exci ted about a variety of subj ects wi th the abil ity to 
convey that excitement onto their gi fted s tudents .  Knox 
County may also want to consider making coursework in the 
area of gi fted education avai lable to their teachers at a 
reasonable cost . Wi th pol icies such as No Chi ld Left Behind 
i t  may be of use to begin such a program to allow current 
TAG teachers the possibi l i ty of becoming "quali fied" by 
obtaining their certi fication . 
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Interview with TAG Supervisor 
This is Jeff Woods interviewing Lynn Miller, Talented and 
Gifted, Magnet Supervisor for Knox County School s, 
Knoxville, Tennessee. 
Q: Could you give me some background on the Talented and 
Gifted program here in Knoxville, Tennessee? 
A: It  originally started when we had the opportuni�y to 
visit with Joe Renzulli. He came to the state; I went 
to Nashville. He is very wel l  known internationally in 
the field of gifted. His model did something for the 
Knox County program because at the time we were not a 
j oint ci ty �nd county structure. He did something 
that helped us enormously. We had a very affluent 
population of kids in the county and we had a very 
rural population of kids. So along with my research , I 
knew that gifted kids were everywhere but if you j ust 
looked at their test scores there was no way, you 
could have put the kids from Gap Creek in the same 
space as the kids from Farragut , for example. 
His model was just about looking at gifted behaviors. 
It was about looking at not only the test scores but 
at those kids that a teacher would identify because 
they had this initiation of thought or initiation of 
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product , or they were doing something outside school. 
They could be head and shoulders with any other 
student that was a very bright child but when you 
looked at their scores , it belied that factor . 
Supposedly , and he was the first person that said it , 
you have to look at gifted behavior as opposed to j ust 
scores . 
Q : How do students qualify for the gifted program here? 
A : This state requires a score screening process , so we 
use that as a beginning entree-if you will- , because 
that ' s  the reason we go down lower and that ' s  the 
reason we let teachers nominate children and we let 
teachers nominate children . 
Q : How and when did the program actually begin? 
A : It first started in 1979.  The teachers weren ' t  
employed , the board said the first year you can have 
unlimited resources for duplicating services . So what 
I did was a system wide teacher model; it was a 
critical thinking model called Talents Unlimited. Out 
of that I had teachers that I knew in every school , 
because I had done all their training . I was a 
nationally certified trainer and one of the things 
that we did was , met with the teachers and asked if 
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they would be willing to give up their planning 
periods . The planning periods consisted of their 
library time, their physical education time and their 
music time. We also asked if they could not have bus 
duty. 
So, I went back to the board and presented that 
proposal, and that's how it started . So, during those 
times, during the week, the gifted students were 
identified and served. As the program grew, it grew 
. because we then wanted substitute teachers to help 
with the classroom teacher. So we hired a substitute 
teacher and that was again, lower money than we would 
have needed . These classroom teachers continued doing 
what they were doing, because there were no funds for 
this . The state would not fund this program because it 
was not through special education, and yet we were 
getting a lot of support from the people who knew our 
different demographic population and understood what 
we were trying to do. So the board knew that we were 
supported and that very powerful people ·in the world 
of gifted supported us and that still continues to be 
so. 
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When we finally got to the place where we merged the 
two districts (City schools & County schools) . In 
Knox County Schools, we have approximately now, 
52, 000, students. At the time we merged, we probably 
had 60, 000 students, or close to that, between the two 
systems and they were basically split half-and-half. 
It was sort of interesting how the smaller geographic 
regions still had the same number of kids. The city's 
school system had five teachers · that were certified as 
gifted, serving all of their gifted. We had one person 
in every school, but they were in every school and 
they had this other j ob. They had five full time 
people and some of their five full time people would 
'go to 17 schools , so they would cover 17 schools in a 
two-week period. It was kind of odd , but they were 
using only the model ; the certified model through the 
state department and they were only looking at IQ. 
That model was disbanded with the second they merged 
with us. So what we did was, we brought all those 
teachers in and we said, okay, · we got this many 
teachers, now we want to start hiring full time 
teachers. We had actually started because we knew the 
merger was going to occur two years previous to that. 
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So by the time we came together, I guess the first 
year ·we maybe had 16 teachers for all of Knox County. 
It was more than the city had had and the county had 
had and we grew our base and we grew our teachers, so 
now we have 33 teachers in the TAG program. At the 
same time what we were trying to make everyone 
•:;:: understand was that a child was not gifted j ust on 
Monday, at one o'clock when they go to TAG class. What 
we really wanted was the regular curriculum program to 
do their j ob. We wanted the students to be grouped 
appropriately, so we had been working on that since 
1 982. We merged those two pieces together and made it 
a requirement, that every school had grouping within 
their program . When the city schools merged with us 
that was the other thing they didn't do. Most of the 
(City) students were taught at the same level in every 
class . So there was no grouping for mathematics and 
no grouping for reading . We had then to go back and 
do that . We did the training for Talents Unlimited, 
so that teachers, if they had not had any training or 
any kind of critical thinking model, would have a base 
to start with then. That was probably the most 
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teacher/friendly, critical thinking model that we have 
been able to find. 
Q: How many students does the Talented and Gifted 
department serve here? 
A: The number of students we now service is a little over 
7, 0 0 0, and the number of schools that we service, if 
you count the high schools, is something like 9 9, I 
will count them for you at the end. In the high 
school area we are talking about all of the advanced 
placement, or the honors classes, or the advanced 
level classes. For example, there is really not an 
honors French, for example, but there is a 3rd and 4th 
year of French, so anything that is an advanced level 
or, the 3rd year of a j ournalism class. Those classes 
we count for our students and we count the number of 
students in those programs as being ours. 
In that regard, we are looking at a program in every 
single school that we have, even in our preschool 
program, we have someone going in j ust ·checking to be 
a resource to those teachers . We have every school 
covered in the system. 
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Q: What qualities or characteristics do you look for in a 
teacher of the gifted? 
A: When I'm looking at a teacher of the gifted , I'm 
looking for someone who , number one is an initiator of 
ideas and an initiator of product. A person can come 
in and talk with me about something that they have 
j ust done in their personal life. Something that has 
meant a lot to them, about how they organized that , 
how they pulled that off and what service that they 
given to· themselves or their families. If that's the 
only thing I have to go on , because we do have 
occasionally , some people come in on their interview 
and say , I don't know that I have done something 
that's made a difference in the school yet. I've only 
been here a year or something like that. Then I will 
say , oh , j ust something you can pick up someplace 
else; they might do something in their church or in 
their community. 
They have to be able to initiate ideas. They have to 
be able to talk from a frame of reference of knowing 
the groundwork if you will. I ,  out of that , can see 
whether or not they can multi-task. I can see that 
they really are good at research. I can see that they 
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are really good at identifying a problem, so they had 
had to look at the problem identification. It has 
really been important, as I have talked with them 
about that. The reason for that is that I think that 
is one of the best characteristics of a teacher of the 
gifted. Can you ask a question and can you identify a 
problem? The other thing I do in the interview is 
that I ask them if they have any questions. If 
someone says no, then I basically can't hire them, 
beqause they have no way· then of helping kids get at 
good questions and obviously questions have to be 
something with thought behind it and every person that 
I have hired, have had very thoughtful questions. 
When you look at Robert Sternberg's work at Yale, 
that's the one thing he said makes a difference. 
Someone who is really-really bright, is that 
intellect, not about how many things you can answer 
but how many things you can question. That's one of my 
rules of thumb for that. An individual does not know 
that when they come in here but that is what I use. 
Q: Is there anything else that you look for in a teacher 
of the gifted? 
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A: I want them to have, although this is a trainable 
trait, I do want them to have a real understanding of 
the nature of giftedness. We actually have a lot of 
people come in the door that say everyone is gifted. 
I don ' t have a problem with that, because I understand 
that having a Master's Degree in special education, 
supports that. Because there really are very many 
gifts and talents from a person that does not have a 
very high IQ. But it is a trainable component where 
you can take someone from, yes everyone is gifted and 
talented, and, that the very highest level definitely 
need some stimulation if left on their own. I have 
never had someone not be able to make the leap. I 
have had people have a hard time articulating that 
well when teachers confront them. I feel very strongly 
in their faith over the issues and then we j ust work 
on that because once they get more and more clear, 
they can help the teachers decide why it is 
appropriate . 
Q: Do you think that you look for different qualities than 
say, a principal hiring a teacher for a regular 
education position? 
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A : In our program the teachers like bright children , they 
see the uniqueness, they can help lead , direct that 
energy, that intellect and that use · of vocabulary and 
that use of manipulation to the child's gain and they 
enj oy working through that and coming out the winner. 
I think that's the difference. I think a principal 
must look for someone that doesn't have the 
expectation that the child will learn the material 
quickly. They have to be able to know that that 
teacher is going to look at every child in the class 
and treat every child fairly. In some ways I think a 
good principal will almost make sure that that person 
can really deal with the kids at the lower end because 
they are going to be in the classroom at some part of 
the day. I think we both look at whether or not a 
person can really manage things well. I think multi­
tasking is critical . I think that is the common ground 
that we have. Obviously , we both look for teachers 
with a real respect for children. 
Q :  Is there any other differences in the type of person 
that you would hire as opposed to a principal? 
A :  Yes, I think the other thing I think makes the 
individuals I hire unique is that they really like 
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working with bright children and they don ' t  mind if the 
child is a smart aleck . They don ' t  like it 
necessarily , but I think they understand it. They 
understand the child is using their intellect or their 
vocabulary to manipulate the situation and they can 
help that child as opposed to being so angry with that 
child that they won ' t  do anything for them. I think 
the difference in the regular classroom teacher is 
that . value judgment sometimes gets built into a 
teacher shutting off the bright are good at problem 
solving , especially as it -comes up in relation to 
conflict . They have to be able to model it, and they 
have to be able to do it. There are really not any 
great questions for getting at that . You can get some 
biases .out of the questioning process but until the 
person is pushed to the wall, you don ' t  really know . 
I think it is critical that any administrator hire 
people that are very well trained all · around that 
issue . They know enough to say the right thing. That 
is a harder one to sort of pinpoint . I get' at that 
question by asking people to describe a situation, 
which was very difficult or was very confrontative 
that they had had to work through . I don ' t  care where 
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it is. I j ust want to know what they did and usually 
if a person really can't do it then, there is a slip 
in there somehow and a person may give himself or 
herself more credit in the situation. Then, I know 
they are at least thinking about the way it should be, 
because we all have places where we lose it. 
Q :  Do you -think gifted children look for specific 
characteristics in their TAG teachers? 
A: I think that gifted students look for a teacher that 
is smart and a teacher that is really going · to respect 
them, a teacher that is going to be able to know what 
they are going to do. Students may say, "gosh, I don't 
know, " but a good teacher will tell help them in such 
a way that . it doesn't make the student look dumb and 
then say we need to investigate that. Acknowledge the 
fact there is more and more learning to do. 
Acknowledges a students' talent and ability and the 
fact that a student may know more than the teacher 
does, I think there is that give and take that goes 
on. I also think a gifted student is looking for 
someone who can roll with the punches. Now there is 
your serious gifted student that doesn't like it if 
you've got someone that is super-humorous. They 
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almost think it's corny. Then you have the kid that 
really wants someone with a good sense of humor 
because that's a very strong trait of a lot of gifted 
kids. So when you start getting into those things, 
depending on the student, is really what that 
student's looking for. A student who is frustrated 
because they have gone so long and haven't felt 
challenged, they want someone that is going to 
challenge them. So you've got those give and take 
things, but I think generally it·'s about the fact that 
they want them to be smart. That's the other reason 
when I'm hiring I ask, "What have you done and where 
are you" and I always ask what you read?" I don't 
care; it· doesn't have to be something serious, but I 
need to know that there is something that asks you to 
stretch. So, even if it's a mystery, it's about 
setting goals in what you are really looking for . Does 
that person involve himself or herself in something 
that gives them a break, so they can relax with 
reading? Is it �omething that is in some way 
stimulating? You know, I think you have to look at 
those things and I do think we have a very smart 
staff. 
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Interviews of five participants 
Participant 1 
(Gary Browning) 
Q : Could you please tell me a little about your 
educational background? High School? College? Graduate 
Schooling? Course of study? 
A : I graduated from Farragut High School in 19 8 0. I went 
directly into summer school at The University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville (UT) and graduated within four years in 
elementary education curriculum and instruction with a 
focus in art education . 
Q : How long have you been in the educational field and in 
what facets, if any, other that teaching? 
A: My first position was teaching second grade English and 
art. I taught English to the entire second grade and art 
to third grade that was a departmentalized school 
kindergartners changed as well . My position at that school 
was eliminated so the second year they sent me to a new 
school to teach first grade resource with thirty students 
ranging abilities of hearing impaired to gifted all in the 
same room all day long . I resigned that position at the end 
of the year because I was going to work on my masters. I 
obtained my masters in gifted in Knoxville at UT and then I 
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was of fered a second-third-grade combination class at 
Truman Elementary under Bobbie McGreby. I accepted the j ob 
and taught second-third grade then fourth grade, a four­
five split, and fifth grade. I j ust kept moving up with the 
kids at Truman Elementary. Then I taught fifth grade at 
Taft Elementary for eight or nine years before I took the 
TAG position. I have now been in a TAG for five years . 
Q :  Did your elementary school growing up have gifted 
program? Did you participate? 
A: I moved all over the United States when I was in 
elementary school and was not really sure if my schools had 
a gifted program because I moved in and out of systems like 
every other year . I know that there was not when I was at 
Pittsburgh they were luck to have schools in Pittsburgh. 
Q : Would you have been in the gifted program if your 
school had one? Why? Why not? 
A: I know I never would have made the test scores . I panic 
on standardized testing . Had it been based on creativity I 
probably would have been in it because I was always doing 
things that were dif ferent. Looking back on it now, I 
wanted to do the extra research for example, on Bolivia 
because I wanted to know. I don't test real well. I wanted 
to teach art education because I thought I could be a 
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better example than most of the art teachers that I had 
seen . 
Q :  As a chiid what were some of your main interests or 
hobbies? 
A :  My main interest was reading ; constantly reading 
anything I could get my hands on. I enj oyed listening to 
music, watchlng plays, writing stories at that time . That 
was about it � I cannot play instruments because my hands 
don ' t  move the way my mind wants them too. I was told one 
time that I didn ' t  have the lips for a trumpet and I 
thought that was really funny. 
Q :  Would you consider yourself an effective/successful 
teacher? Why? Why not? 
A : I do now but the first year that I entered the TAG 
program it was like a living nightmare for lack of a better 
phrase . Having been a classroom teacher for some many years 
if I had not been a classroom te_acher for many years I 
think it would have been a whole lot worse. I don ' t  know 
how these new people who have never done it before come 
into the pool and get thrown to the sharks so to speak. ·r 
do know that I know what is going on I am also very 
territorial and I function much better when I have my 
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space. I have a room here at Van Buren Elementary and it 
has made the world of difference in what I do . 
In terms of my first years in the gifted program, lack 
of space has made the experience, bad . Having too many 
schools was another thing. For a first year person to be in 
three schools it is horrible . I was evaluated in my first 
year in the TAG program in addition the evaluation rotation 
came up and my certificate also expiryd that year . It was 
j ust horrid . Also dealing with situations that my 
supervisor put me into "fix situations" that had existing 
in all three schools . Not one, not two, but all three 
schools. I was coming in and fixing things according to my 
supervisor and it was dealing with those issues . My 
favorite example was the teacher that said they were not 
interested in TAG but she had six kids that I had to pick 
up . When I asked her what class period she wanted she said, 
she wasn ' t  . .  interested this year . It is much better now 
though . L�.think it is the whole space issue thing for me 
personally and now that I have rooms at all three schools 
things are;, much better, any space . I almost got in here 
and I would have settled, gladly with a divider (gestures 
toward the current room) . The only one that comes through 
here is the librarian and the music teacher . 
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Q : How long have you been teaching in the gifted program? 
A : I have been teaching in the Knox County gifted program 
for five years. Although , I have been teaching in Knox 
County for seventeen to nineteen years. 
Q : Did you feel that you were successful immediately when 
you started working with gifted children ? 
A : Not my first year , but now I do. Now that my lessons 
are al l worked out , etc. 
Q : What are some of the subj ect areas in which you feel 
confident in teaching? 
A : I can teach anything ·right now first through fifth with 
no problem but I prefer the upper grades simply because of 
content . When I taught primary grades the letters of the 
alphabetic al l morning bored me stiff to no end . I find 
that the younger ones have a more eagerness to do anything 
and everything is fantastic to the little ones. I taught 
six grade , seventh grade , and high school kids at summer 
camp so if or when I ever leave TAG I ' m  going to middle 
school to teach social studies , world history , and American 
history . My supervisor offered me a math position at 
Roosevelt Elementary . r · looked at her and told her no , not 
math. If she had offered anything else but math I would 
have taken it . 
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I have three schools Washington Elementary , Jackson 
Elementary , and Van Buren Elementary. I ' ve got Washington 
Elementary. If she , supervisor , will see the light and 
give me Washington Elementary , Jackson Elementary , and Van 
-· Buren Elementary. She was going to move me back to Monroe . 
Elementary and I said , no. She had me on a half day from 
Washington Elementary to Monroe Elementary and I did it for 
a week. I said , "no this is not going to work. " I cannot 
do it. I was dying Tuesday mornings because I was 
traveling out to Monroe Elementary and then coming to 
Washington Elementary . If I could be only at one school I 
would only want Washington Elementary. I love Washington 
Elementary . The population is going to be 85 0 and in the 
following year 93 0. Right _pow technically , I was trying to 
convince her to give me four days a week . Washington 
Elementary academics are really high for example thirty­
three percent of my third graders coming in qualify for 
TAG. I have five - third grade classes there . It was a 
living nightmare and I didn ' t  even look at borderline 
children . I couldn ' t  even do it . I had a mom , referencing 
to her daughter , she got a ninety-four and I told her I was 
so sorry . I had too ; I had no choice this year . I didn ' t  
even test third graders . I told my supervisor thirty- three 
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percent and she thought I was nuts . She · ( the supervisor) 
went back to look at all the numbers and she said , "You 
really do have thirty-three percent . "  
Q : What types of lessons do you teach to your TAG 
students?  Could you give some examples in detail of a 
typical lesson? 
A : First grade does volcanoes and animals if they have 
time. Second grade dinosaurs and skeleton system. We did 
a cultural world traveler thing to end the year here at 
Washington Elementary that I taught and went okay . They 
have a pas sport and visit five countries . We learn j ust a 
smidgen about each country and then there is a game 
attached to each country. We take them out to play the 
game . I did that unit because at the end of year when 
things get nuts if they don ' t  go to all five countries it ' s  
no big deal . It ' s  not like it not like the skeleton 
system isn ' t  finished or their volcano isn ' t  ready to 
erupt . It j ust ended it no big hoopla, which worked out 
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really well, cause usually I do bones at the end of the 
year and there ' s  more panicking to get the bones done. The 
fourth grade Egyptian unit has almost moved to a whole year 
activity now. It takes us almo st a year and this year I 
cut out the hieroglyphics stuf f. Fi fth grade this year did 
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mars . Mars primarily architecture and Greek mythology . 
Third , fourth , and fifth started this year , advanced 
vocabulary which place entirely outside of class . I ' ve got 
it almost fine-tuned now but not quite . Next year fifth 
grade isn ' t  going architecture they are going to do mystery 
festival now that I have huge enough room to set up the 
mystery stuff in and leave it out . My primary kids at 
Washington Elementary will have their own room so their 
stuff will be out the way . So they are going to do mystery 
festival in fifth grade this year . 
Q : Do you use a lot of technology in your teaching? 
A : I use as much technology as I humanly can get my hands 
on to . My supervisor was very fortunate to get me at 
Washington Elementary television, vcr , and the whole nine 
yards therefore a lot of my lessons can go right on to the 
television . So that ' s  great . The mobile labs were a maj or 
deal . The mobile labs have been a major help at the two 
smaller schools . At Monroe Elementary , when I was there I 
used the server computers both G- 3 ' s  that were not being 
used on the day that I was there because the librarian 
wasn ' t  there to get things up and running . So . I used the 
server computers at Monroe Elementary , which is interesting 
because the computers were in a closet . I can remember 
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squeezing into the closet and saying back row you need to 
stand. At Jackson Elementary , the librarian doesn ' t  
technically have open access and in the morning it doesn ' t  
seem she has classes so that helped. But the mobile labs 
helped immensely. I have one computer at each of the 
schools except for at Washington Elementary and I have my 
computer , th� pta computer , two and half computers that I 
mangled off of teachers that were using them has paper 
weights . My computers at Washington Elementary are coming 
here because I am suppose to get all new computer and stuff 
at Washington Elementary. 
The computers are used for instruction , research , 
testing , and evaluation. For example , the dinosaur unit 
after I teach the four or five dinosaurs that we are doing 
there is a website that has tests on it and they take the 
tests . If they answer correctly the little picture fuses 
together to make the dinosaur they are talking about . So I 
can quickly scan to see if they have picked up the 
information. Instructional we use regular gee-safari to 
review the bones on the big screen and they kill to do 
that . They get two or three points for naming the bone the 
ball flashes over . It ' s  real cool and they kill to do it ; 
don ' t  ask me why . This year I used it for additional TAG 
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time. I had two or three guys and a girl that would come 
in a play two or three logic type games that they would 
kill to come in and play. 
Q: How do you know when a lesson has been successful with ' 
gifted children? 
A :  When the students come back to me with additional 
things -about the topic that we didn't talk about. For 
example, fourth grade mummies · at Washington· Elementary I 
had a girl bring in a mummy case that she had made at home, 
not part of class requirements. She brought in a . step 
pyramid that she built out of sugar cubes not part of the 
course requirement. I had a little girl go and look up her_ 
family's coat of arms when we did medieval studies. When 
the students go above and beyond or they come back and ask 
to work more on the topic not because they have to but 
because they want to do more than what I require. 
Q: If you were to hire the perfect teacher for gifted 
children what attributes/qualities would you look for in 
that person? 
A: Hire someone that can do paperwork. Attributes for the 
gifted ; total flexibility , a willingness to deviate from 
the standard, a certain amount of creativity, and 
willingness to do strange than usual . For example, I don't 
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know many first grade teachers how would erupt volcanoes in 
their classroom without assistance or cook chickens for a 
medieva l feast . The di fference has to be there . They have 
to like what they are doing in this department especially 
because i f  you don ' t like it  thi s could be ki ss of death . 
I f  you are not a person that cannot deal well  with the 
structure aspect from a -regular classroom posi tion ; for 
example , for me it is perfect cause I hated the structure 
o f  a regular classroom teacher . Going thi s unit to this  
uni t  and then to  this  unit . Or not having loved twentieth . 
century American history and not · enough time for it in the 
old fi fth grade curriculum however there i s  now because 
they changed curriculum . Also i f  you don ' t know what i s  
going on or i f  you cannot function independently there i s  
no way you can do this . There i s  no way in my opinion you 
could do this if  you cannot function by yoursel f . The fact 
that most of  my Jackson Elementary people don ' t know who I 
am doesn ' t  bother me in the least . To be honest I could 
care less if they sent me the kids I could care les s . 
Independence ,  flexibi lity ,  and creativi ty �re definitely a 
must . Creativi ty is  need in not only what you do but also 
how you get to  i t  because there isn ' t a textbook . A lot o f  
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people cannot handle the idea of no textbook issue. Okay, 
I do this today and I do this tomorrow. 
The students look for someone that listens to them 
when they get off on these tangents or topics that they are 
qiscussing. They don't want stop discussing the topic and 
I can especially see that with middle school kids. The TAG 
teacher ha� to be willing to let the kids go with that 
topic and if necessary j ust sit back and let them discuss. 
I have _noticed especially with my middle and high 
school kids at the summer camp program that I work at ; the. 
kids took a current events class this year. Wes didn't 
show up and so Molly ended up teaching the course. They 
generated a list of current event topics and once the 
perimeters of the discussion were sent out the class went 
for an hour and a half. It was really interesting to see 
the middle school kids, seventh and eighth graders 
primarily, . spend a whole hour and a half on a topic with no 
one getting up to go to the bathroom or saying that they 
needed a drink or when the hour and a half was over not 
wanting .to leave. In even in the young groups we were 
discussing the plague in the third grade which was not 
suppose to take that long that ended up being a whole class 
period. Cause then we had to chart the plague and then we 
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had to figure where and out it  spread all that . I j ust 
mentioned it in passing so that ended up beginning a whole 
other lesson that I wasn ' t  even planning on . Thi s group 
wanted to know about the plague but my Washington 
Elementary kids didn ' t want to know . A wi l lingnes s  to 
listen to the kids and take something they are interested 
in and going wi th that which is something they are looking 
for . They are looking for somebody who just makes them 
think like I di scussed wi th some of my fourth graders who 
are having some issues at Washington Elementary because 
they don ' t use their brains hal f  the time . For example , 
like i f  their teacher puts something on the board don ' t you 
already have it done in your head before she i s  done 
explaining the directions to it and the kids replied,  yes . 
That ' s  my point . We are having vocabulary issues because 
it wasn ' t coming as easily to them as they wanted it  to 
when I was us ing Standardi zed Achievement Tests { SAT ) 
vocabulary . 
I don ' t think it i s  necessary to have a background in 
gi fted . That can always come later . For example , I 
started working wi th the summer camp for Dr . Coleman when I 
reali zed that they were the kids I liked to work wi th and I 
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had had no background in gi fted education . I f  they have 
the characteri stics that were mentioned previously I think 
they wi l l  do okay . It helps greatly i f  they have been in 
the c lassroom for at least a year in my opinion and had to 
operate under that . I know lots of  really bright people 
who would be very good at thi s j ob but I don ' t think they 
could handle the day- to-day things we have to do especially 
when they come to them and say you are going to do bus 
duty . I don ' t think they could handle i t . I know it  would 
have been a nightmare for me personally i f  I had gone 
straight from UT into thi s particular program and not been 
a classroom teacher before hand . It  al so gives you 
creditabi lity when teachers start complicating that we 
can ' t do TAG because we have to do thi s and you can say to 
them wel l  I was a c lassroom teacher , it  i s  possible . I 
noticed when you were a classroom teacher before hand 
especially at the grade level you were in previously you 
get -a lot of less  flack fr9m that grade level . I don ' t 
know why that is but I seem to have had a lot . For 
example , fi fth grade when they start on to me about the end 
of the year graduation and all that and I say I was in thi s 
grade I know exactly what you are doing . I receive a lot 
less f lack from fi fth grade . 
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Q : What are some of your hobbies or interest currently? 
A : I love . the computer and I guess I am always surfing or 
cruising si tes that I am using at school . For example , I 
found out that the t-rex skeleton has the same di sease as I 
do . We both suf fer from gout , seriously . I love the 
computer , technology ,  books , and movies . I probably watch 
more television than I should . I know a lot about 
televi sion movies that I shouldn ' t .  This wil l  be the first· 
summer I have not worked two j obs so thi s wil l  be unusual 
in the fact that I am not working at Dollywood thi s summer . 
That should be interesting . 
Q : Do you plan on staying in the gi fted area of teaching? 
Why? Why not? 
A : My supervi sor has of fered me positions three times 
previously in TAG . My first posi tion she of fered me was 
Grant Elementary and Bush Elementary and I am not 
traveling . The second position was at the Johnson 
Elementary teaching math and it  was interesting because I 
didn ' t apply for that position . This third pos ition i s  the 
one I did take because it  had various school s . I probably 
may not have taken it  but my previous ·principal was driving 
me nuts . She was driving me batty . When my supervi sor 
came and offered me the three schools  in the north area 
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that was pretty much it . As long as  things change cause I 
am a high change person I don ' t do well  when these people 
tel l me that they have been in the same classroom for 
twenty-seven years . I couldn ' t s tay in the same classroom 
at Taft Elementary and I was there for seven year I was . 
constantly moving . In fact , I was going to ask Nancy 
Mayland i f  I could move down to second grade for a year 
just to change . Yes , eventually I wil l  get tired of  TAG at 
which point I wi ll go to the middle school because all my 
friends who have even gone to middle school say once you go 
to middle school you wi ll never go back to elementary . One 
vowed she would never go to middle school went two years 
ago said she wi ll  never come back to elementary ever . I 
wi l l  stay in TAG as long as I am feeling I am doing new 
s tuff which the way the curriculum framework i s  that allows 
me to do that . So as long as the flexibl e mains in TAG I 
wil l  s tay . 
Q :  What would be your dream j ob outside the educational 
field? 
A :  I would be a writer or special effects  with movies . I 
would like to write fantasy , science f iction ,  and 
chi ldren ' s  books . I would love to work with technology 
doing the special effects  in movies . 
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Q : Do you read a lot of research on gifted education? 
A :  I only read research on gifted education only when I 
have too. I think UT pretty much killed that for me. I 
will read gifted and talented magazine and stuff like that 
when and if I have time . As long as there are people like 
Nancy Simon and those folks who do the research will share 
that with us-. That just doesn' t have any interest to me to 
be honest. 
Q : How are your relationships with other faculty members 
and the administrators of your school? 
A: At Washington Elementary my relationship is fantastic. 
There is only teacher on staff that I want nothing to do 
with out of 650 staff members. I will not even be in the 
same room with her. They have a high percentage of growing 
good teachers at Washington Elementary. Their turnover 
rate last year was very low in fact they only had one 
vacancy because the person retired. There are no vacancies 
this year in fact they are adding teacher because we are 
growing. This school the upper grades are extremely hard 
to get to know because they are very closed. In this 
school, I function better with the first grade, second 
grade, and third grade. At Washington Elementary, it is 
j ust the opposite I function better with fourth grade and 
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fifth grade . At Jackson Elementary my one day a week 
school , they know me has a face and I think that has a lot 
to do wi th the time spend in that bui lding . When I am in 
that building I am with kids and not the staf f . They don ' t ­
have teacher ' s  lounge so I don ' t eat there . I do eat lunch 
in the other schools  because that gives me opportuni ty to 
talk and eat lunch wi th at leas t on grade level and I try 
to change grade levels each year . 
As far as admini strators , Susan Turner at Washington 
Elementary is wonderful . I often I said I would teach 
second grade for her in a regular classroom . We have a 
very open relationship and I talk to her constantly . Mr . C 
here is  a very unique . individual and at Washington 
Elementary drove me nuts . I feel he wasn ' t  happy there . 
He is a fixer and likes to go fix things . When he came to 
Van Buren Elementary there were things that need to be 
fixed . I have seen a maj or change in him and he and I work 
much better here together . Now that I have room right next 
to hi s office that opens a whole new thing . At Jackson 
Elementary , Dr . Morgan i s  a very hard ·person to like and 
very di f ficult to work wi th . She has never anything but 
positive with me but for example that is  the reason I am at 
Jackson Elementary . Her TAG teacher turn over rate has 
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been incredibility high if you go back and look at it. She 
has had new personnel almost every year . In fact, Dr. 
Morgan had made the teacher that was there previously there 
cry on several occasions. I think it deals with the amount 
of time you are in the building. If they see you 
constantly that ' s  a whole different thing and if they don ' t  
see like my -supervisor said, getting on their scream. For 
the most part, I have a very good working relationship with 
all my principals ' even Dr . Morgan, which is a shame cause 
she is leaving this year. She is going to be the 
superintendent of the archdioceses, which is a major step 
up. I get negative feedback from teachers . In this 
program we have to be really careful I believe like in any 
program there is a lot of dead wood. People can be jumping 
through all the hoops so to speak but one or two of us 
doing what we are suppose to be doing that is who we hear 
about. For example, previous to me coming to all three 
schools except for Saint Connie of Dorothy. People told me 
Connie had left here and the new person had come in and 
said to me, you realize that you are replacing Saint 
Connie. I said she has been gone for a year and a half Mr. 
Lions. Mr. Lions said you realize you are replacing Saint 
Connie . I think for the most part we have a negative 
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stigma. For example , when the North Knox principals met 
for budget cuts and polled what they were going to do a way 
with and told us TAG except for Susan Turner. Susan shared 
this with me and I told her in al l honesty after looking ·at 
whom the North Knox schools are compromised of I could see 
that. When a student is not even looked at and the father 
teaches here and asked if I would look at his son ' s  scores · 
because I think he qualifies. The son had 98s and 99s 
almost straight across the board. He didn ' t  want to seem 
pushy because he is in the system. We went round and round 
about his daughter and I had to have my supervisor come in 
and handle that stuff. After that the teacher , asked if I 
would look at his son ' s  test scores at Clinton Middle and I 
only know these area of teachers. We have a negative or if 
they are doing it they are not letting people know. Like 
my supervisor said , you have to put yourself out there and 
that ' s  the reason the whole hallway wall is mine. I took 
down the old board at Washington Elementary when I 
renovated my room and put up a new 4 '  X 8 '  bulletin board. 
The custodians put up the old boards near the bathrooms 
because it has very high visibility. There is a 
facilitator for the magnet schools and we need a 
facilitator for us. Our supervisor cannot do it al l and I 
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think we need a curriculum generalist  for our department 
who would go and say we could spruce this unit  up by trying 
this . � supervi sor cannot do i t  all  not anymore and her 
interest , in my opinion , · seems to be toward the magnet 
schools  especially the dance department . But I think we 
need a curriculum generalist and I would take the 
curriculum generalist  j ob in a heartbeat . 
Q : Are you in c lose contact wi th parents ?  How? 
A :  Usually phone calls . I have a problem with parents in 
that I would actually prefer they stay out o f  my way . I do 
talk to the ones I need to . Washington Elementary has 
assignment notebooks that are a big help but primari ly I 
call and talk to them over the phone or write it down . I 
even document all  phone call s . The problem I have is  once 
you go pass seventy- five students .  I tell some of my 
parents ; you need to check wi th me cause I have a 100  and 
plus students here . A lot of  my parents , tq be perfectly 
honest  are happy . What I get are parents ,  my supervi sor 
mentioned this , that have issues that such as wanting their 
chi ld to  be in the TAG program but they don ' t quali fy .  
That ' s  the number I get more so than tho se that want them 
out or have issues wi th what I am doing . In parent 
conferences , once I mention wel l  this  is  a supplemental 
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program and perhaps it would be in their best interest that 
they don't attend anymore. It is amazing how quickly the 
tone of conversation changes immensely. In a lot of ways, 
my supervisor pushes this communication talk to her. I 
j ust don't have time for that is her reply. Do you want me 
to teach and have decent units or do you want me to be on 
the phone or emailing. When we have ·these issues a group 
of generalist could come in and actually look at the lesson 
plans. I know that my supervisor used to look at them 
because Gail used to complain about the red marks all over 
hers. I know she to look at them but I am not so sure. 
Then there is the partner contact and all that garbage. 
This year Sharon and I are partners and I typed up the 
parent copy and Sharon said, okay. 
Q: Are you accessible to your students in the building? 
Do they come to you outside of class time? 
A: Yes, I am accessible to the students throughout the 
day. Many of my students come in during other times of the 
day to work on proj ects. I'm also visible during duties 





Q : Could you please tell me a little about your 
educational background? High School? College? Graduate? 
Course of study? 
A : I went to high school in Memphis, Tennessee. I 
attended three different colleges for undergraduate : 
Mississippi State College for Woman for one semester, 
Memphis State, and lastly graduated from The University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville (UT) after I got married. I taught 
for three and half years and took graduate courses from UT 
and Memphis State and received masters in curriculum and 
instructions from Tusculum College. Elementary education 
degrees in the 1970's gave a broad liberal base of 
information so I feel like I know a lot of things but not a 
whole lot of anything. 
Q : How long have you been in the educational field and in 
what facets, if any, other that teaching? 
A : I did teach reading and title one reading in Memphis . 
I have done tutoring in a company setting with . Sullivan and 
private tutoring. 
Q : Did your el ementary school growing up have gifted 
program? Did you participate? 
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A: No, we didn't have a gifted program . 
Q: Would you have been in the gifted program if your 
school had one? Why? Why not? 
A: I think in terms of my IQ I would have been in the 
gifted program but by pure grades (straight A's) I don't 
think I would have been in it . 
,_ .. Q: As -a  child what were some of your main interests or 
hobbies? 
A: Basically, I am 56 years old and back in those days we 
didn't play sports . Women were not encouraged to 
participate in sports as much as they are now. I did 
however, read a lot . 
Q: Would you consider yourself an effective/successful 
teacher? Why? Why not? 
A: Yes, I consider myself an effective/successful teacher 
because well, everyone wants to be in my tag program in the 
schools that I am in. Once they are in the program most 
children want to stay . The children are usually agreeable 
to completing the tasks and the different proj ects. I see 
a lot of the student's progress through the three main 
years of the gifted program . Each student grows in 
academic areas as well as others areas ; the student's do 
inquiry a wealth of academic information though . A lot of 
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kids and the real high gifted kids that I find are in need 
of socialization and interpersonal areas. I get excited 
when I see the students progress from not really _ talking 
and/or too shy at first change to within a year or two 
really getting to know their peers excited about being 
around peers with high abilities. The program itself is 
effective arid I think I am an integral part of the program. 
I teach first through fifth grades . Normally, I don't mix 
classes unless I have a low number. Basically, I j ust pull 
the whole group from each teacher . 
Q : How long have you been teaching in the gifted program? 
A :  I have been teaching in · the Knox County gifted program 
for 14 years . So far, I have taught within 10 different 
elementary schools. The elementary schools in terms of 
socioeconomic status have varied from very low to very 
high. Lincoln Elementary has a very high socioeconomic 
status because most of the parents here are professional, 
mainly doctors and lawyers. I have also been at Kennedy 
Elementary and at Garfield Elementary . At Garfield 
Elementary, there are many parents that are students at UT 
therefore ; the population is very transitional . There are 
some students that would fit in various socioeconomic 
environments such as a low socioeconomic student placed in 
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a high socioeconomic setting because of their high 
abilities. I have tried to mix the students when going on 
field trips and the outcome was not pleasant because the 
students want to fight each other. For example, the high 
socioeconomic students didn ' t  want strangers on their field 
trip with them. There is a large difference between those 
students attending high socioeconomic schools because they 
have been exposed to more activities. I tried explaining 
the difference between a straight pen and a paper clip, 
during a unit on magnets, to two different groups of 
students and they didn't understand the different 
terminology . The students j ust didn't understand the 
little things that we take for granted. - So, I do find a 
difference in what their. information is and what they have 
learned before but in terms of abilities there are children 
in low socioeconomic environments. However, these children 
in low socioeconomic environments are hard to find and 
there is a fewer number to find but they are there. 
The students at Lincoln Elementary are more computers 
savvy because their parents can afford the computers and 
the school also I-books (laptops) for everyone to use, 
which one has to schedule to use . However, at Garfield 
Elementary, the school does have a new beautiful computer 
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lab, which the students are j ust now learning how to use 
the technology. 
Q: Did you feel that you were successful immediately when 
you started working with gifted ·children? 
A: Well, I had five schools that I had to go to each day 
each week so it was hard actually to overcome many of the 
obstacles. -I felt as i f  it was very slow· at first but as I 
went along I learned a lot by reading, getting a masters, 
and receiving advanced training has helped me. I had five 
schools because back then I was new not because the school 
population was low or that the program was j ust starting. 
There were more instructors back then and they were paid 
like secretaries to teach. I took the j ob even though I 
was a certified teacher because the j ob market was so 
scarce as an instructor for my first year. Then I worked 
as a real certified teacher in terms of pay. My first 
year, I had five schools and I don ' t  think ·it - got much 
better for a couple of years. I think now, no one has more . 
than three schools. When I had five schools my supervisor 
tried to make it closer to home· for us, I think. · I didn ' t 
question it since I was so thankful to be in a teaching 
situation because I had always wanted to teach. 
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The selection of kids was by test scores 14 years ago. 
At one point , they also included science and social studies 
so it was broader. There may have been more kids in the 
program 14 _years ago, too. 
Q: What are some of the subject areas in which you feel 
confident in teaching? 
A: Well,  my best subject/topic is science because I know 
more about . science than anything else. I also do real well 
with process skills of getting the science information out 
to the students by varying how they receive the 
information. We focus also on interpersonal skills not 
that we have a party everyday but I try to make sure that 
the atmosphere in the classroom is such that it provides 
acceptance of everyone whether they are not accepted 
outside of the classroom in the real world. I tend to see 
a lot of progression of the students and I know I have been 
instrument�l in helping children with their interpersonal 
skills whe�. they can speak without feeling threatened or 
say something without being considered a nerd . That is 
very sati�fying to see. 
Q: What types of lessons do you teach to your TAG 
students? Could you give some examples in detail of a 
typical lesson? 
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A :  Over the years, I have developed several different 
lessons . As a caveat, if they get in tag in third grade 
they usually really want to continue in fourth and fifth 
grades . They expect us to cover physical science such as 
volcanoes in third grade . In fourth grade, we cover 
environmental science and we attend camp at Wesley Woods . 
Of course, 1n fifth grade we go over space and we go to a 
challenger center . Those are the three main sciences that 
we complete. Also, we do a lot of what they want to do for 
example ; there is not a child from first to fifth grade 
that doesn't want to study animals and that is so broad. I 
started doing graphic organizing like Max Thompson did so 
the students go from broad to specific and to get them to 
think and this seems to be very effective . 
Other than science, we do cover Presidents and the coverage 
of the President's unit usually occurs during election time 
to help them understand what is going on during that time . 
I have found successful a poster activity that is displayed 
out in the hallway called ' Who is this ?', which includes 
presidents, golfers, as well as a picture of myself, etc . · 
This activity caught a lot of attention in terms of the 
day-to-day tag program . The principal was looking a 
picture of myself from the fifth grade and thought it was 
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Anne Frank because of  the dark hair  and my best  friend kept 
telling them i t  was Li z Taylor but of course it was not . 
Everyone had fun with that . 
Thi s  year I tried to get them to do Presidential books 
of  the twentieth century starting with Ro_osevelt because 
they were completing a proj ect on the wax museum of the 
ninetieth century . They attempted to find something funny 
about each person for example Taft getting stuck in hi s 
bathtub and calling Roosevelt teddy bear , etc . I do try to 
do a little bit of social studies .  
The plants thing ( gestur·es toward some plant s in the 
back of the room) was successful . The kids in fifth grade 
had to do something besides the normal units . I still  have 
to fill  up the year with other uni ts not j us t  the basic 
units the students are used to completing . I have 
di fferent fil lers . 
Q : Do you use a lot of  technology in your teaching? 
A : Well , no I have not in the past but I am trying to work 
using more technology . Lynn told us to go back and use the · 
I-Books . I took her at her word and went to the technology 
person and she said that there was only one slot so I had 
one class and we work from that point on and it  was great 
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and fun cause we had the whole class and I had never had 
access because until this year I only had my computer and 
the kids would only invariable get on it and did not have 
knowledge of how to even use it. One of the problems was 
that they kept freezing my cursor and that happened every 
time someone got on it. I had two old computers but they 
now have access to the I-Books from then on. So they made 
space booklets and did a really good j ob on that proj ect 
every year. I have to time exactly when I give them the 
proj ects because of the other activities going on within 
the school such as the Invention Convention and some of 
them have this and that and other. People have stolen my 
units too. 
Q: How do you know when a lesson has been successful with 
gifted children? 
A :  I can tell some of the units have been successful 
because they ask for them again. If they didn ' t  get to do 
it then they want to do it. As far as actually doing it, 
the exit ticket program we j ust learned about something 
that they love doing and it wouldn ' t  matter if we didn ' t  do 
anything academically they want me to ask a question when 
they leave . I cut up pieces of paper and dis tribute them 
out to the students that ask one single question about the 
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. unit or the lesson of the day as we have talked about it. 
As we do evaluations at the end of the year and with all 
the complications I have had this year , what are the 
qualifications of a TAG student and that was one of my most 
recent questions on an exit ticket. How do know if a 
students ' chosen for TAG and I receive quiet a few answers 
and when they would give me the wrong answers I would just 
say no and give them back the paper. After that it would 
be mostly academic questions. 
Q: If you were to hire the perfect teacher for gifted 
children what attributes/qualities would you look for in 
that person? 
A :  I would think the person would need to be enthusiastic 
and that would probably leave me out in the interview if 
that were one attribute they were looking for. 
Knowledgeable about the specific needs of gifted children 
and I don ' t  think you just need to throw someone just in 
there with the kids because you lose so . much of the year 
trying to learn about what is going on with the kids. You 
need to be very strong in management to be able to do this . 
I cannot think of the word but you need to also to be able 
to balance and able to get everything done that needs to be 
done. I don ' t  find it overwhelming but it is definitely a 
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balancing act· that you have to be able to perform before 
you can actually do a good job and be successfully as a TAG 
teacher. You can not j ust send some moron in there that 
has some type of artistic strength and except them to be 
able to care it out and be able to do .a good . job. You have 
to have someone that is educated. They should have some 
formal education in giftedness because they need to be very 
knowledgeable about testing , although they don't have to 
have special education degree or 1000 hours but they need 
some formal education in the areas of: testing , how to 
read a tests , and be able to communication effectively with 
administrators and parents on what is going on. They 
really should know what is going on. 
After we are into TAG for a few weeks the kids will 
ask me if I am smart? I think they want to know if they 
have been told they are smart thus wanting to know if I am 
smart. They want to know that I capable of speaking with 
them on their level and ·r am speaking of the really high 
ability kids. I assure them that no one would be letting 
me teach them if I was not smart. 
Q: What are some of your hobbies or interest currently? . 
A: I am a workahol ic and I have many jobs . I have now an 
eight-year-old chi ld that lives with me and I have no child 
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support. I am taking care of her, feeding her, clothing 
her, taking care of our home, and the needs financially 
that people have thus I have to work a lot. I really don't 
have a lot of time to go out and play tennis, kiss boys, 
_ and doing all that kind of stuff although I wouldn't mind. 
I have no time for hobbies and dumb stuff. 
·Q : Do- you plan on staying in the gifted area of teaching? 
· :Why? Why not? 
A : Yes . I don't mind change and quite frankly I don't 
think you could · do this job if you could not function in 
change . You need some that change will not bother them 
because you have to switch so many different age groups 
within the same day, environments, teaching staff, etc. 
You have to be someone that likes change. My preference 
would be to always stay with the gifted program and because 
it is fascinating. Much difference between child A and 
· :child Z in the gifted classroom is there is in the broad 
.things of how people are. I like working with kids and 
especially gifted kids. I love my extra curricular jobs. 
I can do anything. I can work with people any age six 
months, two years old, eight years old, etc. I would 
definitely stay. My daughter favorite comment is that I 
like someone because they are smart. Well, yes. I do like 
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st imulating conversation . I don ' t particular like or real 
tolerant of people that are just plain dumb . I really 
appreciate someone having a real good conversation . 
Q : . What would be your dream j ob outside the educational 
field? 
A :  So far that ' s  the toughest question because my mind has 
been so entrenched all my life in being a teacher . It  i s  
j ust something I wanted t o  do especially because in the 
1 9 6 0 ' s  you were ei ther a teacher or a nurse . So I wanted 
to be a teacher but now wi th everything in retrospect i f  I 
were· a young woman about to enter a career I would probably 
go into some type of medical career . I t  would be something 
fun to do . 
I think there is  a lot of knit picky stuff  wi th woman in 
competition and I would like to see people that are real ly 
out there for the kids then for people out there for their 
own glory or whatever or competing to be the one that does 
thi s or wins . I understand that is  the really world enough 
and we are not every going to become a utopia . I would 
like to see the . relationship wi th . my faculty members 
improved .  
Q :  Do you read a lot of  research on gi f ted education? 
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A: I don ' t  get any magazines or anything but I went to 
training with Paul Torners in Athens , Georgia and did the 
focused evaluation a couple of years ago as part of my 
.�.evaluation a�d part of my teaching , which was over and 
above. I didn ' t  get paid for it either and I completed a 
lot of research but that was my choosing . My favorite 
.. thing -I am focusing on in research is left handiness versus 
_ giftedness to see what the correlation is between the two 
because I can sit down with eight kids and three of them 
are lefe handed sometimes . 
Q : How are your relationships with other faculty members 
and the administrators of your school? 
A: I have good relationships with both of my 
administrators . They are very supportive and thankful that 
they have someone . They want to assure themselves every 
spring that I am not leaving and they are concerned about 
. what could come through the door . I have some friends but 
._ .there are people that are very difficult to work with. The 
area I have difficulty with is trying to get people to do 
teacher referrals all through the grades although we cut 
that complete out because of the teachers not referring · 
students that were really qualified for whatever reasons 
and I still find that problem in second grade . So I have 
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had heart to heart with Lynn and she has given me a good 
solution to that problem. I get so frustrated because I 
have had a lot and everyone isn't on the same page as I am. 
Everyone is not an advocate of little gifted children. We 
have the special education people that are pulling their 
way and we have others pulling their way . There was one 
woman that planned an activity with people from UT knowing 
that we were going on a field trip and that she had 
promised . That was crazy . So I talked with the principal 
and he and I have a good relationship and the other 
principal and I have an okay relationship. However, the 
teachers are very difficult to work with. 
Q: Are you in close contact with parents? How? 
A: I maintain contact with parents by correspondence 
mostly beginning and end of the year . I have don't have 
email addresses . This year I did send out a letter to 
every second grade child, all 50 that had come through my 
door to explain how they got into TAG . Also, I send a 
letter to every third grade parent about the 
apprenticeship. It's not that I wanted to · have great 
communication but I did have so many problems this year 
especially the day before we went to Wesley Woods . Parents 
of students rising into the fourth grade wanted their kids' 
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want be the program. We have the highest paper used in any 
school within Knox County. One friend suggested that I 
needed to send a letter to everyone in the whole school 
telling them the qualifications the_ TAG program so that 
there will be no questions. For example, parents will call 
the principal and say my daughter has made straight A ' s  all 
through and why is she not in the TAG program. Well, 
that ' s  not truth because teachers don ' t  give A ' s and B ' s  in 
first and second grades . That ' s truth number one. So that 
has been very difficult. The parents that I end up getting 
a lot of contact with are non-TAG parents. The TAG parents 
are j ust happy to speak in the hall but and .the non-TAG 
parents don ' t  speak in the hall after they have made their 
requests. 
Q :  Are you accessible to your students in the building? 
Do they come to you outside of class time? 
A : The students can come see me. The door is unlocked and 
they do stop by and bring things in my room all the time. 
Knox County TAG program has always been ahead of the 
other programs in regards to training, etc. · TAG had a 
Mission Statement long before Mission Statements were 
written by anyone including the overall one for the county. 
Through our supervisor, training was always given to us 
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first and she brought guest speakers to the whole school 
system . The need to read excessive amounts of  material s 
outside our training was unnecessary because we were always· 
trained . 
The Lincoln Elementary · TAG program involves more than 
just TAG students .  We had a school  wide chess tournament 
for the fourth year that has been conducted in the · TAG 
room . Students in third- fi fth grades participated and 
moved in and out of the TAG classroom wi thout a problem 
doing thirty-minute ·matches without di sruption . Eight- four 
students participated in five divi sions of the double­
elimination tournament . Winners were declared and plaques 
were presented to each winner and to the school . 
The TAG teacher at Lincoln Elementary also i s  the 
sponsor of the National Current Events League competi tion ,  
which i s  open to al l fourth and fi fth graders . Students 
win medals  and certi f icates . Thi s  i s  given in the 
cafeteria and over 1 0 0  students participate each year . 
The National Geographic Bee has also been conducted 
through the TAG teacher and i t  involves any student . in the 
fourth and f i fth grades . 
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Participant 3 
(Barbara Hoskins)  
Q : Could you please tell me a little about your 
educational background? High School? College? Graduate? 
Course of .study? 
A :  My high school was in a suburban setting in Union , New 
Jersey- an�, nothing outstanding there . I attended college 
at Adelph� University in Long Island , New York as an art 
maj or , which surprises some people . I had no intention of 
being a teacher at that time and no interest until we moved 
to Tennessee . I started working for extra money teaching 
art in pre-school or summer camps anywhere I could obtain 
j obs . · I liked it so much that I Montessori school and that 
I decided to pursue Montessori certification which I did 
complete within a couple of years . However , I never 
actually worked in a Montessori school for more than a half 
a year as ? certificated teacher because I had other j ob 
offers . !;:_ taught at another pre-school for a couple of 
years and I knew I wanted to get into public education 
b�cause o� money reasons . The money potential would be 
better in .public education than private pre-schools . So I 
landed a j ob a great j ob as a TAG teacher uncertified with 
Knox County Schools with all my varied background but after 
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one year of teaching at three public schools I reali zed 
that I really didn ' t  feel qualified teaching gifted and not 
being a certified teacher . So I took the year of 1995 off 
and went through the Lynnhurst Program - at UT and got at the 
same time the certification and masters and thi s took me 
two years rather than the one-year . That was one of the 
hardest and challenging things I ' ve had to do but it was 
the best thing I ' ve ever done with no regrets . As soon as 
I received the certification , I was planning on becoming a 
classroom teacher but I found an opening back in the TAG 
program . I have continued to work as a TAG teacher s ince 
1996 full-time and I ' ve not looked back since . That has 
been a great pleasure to me . 
Q : How long have you been in the educational field and in 
what facets , if any , other that teaching? 
A :  I started in late 1980 ' s , 1990 , or so teaching pre­
school . Prior to teaching , I taught at camps , which I ' m  
not including in the number of years . 
Q : Did your elementary school growing up have gifted 
program? Did you participate? 
A : I don ' t  recall if my school had a gifted program 
although it was a very good school system in New Jersey . 
If they did have a gifted program , I really don ' t  think I 
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would have �quali fied because I was a l ittle above average 
student but not exceptional in anyway . So , I don ' t believe 
there was a gi fted program . 
,. Q : Would you have been in the gi fted program i f  your 
school had one? Why? Why not?  
A :  No . I don ' t think I was a gifted chi ld . I probably 
. .--. .. couldn ! t have made the tes t scores . 
Q : As a chi ld what were some of  your main interests or 
hobbies ? 
A :  I don ' t recall any other interest other than art . I 
did l ike sports - such as : basketball , skiing , baseball . I 
was always real active . Not until  I was older did I become 
an avid reader . 
Q : Would you consider yoursel f an ef fective / successful 
teacher? Why? Why not ?  
A :  Yes . I think that the things I teach are of  interest to 
the students and I think they are . getting something extra 
_ that they wouldn ' t get in the regular classroom . 
Q : How long have you been teaching in the gi fted program? 
A :  I have been teaching i n  the gi fted program· for about 
seven years . My f irst year , I was at Carter Elementary and 
that was real di f ferent although I had background in pre­
school  it was fine . All the rest has been elementary . 
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Lucki ly ,  I have had a real varied group o f  schools . The 
first year I went from Johnson Elementary , Garfield 
Elementary , and Carter Elementary . Johnson Elementary 
being an intercity school with mo stly African Americans 
students .  Garfield Elementary also an interci ty school , 
which is  close to the UT , married graduate student 
apartments so we had a lot of students international . Then 
Carter Elementary was a very high- income a f f luent suburban 
school . So from there , I have mainly taught in Reagan 
Elementary which has been my most years in TAG and that i s  
also an affluent suburban school . Usua l ly ,  i f  I have to 
teach at two schools I choose that one of them be intercity 
school and one school can be anything el se . I enj oy 
teaching the less fortunate students ,  the more challenged 
curriculum, and at the more challenging schools  because I 
find i t  more rewarding . The students appreciate you more 
sometimes than the affluent students .  Yes , I do find a 
di f ference between the abili ties of  the students from the 
varied income levels . However , in terms of the magnet 
schools  there i s  a huge gap in education between the 
schools . And so I cannot teach the same things that I 
teach in the suburban schools for example , I might do a 
more chal lenging les son in the suburban schools . In the 
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intercity schools , I might teach the same lesson but 
unfortunately it might be a little more watered down in 
some way . I could not require as much research or if I did 
I would require research , I would not get the same results . 
We would not go as deep in a topic but they still have the 
same enthusiasm where I go . If the children are curious 
about a topic , no matter where you are , they want to learn 
more on it . 
Q : Did you feel that you were successful immediately when 
you started working with gifted children? 
A : I think so and I am not sure why I knew but I think I 
was successful immediately when I started working with 
gifted children . I received good feedback from the 
principals , parents, and the supervisor so I kind of knew I 
was doing something right . 
Q : What are some of the subj ect areas in which you feel 
confident in teaching? 
A : I think confidence comes when you enj oy a topic and you 
want to share it _. I love teaching social studies and 
social struggles . I usually always do· a unit on different 
ancient culture each year for example , one year it might be 
medieval and the next year it might be ancient Egypt . I 
remember one year we covered ancient Peru . I love science . 
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I was a naturalist at I j ams Park so I love to get the 
students to appreciate nature . As an imperator, I use to 
lead nature trails. So as much as I can I like to get the 
students outside. The school I ' m  in now doesn ' t  have 
anything outside to look at but maybe that could change . 
At Kennedy Elementary, they had a little nature trail , 
which I used more than any other teacher and I tend to 
think that is real important especially for intercity kids 
because they don ' t  get expose to that such as suburban kids 
do. 
Q: What types of lessons do you teach to your TAG 
students? Could you give some examples in detail of a 
typical lesson? 
A: Well, one thing I find real rewarding is a lesson 
called tolerance that I teach e�ch year in a different way. 
If the students reali ze that the more they learn people are 
different and the more that they can get along they will 
understand other people better. I hope that they reali ze 
that from there the world will be a better place if 
everyone could understand each other better. · The students 
usually do get the big picture eventually but to do that it 
takes a lot of little lessons put together teaching them 
how we are alike and different. This year we had a 
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cultural fair and the students chose a country with their 
classroom. The students complete research and dressed up as 
people from each particular country. Their favorite was 
the foods from the different countries. They have already 
asked if we could do it again next year. I think they did 
get something from that lesson. 
Q: Do - you use a lot of technology in your teaching? 
A: I wish it were different in that I wish I could use 
more however it is j ust that I don't have a goo� excuse. 
At every school, I always have one really good computer. I 
know that there are ways to get the students to rally 
around one computer but it is j ust not my forte. Well, 
this year I got my own website and which I will show you in 
a minute. The website was my way to get the kids online 
and I think the teachers appreciated because a lot of them 
do have computers at home. I would give them my website 
http: //www. myschoolonlinetngreentag and scrap paper and 
they would bring . to the regular classroom. I told them 
they needed to get on the website as much as they could and 
I had incentives if they answered a certain question. They 
could get a prize and this is how knew they had gotten on 
the website. It's hard because some teachers computers 
were not cooperating, they couldn't log on that day, etc. 
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but this process helped them learn how to log on. We would 
send each other email. So I taught them how email me and 
they liked that . So that is ,one thing I have improved on . 
Q: How do you know when a lesson has been successful with 
gifted children? 
A: Well, the survey that we do rates the lessons on a 
scale and one being most favorite. That is one thing I do 
look at but usually it is · predictable. They tend to like 
the splashy and anything hands on if it is not hands on 
they don ' t  like it. They usually don ' t  care for the future 
problem solving but we do it anyway and I wish there was a 
way for them to like it more but they are not crazy about 
it. I am notorious from breaking in guest speakers and the 
students always like the programs that we bring in. For 
example, we had Bob Germeck do a folk dance day here and 
Mr . Germeck team-taught the folk dancing with the gym 
teacher . I worked in together with the music and gym 
teachers this year to kick off the culture fair and that 
was a big success. Also, I hired a storyteller to come in . 
So I know for sure those are successful because when they 
come back they tell me and that is one way of knowing. 
Sometimes you really don ' t  know if they are successful. 
Q : If you were to hire the perfect teacher for gifted 
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children what attributes/qualities would you look · for in 
that person? 
A: That is a hard question but one thing I realize working 
with gifted children and this is truly gifted they are a 
little more sensitive than a child that is not gifted. 
That means they are more emotional and sometimes you have 
to walk around eggshells to figure out what the problem is 
by working more closely with the support staff. I know a 
lot kids have to talk with guidance counselor to get them 
to find out what was wrong and a lot of times if they have 
� family problem that effects them more than other 
students. A good gifted teacher needs to be aware of that 
is not j ust a simple lesson you teach in a year and your 
gone for the day a lot of students you take home their 
problems with us helps us be more sensitive to their needs. 
I don't a requirement for teachers to hold the 
certification but I think . some people are natural gifted 
teachers. I'm not going to mention names but I think 
students that might have went through the gifted program 
when growing up are gifted and I think they are more 
sensitive to other kids. Also if you were an anyway 
different either looks, if you were super intelligent, 
and/or you were ostracized you can relate to those kids. 
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Now they are coming to the classroom and I think they make 
good teachers and you don't need an education to do that. 
A TAG teacher's most important quality is recognizing 
that homogeneous grouping works . Gifted students need to 
be together. Sometimes that's the only place they can be 
themselves . 
Q : What are some of your hobbies or interest currently? 
A :  Yes, now I love be outside . I like sports such as : 
paddling, kayaking, skiing, and biking . I j ust found 
gardening and I j ust love it and that is my passion right 
now because · I have a huge yard and I enj oy kind of like 
therapy. Next year because they have ·a greenhouse at the 
school and they wanted me to work on it this year but I 
didn't get to but I am hope to get my love of gardening 
into the students. One thing, I cannot figure out is we 
have eight students and one plant to plant; what do you do 
with all the other kids? It's _hard to kept everyone busy 
work on a greenhouse and that a challenge . Also to find 
the research and to fill all the requirements that we - have 
to do in each lesson, I have not figured that out yet . 
Q : Do you plan on staying in the gifted area of teaching? 
Why? Why not? 
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A :  I will probably stay within this area more because I 
cannot think of anything else as rewarding. If I did have 
a j ob I would take it there is nothing else that suits my 
needs and I don't think I could be a regular classroom 
. .  , teacher and I am j ust not cut out for it. I'm not 
- organized or talented enough to be a classroom teacher you 
� really- have to be a saint. 
Q :  What would be your dream j ob outside the educational 
field? 
A :  There are two types of j obs : ones that you make money 
and ones that you don't make money. If money wasn't 
needed, I would like to teach homeless children or a 
teaching j ob in another country. I have some many teaching 
materials that I need to use more. I would be a yoga 
teacher. That is what gives me pleasure . I've been taking 
classes for 20 plus years and would like to train some day 
so I coul� teach yoga for kids. 
Q : Do you read a lot of research on gifted education? 
A : No I haven't read a lot of research on gifted 
education. I did for however for the classes towards my 
masters, of course, and the gifted certification but not on 
my own. 
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Q: How are your relationships with other faculty members 
and the administrators of your school? 
A: I think that is one assets that I have I do work well 
with other faculty members but sometimes every school you 
get teachers that don ' t  get to ·know you personally but 
don ' t  like you because of different reasons of the j ob .  
They don ' t  1ike the TAG program maybe · or · they don ' t like 
you but I try to ignore and stay focused on the j ob not to 
get involved with politics or anything personal on the j ob. 
I have formed a lot of friendships with the faculty over 
the years at different schools and I have never had a 
problem with the administration that I know of. 
Q: Are you in close contact with parents? How? 
A: Well, at Reagan Elementary where I taught for like six 
years I had the most active parents there . Many of the 
moms didn ' t  work and I had a great earth wag committee of 
parents . I have kept up the friendship with some of those 
Yana Linberg and we traveled to Finland together and she 
parent of my student. Another family the naywall ' s, I 
taught their daughter Paula and they moved back to Holland 
and I ' ve visited them in Holland. They were here j ust 
about a month ago in the United States and I hostesses 
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them. So I try to kept friendships of parents of students 
and they are usual ly really great asset. 
I do see the parents at open house , parent teacher 
association (pta) , etc. At the beginning of the year , I do 
ask for volunteers for something like I was in charge of 
the chess club and that is one thing I am real proud of 
every scho?l the last few years I have started chess clubs. 
This year .�I have a chess club and two dads ' come every 
Friday to help. My relationship with the parents usual ly 
has to do with them volunteering for something for the TAG 
students. 
Q : Are you accessible to your students in the building? 
Do they come to you outside of class time? 
A : Not a lot of students come to me outside of class time 
but some do. I ' m  new to this school so I am hope next year 
to build on that. I suppose I would fall  into the middle 
range more . than some teachers and less than others . 
Participant 4 
(Dorothy Hensley} 
Q : Could . you please tel l  me a little about your 
educational background? High School ? Col lege? Graduate? 
Course of study? 
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A :  I was rai sed in a suburban of Chicago , Ill inois . I was 
a student at Eleanor and Wesley Univers i ty and an Eleanor 
State Scholar there . I completed my bachelors in 
elementary education wi th thirty hours in music ; music was 
my original maj or at firs t . I have a master ' s  degree from 
The University of  Tennessee , Knoxvi lle  (UT)  in Uni ted 
States History . In addi tion ,  I am certi fied in special 
education and I have received masters plus forty- five . I 
now have my educational specialist ' s degree in 
admini stration . So I am highly educated . 
Q :  How long have you been in the educational field and in · 
what facets , i f  any , other that teaching? 
A :  I have been teaching for twenty- six years . I have 
taught in a fundamental classroom . I substi tute taught for 
a year because I had a masters wi th no j ob .  I have spent 
most  of my time teaching with the middle school and high 
school but I do have elementary background . I have al so 
taught adults in bread baking and things like that . So I 
have done some things on the side wi th adults . When I was 
an assistant I did teaching of college kids . So · I  have 
taught the gamut . I teach predominantly math now at Adams· 
Elementary . 
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Q : Did your elementary school growing up have gifted 
program? Did you participate? 
A : Basically, they did testing like IQ test to check 
achievement level. They called it swatch and it ' s  quite 
similar to Knox County ' s  TAG program because of the 
swatches of kids that moved on ahead, we were accelerated, 
so that by middle school you were a good year ahead in math 
and they segregated you into a honors class. Basically, 
dealt with age group you were with and your courses were 
different from other students . 
Q : Would you have been in the gifted program if your 
school had one? Why? Why not? 
A : I was in gifted classes and an honors program all 
through high school. Basically, I had almost a year of 
college completed by the time I finished high school. 
Q : As a child what were some of your main interests or 
hobbies? 
A : I was very musical, artistic, and I swam competitively 
as a child. So I liked a lot of different things as I 
always have. I cook, sew, and play the piano . I have done 
art and I was a scholastic award art painter in high 
school . So it was one of those things I kind of one of 
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those kids who did everything well . My brother wished I 
had never been his sister . 
Q : Would you consider . yourself an effective/ successful 
teacher? Why? Why not? 
A : I have always enjoyed teaching even as a kid I had a 
birth defect that didn ' t  allow me run and j ump that ' s  also 
why I swam so I didn ' t  go out for recess . In elementary 
school, I worked with the kids that didn ' t  speak English 
helping them speak English so I have always kind of wanted 
to be a teacher . It has j ust been as natural as breathing 
to me . So I am an effective teacher but it is a gift too . 
Q : How long have you been . teaching in the gifted program? 
A : I have been with gifted all but of eight years . It has 
been in Knox County and I was with Knoxville City that is 
before I joined with the county . I taught at Nixon 
Elementary for my classroom experience so out of twenty­
four children I had huge population of kids that would be 
considered gifted as well . So basically , I have dealt with 
the maj ority of my time with the upper end academic . The 
magnet school is within its eleventh year . Basically , it 
started gelling about the fifth yea! . 
Q : Did you feel that you were successful immediately when 
you started working with gifted children? 
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A :  I was kind of on the same wavelength with them . I had 
to work harder to be successful with children that did get 
something real fast. I know especially like when I taught 
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long division I had to kind of go back and go through the 
root aments of long division to teach it step like and then 
you had this group that could do it in their head. I found 
it is harder to modify to work with kids who needed more 
input than the kids that needed enrichment . I didn't have 
problems really with either but I felt more successful with 
my high kids because I kind of knew where they were coming - ; 
from than some of my lower kids . 
Q : What are some of the subj ect areas in which you feel 
confident in teaching? 
A :  I do the straight math curriculum and we move a little 
faster. I still use the math Olympia program that it is a 
problem-solving program. With that we also do 
tessellations , origami , and various mathematical problems 
solving things . In fact , we solve tons of puz zles and 
others things they work with so we look at math in a lot of 
different ways also from the arts and music standpoint . 
Basically , if you like music mathematically so occasionally 
we sit down and write music . Believe me anyone can write 
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music mathematically and it sounds totally bizarre but they 
do a good job. 
Q: What types of lessons do you teach to your TAG 
students? Could you give some examples in detail of a 
typical lesson? 
A : In the magnet school, basically I was one of the people 
that helped put it together so curriculum wise it is my 
curriculum because I was working with our teachers and we 
have created a social studies basis curriculum for 
elementary school. Our kindergarten is studying families 
around the world. Our first grade looks more at community 
issues. Our second grade uses children literature to go 
continental around the world and study various areas. 
Third grade actually studies how civi"iization are put 
together from the science end that you have food near a 
river and you don't but your house in a desert and you put 
it where you can grow something. From that stand point we 
put together the Constitution ·and things like that for 
their areas it's called the third world. Then our fourth 
grade looks at ancient civilizations and pre America but 
now since they have moved half of America History in fourth 
grade that is going to shift. In our fifth grade is based 
on United States History. So it is a social studies model 
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used for grouping these chi ldren we , basically ,  teach not 
in textbooks like for reading we bas ical ly use straight 
books . It ' s  a little di f ferent and that what I have done 
mainly at Adams Elementary . Before that I taught , at one 
time I had eight school s .  This was when the city did it  
only wi th special education so you had a caseload that 
really - took a quadrant of the city . Basically , I had two 
middle schools and their entire feeder . elementary school s .  
It ' s  Tuesday , where am I ?  It  was more that type of  thing . 
We only met with people that I teach . I probably in those · 
eleven schools had a total of 1 5 0  kids and you would pul l  
them in groups like middle school I met wi th six ,  seventh , 
and eight graders all of  them and sometimes I would pul l a 
few others in j ust to have a decent size  group because 
gi fted is  not something parents have their children tested 
for it ' s  not as crucial I don ' t think to get the j ob done 
so I work with these kids like that . We did a lot of times 
,.,.,. middle school  we looked at topics and chose topic s to study 
because the individual education plan ' s ( IEP ) for most part 
the academic ones were done by the teachers so we did 
extension and they chose topics to work on . Then when I 
got wi th the TAG program I went down to only three schools  
but I had di fferent schools  and we did some di fferent 
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things but again I l ike kids input in what we study so it  
could from year to year . One of the things , one that we 
did in the proj ects , we didn ' t do i t  relate it to a topic 
we chose a learning we wanted to do and then we had 
independent proj ect there so I may have one student who 
chose to do something like take all hi s baseball  cards and · 
actual ly put- them together and · how much they were worth and 
set it  up . Another chi ld who was interested in the solar 
sys tem did model and thi s type thing . Another kid was into 
horse type thing and went into studying veterinary horse  
medicine . So it  was j ust  like what they wanted to learn 
and I helped them learn · it  and that was our independent 
proj ects , which were neat because all  the kids got what 
they wanted . Sometimes that brings parent trouble because 
the parents didn ' t think their child wanted to do that but 
_ we hung in there . For those kids , it  was really 
researching something they wanted to research not something 
someone picked out · and from mos t  of them · from hearing from 
them later it  helped in researching anything they went on 
to do . 
Q : Do you use a lot of  technology in your teaching? 
A : In Adams Elementary , as you can see I don ' t have a lot 
o f  technology and I don ' t have the kids very often but they 
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kids have access to technology such they need it. Our 
library is an open library and has computers in there. 
Each classroom has computers and we also have mobile labs 
so they do have access to that type of thing. Most of my 
kids .are like computer able some more able than others but 
again what we do is more math related they use research and 
.. things - they learn in the class which important to those 
types of kids. 
Q: How do you know when a lesson has been successful with 
gifted children? 
A: The kids are interested and they want more . I can tell 
when they want more and that they are indeed learning. 
Sometimes you see the kids later in the day and they ' ll 
tell you something about the topic you were covering in 
class earlier. That ' s  when you know that you were 
successful. 
Q: If you were to hire the perfect teacher for gifted 
children what attributes/qualities would you look for in 
that person? 
A: I look for curiosity, ability to take risk, willingness 
to take risks, and natural talent with kids. In a way you 
almost look for a quality that is kids like within 
themselves cause it works a lot better. Also I think other 
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I look for sense of humor because i f  the teachers realize  
that many times their kids know more than they do so you 
need to have a sense of humor . I f  you make a mistake you 
need to be able to chuckle about it  also because they are 
children who are devastated · by making a mi stake and to see 
an adult model proper mi stake behavior is  better for them . 
If  you get upset about making mistakes than yes you need to 
stress on that . So I look for that in a person . I also 
look for a mix education on people because the more things 
you are interes ted in the more you have to offer to the 
kids because in teaching gi fted you are not dealing with 
basic ski lls  you are dealing ways of getting to other 
things so you have made an interest  you have al so sought 
out ways to learn other things . I guess  gi f ted teachers 
more than anything teach kids how they find what they need 
to find more than actual ly teaching them knowledge . I have 
hired all the teachers here · at Adams Elementary . It ' s  a 
commi ttee that a number of peopl e ,  my supervi sor , and 
mysel f are on . I can speak right to the person . 
Q : What are some of your hobbies or interest  currently? 
A : I would have time I had to pursue them that ' s  all . 
Basically ,  one of  the reasons I l ike teaching gi fted is  
that I can pursue my interests with kids and improve what I 
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know working with them so that is one of the neat things 
about it. For the most part, I still enjoy art and musical 
stuff. My son is twenty now for a while I dealt with being 
mommy to a interesting child. I am an avid reader ; I 
really like mysteries and read it a lot. 
Q: Do you plan on staying in the gifted area of teaching? 
Why? _ -WhY:,: not? 
A: I am looking in administration, which in essence you 
work with all kinds of kids. But I'm looking to go into 
that field in probably either as a principal or working in 
supervision. Magnet schools are wonderful places they are 
they become your normal and I've been in regular schools so 
I know . what regular schools are like and they don't have 
some of the things magnet schools have. I could take 
either because kids are still there. 
In some ways, magnet schools need met needs that every 
school could meet if they could have someone to meet those 
needs. I am total special education certified so I do know 
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the whole realm of the special education issues and have a 
real interested in the gifted education. Gifted many times 
they are kept to a below average level because of their 
handicap does not real allow for them to get beyond so. I 
think I am at a point I think I would like to work with all 
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children but I don't think gifted education should be bar 
from our low children cause higher order thinking at a 
lower level is still high thinking abilities. 
Q: What would be your dream job outside the educational 
field? 
A :  I would like to be the educational person at a museum 
or historic -site and work out educational programs for 
young people because a lot of kids that just kind of go 
through them and that is sad. Kids need to experience. A 
lot of the things we do in TAG, like the challenger, they 
can do it and it starts making since but if you just walk 
through and look at it and it's like that's nice. I think 
that would be a dream job to set up the educational 
programs. 
Q: Do you read a lot of research on gifted education? 
A: . But I also keep up in the field and I do a lot of 
reading when it comes new things involves with the arts. I 
collect numbered books related to various leadership ; in to 
people ; and that type of thing . Also, I get some 
educational journals that keep me up in the literature in 
general but I really think that is necessary to bring 
research and other things that is coming out now you really 
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need to keep up with what worked ten years ago is not what 
we see. 
Q : How are your relationships with other faculty members 
and the administrators of your school? 
A : At this point, the relationships are really good but 
one of the interesting things when we first came here as a 
magnet - school first of all there was a feeling among the 
regular staff, magnet teachers, because of the kids they 
dealt with were special they kind of resented them. It 
took a long time to kind of realize oh your kids at times 
are bad too . Your kids may be able to read but can be 
little stinkers. They had a vision of what gifted kids 
were like that I think teachers that work with chi ldren on 
the low socioeconomic and pro-academic scale probably have 
a vision of what perfect gifted child are like. They are 
unique individuals but it does take awhile to realize that 
we are all in the same boat even though we were doing 
different . things. I think the classroom teachers ask about � .,;; : ' 
things especially if they want to do something really 
different than what the textbook would say to do . I think 
there is a lot more sharing among the magnet an� non-magnet 
teachers in what certain things can you do. In fifth grade 
this year, when they did the civil war unit they did 
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interact with one of the other fifth grade teachers and her 
class. They each did a�ademically different things but 
they could all do the writing of the letters and dividing 
up into teams. It was really beneficial for both groups 
that you had enough people to could read and stuff. 
Q: Are you in close contact with parents? How? 
A: I am the- parent contact for the magnet school. If 
there is a problem, I know about it . If any of the kids do 
require special education I am part of their m-teams. Also 
I am responsible for making sure things are met which means 
I get some interesting ideas of what parents think their 
kids need. We work it out in a way I also act as an 
intimidator between the parent and child in terms of what 
the parent expects from the child and what the parent 
really wants. That is a role I do sometimes when parents 
say well and we can buckle them together . He called 
doesn't like that and I think sometimes of a parent of a 
really bright child to step back and say this is my child 
but it is their life. That is probably the hardest because 
it's the diamond in the rough. That· is the role I do with 
parents. They come in and say my kid is doing this at 
home, what is going on? Sometimes you can help them see 
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that they are not a bad parent and that they are just going 
through this at this time . 
Q :  Are you accessible to your. students in the building? 
Do they come to you outside of class time? 
A :  Because of my position at Adams Elementary as a magnet 
facilitator I also do all the scheduling and teach the 
fourth- and fifth grades true special area courses. I go in 
and proctor test, take an extra class over, check out books 
for gifted from the library, and taught a set of the 
special area courses so basically I am always a part of the 
school even though I am more administration. 
I think it is a degree of exposure to the world as to 
the world they are exposed .too. Teaching in a suburban 
setting is show of wealth and they have been to other 
places ; many times other countries ; they have been to the 
art museum ; and they have been everywhere there is not the 
same needs that an intercity setting has. Basically, when 
you expose them to a country it is strictly whatever you 
expose them too. They can first see a video on they have 
never been there. Many have never met anyone from another 
country . However their life experiences are very 
interesting too it is a little more street but they really 
have giftedness they both have it . It is just very 
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di fferent , one is very usually measured on tes ts and the 
others are j ust amazing on their survival ability .  These 
kids are a lot of fun . Basical ly ,  one of the nice things 
about intercity kids because you can do anything because 
it ' s  all new whi le it ' s  a j aded crowd like at Coolidge 
Elementary you would unders tand the feeling of n r ' ve 
already done- this " .  Also they bring a di fferent 
perspective when we go to criminal court to the j uveni le 
facility a few of kids were on speaking terms with the 
guards there because they had older sibl ings who had been 
in j uveni le . So they are j ust  excit ing to work wi th and it  
is  j ust  di fferent . I t  sounds like they are younger that 
way . 
Li terally ,  academical ly Adams El ementary has every 
form of education here in Knoxvi lle from least restricted 
environment ( LRE ) to gi fted . We have about an eight- six 
percent free reduced lunch at Adams Elementary . .  We are a 
ti tle one school and our population i s  the poorest 
population in Knox County in terms of actual money . We 
have people that really are not making a l iving wage that 
are working ; we also have middle school ;  and we have very 
wealth peopl e .  We have it  al l here . For academics  there 
are in their own classroom but for all  the arts and 
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everything they are mixed with everybody else . They are 
also mixed in the cafeteria . They are with everybody else 
as well it took awhile to become apart to become one school 
but over time it does . They realize maybe the kids are a 
little different in some ways but in everyway the main kids 
realize these kids are little different . It is very 
_ interesting , _ we had a school dance and it was very 
interesting . It was kind of like middle class meets lower . 
Because we have the arts here most of the kids here are 
willing to j ump in and try it anyway which is interesting 
situation . We are about fifty-fifty black to white , which 
in Knox Cou�ty is considered racial ly identifiable but a 
statistics standpoint it is a very pleasant mix . We 
probably if they went through have the most biracial group 
of people here too . We have very different types of people 
here and like I said many biracial families are here . One 
of the things , arts makes a difference here and that is 
. . .. where they meet which is common ground talent is more 
equally distributed than academic ability and it is not so 
socioeconomic placed but our kids dance from kindergarten 
on , have their physical education , instrumental music , and 
art . It is an interesting mix . 
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Participant 5 
(Vicki Wilson) 
Q : Could you please tell me a little about your educational 
background? High School? College? Graduate? Course of 
study? 
A : I went to Warren County Senior High School in 
McMinnville ; Tennessee . I attended college at Tennessee 
Tech in Cookeville, Tennessee and my degree is in 
elementary education. I came home to Knoxville arid started 
working on my masters in general reading education . 
Q :  How long have you been in the educational field and in 
what facets , if any , other that teaching? 
A : I ' ve been the educational field for twenty-six years 
all of that elementary or gifted . I have only been in 
gifted for six or seven years . The first twelve to 
thirteen years I taught in Anderson County at Norwood 
Elementary in Oliver Springs. I was also at Claxton on 
Clinton Highway for a couple of years too. 
Q :  Did your elementary school growing up have gifted 
program? Did you participate? 
A : No, tag was something we played on the playground . No , 
I would not have been in the gifted program because I think 
I really struggled in reading as a kid . I can remember 
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those controlled readers and I hated them because they 
would set them on a speeq that I could never keep up with. 
They would also flash across the board and if you didn ' t  
finish the end of the sentence it j ust turned off and went 
to the next sentence . The controlled readers turned people 
against reading. 
Q: Would you have been in the gifted program if your 
school had one? Why? Why not? 
A: No , they didn ' t  have a gifted program that I am aware 
of. 
Q: As a child what were some of your main interests or 
hobbies? 
A: I was actually a baton twirler and that was life. I 
spent every weekend in competitions by twirling . Then in 
high school I was a basketball player . I have also had a 
pretty strong passion for things . At the time I was pretty 
luck in basketball our team went to the state championship 
twice , my junior and senior year , an� lost by one point 
both times . It was cool to have that team work experience 
because after spending so many years on the individual 
competitive level ; I really loved the team aspect . Some of 
members from that team are still my best friends . I used 
to teach baton when I first came to Knoxvil le but it was so 
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obviously compulsive because parents don't let you go. We 
would have competitions every weekend and the kids were 
good but I was teaching two and three nights a week. I 
really thought I was going to pop a blood vessel j ust from 
exhaustion and that was when I was living in Anderson 
County. When I moved to Knox County I never told anybody 
that I had that background because if they think you are 
good 1 at it they don't let you go. I really hated reading 
as a child but I have become a reader as an adult . I was 
good in math cause I talked too much in class and every 
time you talked too much in class you had to do page of 
math problems . So I was great in math . 
Q : Would you consider yourself an effective/successful 
teacher? Why? Why not? 
A :  Well, sometimes but I think we do sdmething's that are 
good but as for taking them as far as they need to go I am 
average in that respect. I ·think the classes we do that 
the kids in enjoy them and do learn but as far as really 
inspiring those kids to go as far as they can in that 
respect I am average. I don't want the program to tell me 
what to do. 
2 4 4  
The physical space I really took for granted until I taught 
at Nixon Elementary and I thought you could pretty much 
teach anywhere but I don't think you can . The teachers 
were wonderful about trying to keep everybody quite but 
every time people would walk down the hall those little 
heads would j ust turn . If I would have been out in the 
hall I- would have some how managed to transferred or I 
would have qu�t . 
Q: How long have you been teaching in the gifted program? 
A: I have been teaching in the gifted program for seven 
years. The first year I was at Madison Elementary and 
Pierce Middle. Then I went to Nixon Elementary and Madison 
Elementary . At Pierce, I loved the kids but the teachers I 
worked with mortified me to think that we had teachers that 
bad. Cause I had to go into their classroom, which that 
was not as bad as being in the hall at Nixon Elementary . 
The teachers were so territorial that if you touched the 
stuff on the desk they would eat your_face. The couple of 
weeks before I started I had never taught in middle school 
so I went around sat in teachers classes _to observe and 
what I saw scared me to death . They were awful to those 
kids but they are good kids. 
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Q : Did you feel · that you were succes s ful immediately when 
you started working with gi fted children? 
A:  Almost every child that came was hungry to learn . One 
of the _ thing� that I really l iked about gi fted i s  that the 
di scipline problems are minimal . You can count discipl ine 
problems probably on one hand because one of the reasons 
they are so bright . is  because they want to l earn . The 
class si zes were smaller and they would come in anxious to 
learn . I thought I had died and gone to heaven . 
Q : What are some of  the subj ect areas in which you feel 
confident in teaching? 
A :  Science and math are subj ect areas that I feel 
confident in teaching . I really try to have a balance of  
every other things but it  i s  always easier to  fal l  back on 
science and math because a lot of the kids are high in 
those subj ects . I also f ind science and math easier . 
Q : What types of lessons do you teach to your TAG 
students ?  Could you give some examples in detai l of  a 
typical lesson? 
A :  I do uni ts o f  study . I try to go . through and look at 
the TCAP scores and see where the kids seem to be low like 
in third grade lots of thi rd grade teachers don ' t get to 
the geometry and measure therefore , the scores are lower . 
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So I developed a unit called do you measure up? We do the 
frog Olympics in that unit and they measure in centimeters, 
decimeters, and meters and lastly it's fun. I feel like 
the one thing that I can do is take something mundane and 
make it fun.- That's is what I have tried to do with each 
unit. Lot of kids have trouble understanding in science 
-.;� the concept of pressure, what makes a cloud, how does it 
happen, what is the difference in air pressure, etc. so 
that is what we do the big weather unit in the fourth 
grade. In fifth grade, on of my favorite things· is 
bringing in the health aspects because I know they are 
getting ready to go to middle school. We do a big unit on 
smoking, drinking, saturated fats, and unsaturated fats 
which the kids get to try on the drunk goggles and they 
have to figure a elapse time to see how long it take to get 
the alcohol out of the blood. - I bring in the fat rack and 
we talk about good choices. I love it when we catch the 
kids on this; I . bring in a regular size candy bar with 
fourteen grams of fat and a king size candy bar with eight 
grams of fat how can that be? Well, most kids don't think 
about the serving as one third of the candy bar. Some 
there is twenty-four grams of fat in the king size candy 
bar. We do a proj ect in the third grade called the way 
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things work ; I tell the parents if you do something in your 
j ob that you want you child to understand this is a perfect 
assignment to teach your child what you do. The kids have 
done them on how a toilet works , angioplasties , surgeon , 
and etc. I try to do one big proj ect a every year. The 
next year they do an independent study proj ect were they 
chose a topi� and research , present findings , �nd create a 
visual. The last year they do trip and world. They have 
to go and find a country and a landmark ·with the country. 
They prepare a visual on that landmark and they present as 
a person from that country and tell about the country. I 
only see second graders the last half of the year. With the 
numbers at the schools there would not be enough time to 
get all those in. 
Q :  Do you use a lot of technology in your teaching ? 
A :  I use technology a lot in my teaching. I ' ve have tried 
to make it a progress thing in third grade they do student 
writing center which is .icon oriented which they learn how 
to copy , paste , change the font , size , color , etc. and in 
fourth grade , they move to Microsoft word , pririt master , 
learn how to import/export clipart; and. They complete the 
templates that I have designed and were evaluated on the 
skills learned at the end of the unit . I am fortunate that 
24 8 
I have sixteen computers at Madison Elementary. At Nixon 
Elementary, I have thirteen computers. I received every 
one of the computers by grants from people how donated 
their old computers with the exception of one. I received 
$500. 00 and the principal gave me the other $700. 00 to buy 
that computer and that is the only money that has been 
given to me. 
_Q :  How do you know when a lesson has been successful with 
gifted children? 
A: Well, there is a couple of things I do .such as: what 
did you do in TAG today letter so that the parents will be 
asking them questions about the topic. I will hear from 
parents that their student was so excited over the red, 
white blood cells, and plates this week which tells me that 
they must answer though questions very well. This also 
allows me to know that the parents are reinforcing what we 
·are doing · in the classroom . If the parents ask, did you 
- send me something? Well then the parents are not checking 
the papers. I hear from parents and that is a real good 
thing. You can just tell when the kids are j ust turned on 
and they don't want to leave. 
2 4 9  
Q: If you were to hire the perfect teacher for gifted 
children what attributes/qualities would you look for in 
that person? 
A: I think somebody that's got high energy some people 
that seat in the meets inattentive. I could never hire a 
person that did that. Or the people that are unwilling 
especially in TAG to learn about technology. Some people 
have the mentally don't know anything about technology and 
don't want to know. How can you work with gifted when the 
world is so technologically advanced and you are continuing 
to be ignorant and you want to teach gifted? That's why 
the idea of going back to get the administrative 
supervision certificate scares me to death because I am 
afraid I would pop a blood vessel over people that are 
lazy. 
Q: What are some of your hobbies or interest currently? 
A: One thing that my whole family likes to do is snow ski. 
I like to walk cause I am use to being athletic and I use 
to run. 
Q: Do you plan on staying in the gifted area of teaching? 
Why? Why not? 
A: I think at this point because I only have four more 
years until I can retire so I think I will work for the 
2 5 0  
work years . My plan now is to retire in four years and 
maybe go to a private school j ust because two checks are 
better than one . 
Q : What would be your dream j ob outside the educational 
. field? 
A : I would like to teach j unior college . I would love to 
._.,teach people that are going into education . 
Q : Do you read a lot of research on gifted education? 
A : No , I don ' t read a lot of research on gifted education 
unless I have to . · It  kind of goes back thing about reading 
as a kid . I read cause I like to read . 
Q : How are your relationships with other faculty members 
and the administrators of your school? 
A: I love Madison Elementary the faculty and 
administrators are outstanding . · The principal at Madison 
Elementary Vick Anders is coming back as principal she took 
off last _ year because of surgery . I think she walks on 
water and I would do anything . She has a way of allowing 
you to be your very best and I would do anything for her 
and I also think she would anything for us . The people 
, that I work with at Madison Elementary I j ust love them . 
At Nixon Elementary , I never really felt as apart of the 
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staff there. It ' s  a positive working relationship but I 
feel that I am j ust a part-time adj unct. 
Q: Are you in close contact with parents? How? 
, A: I am in close contact with the parents a lot. They 
don ' t  necessarily call me a lot. We have a website too and 
so I get emails. They are pretty respectful about not 
kil ling witn it. Yes , I have enough contact with the 
parents. The parents will  email or call  to ask me a 
question j ust enough to make me feel like I am in close 
contact with eighty percent of them. 
Q: Are you accessible to your students in the building? 
Do they come to you outside of class time? 
A: Yes , I have a lot j ust because I have always been a 
safety patrol person but I ' m giving that up next year. You 
leave but life goes on . 
2 52 
Rubrics 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Jeffrey Wayne Woods was born December 27 ,  1 974 in 
Kettering , Ohio. He graduated from Vandal ia- Butler High 
School in May of 1 9 93. In May of 1 9 97 he graduated with a 
Bachelor of Sc ience in Early Childhood Education from 
Linco ln Memorial University in Harrogate , Tennessee. He 
completed his Master ' s  of Science degree from the 
University of Tennessee in August of 1 9 9 8  and his PhD in 
Teacher Education in August of 2 0 04 . 
In  August of 1 9 97,  Jeff Woods was hired to teach 
academi cal ly gifted chi ldren in grades K- 8 in Knoxvi lle , 
Tennessee. He also taught for the Federal Programs at the 
University of Tennessee during his summers working for both 
the Pre - Coll ege and Academi c Enrichment Programs. He also 
taught early chi ldhood classes to future teachers at 
Pel l issippi State Technical community College during the 
2 0 02 - 2 0 0 3  school year . 
In  August of 2 0 0 3,  Woods left Knoxvi l le ,  Tennessee 
after six years of teaching in the publ ic schools and began 
teaching in Cumming , Georgia. He sti l l  teaches the 
academi cal ly gifted at the el ementary level . Jeff is a 
member of the National Curricul um for the Soc ial Studies 
and a member of the Phi Delta Kappa Honor ' s  Society . 
3 17 
- 1624 486S- 45 ('J 
11/13/M f 
